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Abstract

The infrared behaviour of the gluon propagator has been the subject of much

speculation over the last twenty years. The non-linear nature of Quantum Chro-

modynamics combine with its characteristic strong coupling to make calculations

difficult. Lattice gauge theory is the only known, ab initio way of nonperturba-

tively calculating the objects of a quantum field theory, such as the propagators.

Lattice gauge theory has had many successes, but the computational cost of sim-

ulating a large volume means that the long range (low momentum) behaviour

of the gluon propagator is difficult to reliably access. Through the use of an

improved action, with corresponding Landau gauge fixing and tree-level improve-

ment, we obtain good signal on a set of coarse lattices, for modest computational

cost. This enables us to simulate a large volume, and hence obtain good reso-

lution in the infrared. We obtain a gluon propagator that, in Landau gauge, is

finite in the infrared, and a detailed analysis indicates that the lattice artefacts

are small.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is widely believed to be the correct theory

of strong interactions. QCD is defined by a path integral in Euclidean space, a

system with infinite degrees of freedom. This system is generally insoluble and

indeed considerable work has to be done to the functional integral just to render

it sensible. In perturbation theory QCD must be gauge fixed, with the corre-

sponding introduction of ghost fields, and it must be regularised, for example by

dimensional regularisation. One can then use the perturbative expansion to con-

sider fluctuations about the free field. Despite the strong coupling of QCD, this

is possible at high energies thanks to the property of asymptotic freedom. Per-

turbation theory however, to any order, fails to expose the two most important

features of QCD, namely d,ynamical chiral symmetry breaking and confinement.

It is these two phenomena that give the strongly interacting world its gross prop-

erties: massive hadronic degrees of freedom. Whilst there are many methods of

studying hadronic physics including perturbation theory, effective field theory and

heavy quark efiective theory, it is only possible to pick around the edges of the

theory. One requires nonperturbative methods. Dyson-Schwinger equations are

one such method, but they need to be truncated in some way, which introduces
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

model dependence. Alternatively, the theory can be lattice regularised.

Lattice regularisation is performed by approximating the continuum by a grid

or lattice, discretising space-time. Because we start with a theory defined in

Euclidean space, all directions on the lattice are equivalent. The lattice acts as

an ultraviolet (and in practice as an infrared) cutoff. In the standard formulation

of lattice gauge theory, the gauge group becomes compact, making gauge fixing

unnecessary for the calculation of physical observables, although there are other

reasons for performing it. Many direct comparisons with perturbation theory in

the asymptotic region can only be made if the lattice has suitable gauge fixing.

The lattice may be used as an analytical tool, in which calculations may be

performed at finite lattice spacing in an infinite volume, however in numerical

simulations the physical size of the box must be finite. Given these two constraints

it is clear how one would like to proceed - results must be extrapolated to the

limit of infinite volume and zero lattice spacing. Thanks to asymptotic freedom

the situation is a little better than this. Calculations at finite, but sufficiently

small, lattice spacing can produce results that are arbitrarily close to those that

would be obtained in the continuum limit. This phenomenon is called scaling.

Lattice regularisation thus provides the possibility of calculating and testing the

full theory, as defined by its path integral.

This apparently simple method is, however, subject to these constraints:

o Simulations are expensive - the cost of a calculation is proportional to the

square of the lattice volume and inversely proportional to the sixth power

of the lattice spacing.

o Dynamical quarks are particularly expensive - whilst well defined by the

lattice formulation they add two orders of magnitude to the cost of simula-

tions. Quenched calculations are thus the current standard.

o Li8ht quarks are too nonlocal - thev are particularly sensitive to finite vol-
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ume effects. Furthermore, the algorithms used to invert the fermion matrix

are aflicted with critical slowing down; so for technical reasons simulations

involve unphysically heavy quark masses. This means that lattice results

must also be extrapolated to light quark masses, see e.g. Refs [1,2].

In this investigation, only issues of finite volume and finite lattice spacing shall

be dealt with. The detrimental effects of working at finite lattice spacing can be

overcome by working more cleverly. Improved actions and improved methods can

reduce the lattice artefacts, allowing one to work at larger lattice spacings. This in

turn makes larger volumes more readily available. Improvement in this context is

about doing more detailed, more ambitious physics with the same computational

resources

In any field theory, the most basic quantity that can be considered is the two

point correlator, the propagator. In the case of a weakly coupled theory such as

QED, this may readily be calculated perturbatively. Strongly coupled theories

are not so simple. The gluon propagator has been the subject of a great deal of

investigation and speculation over the last twenty years. For a review, see Ref. [3]

and the references therein. It was stated in a recent report [4] that,

"....finite-size effects are very large in the small-momenta sector. This

makes practically unfeasible, with present computational resources,

the numerical study of the infrared behaviour of the gluon propagator

in four dimensions and at large values of P...."

which makes the gluon propagator an excellent subject for the application of

improvement and improved methods. By using more sophisticated methods it is

possible to extract reliable results without resorting to fine lattices, at large B,

and with large computational cost.

This work is arranged as follows. In Chapter 2, we will briefly review the for-

mulation of lattice gauge theory. This serves as an introduction and to set some
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notation. The idea of improving the lattice approximation will be introduced in

Chapter 3. To calculate the gluon propagator we will need to gauge fix the lattice

configurations, and this is discussed in Chapter 4. An extension of improvement

to include gauge fixing, and a general prescription for extending this to all or-

ders in the lattice spacing, is described in Chapter 5 (and parallelised computer

code for the algorithm described in Chapters 4 and 5 is printed in Appendix A,

in Connection Machine Fortran). Now we will be ready to tackle the heart of

the matter, the gluon propagator. Chapter 6 shows the results of the Landau

gauge gluon propagator calculation, on a variety of lattices with improved and

unimproved actions, and describes the steps taken to systematically explore and

eliminate lattice artefacts. Some of the consequences our calculations are explored

in Chapter 7, in the broader context of connecting field theory with phenomenol-

ogy. We finish with a summary in Chapter 8 as well as outlining possible areas

of future investigation. For convenience, papers by the author directly relating

to this work are included in Appendix B.

Although this discussion will be focussed on QCD, lattice field theory provides

a general method for dealing with quantum field theories.



Chapter 2

Buildit g a Lattice Gauge Theory

Quantum field theories may be defined by a path integral over a function space.

If the coupling of a given theory is weak, o ( 1, then it can be expanded in

terms of its bare n-point functions in a perturbative series. Perturbation theory

is extremely successful in Quantum Electrodynamics and is useful in the high

energy regime of Quantum Chromodynamics, but no matter what the coupling,

some features of a theory will not appear at any finite order in perturbation

theory. If the coupling that characterises a theory is strong, which is the case in

QCD at intermediate to low energies, then the perturbative series will converge

poorly, or not at all. So to make the most out of QFT we need ways to use it

aside from perturbation theory, i.e. nonperturbative methods.

Lattice gauge theory provides a method for summing the functional path

integral. In fact, it is the only way to sum the functional integral that does not

require us to mutilate the theory in a way that will have unpredictable results.

It involves approximations, iike any other practical method in QFT, but they are

systematically removable. It is this possibility of controlling the systematic errors

that makes lattice gauge theory increasingly popular.

This Chapter aims to provide an introduction to the fundamentals of lattice

5



6 CHAPTER 2. BUILDING A LATTICE GAUGE THEORY

gauge theory as well as set notation and conventions for the rest of the work. More

details and alternative treatments may be found in the texts by Heinz Rothe [5]

and Montvay & Münster [6] and in the review articles by Peter Lepage [7], Rajan

Gupta [8] and David Richards [9]. For a treatment of QCD see the text by Taizo

Muta [10], although his discussion is primarily on perturbative field theory.

2.L The Lattice regularisation

Although the real, four-dimensional world is, at least locally, a Minkowski space,

much work in quantum field theory is done in Euclidean space. This is not an

approximation, but a complete transformation of a theory from one geometry to

the other [11]. This may be a temporary measure, with a further Wick rotation

back to Minkowski space to obtain physical answers, or it may be possible to

extract observable quantities directly from the Euclidean form of the theory.

The theory to be considered in this work is Quantum Chromodynamics which is

perfectly well defined in Euclidean space. As lattice gauge theory is a Euclidean

method, and as we shall at no stage find it necessary to explicitly rotate to

Minkowski space, we shall restrict ourselves to Euclidean space from the start.

A quantum fieid theory involving the fields /¿ is defined in Euclidean space

by an action, Sn[ó¿] from which a generating functional,

zlqol: 
L I of,"-sB[þ]-[ daxrl.þ¿ 

e.r)

may be constructed, from which all physical quantities can be obtained. The 17¿

are source terms and the normalisation is

Z- DS¿e-søÍó;J (2.2)

The elements of the field theory - the n-point Green's functions - are constructed

from Eq' (2.1) by differentiating the generating functional w.r.t. the sources, then
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setting those sources to zero.

Gn(*t, t2¡. .,r,") : (ór(rr¡611rr) - . . ó"(t"))
1f: ; J 

Dó¡ó,,(rr)óz("2). ..ó,(r^)e-sø[ó¡]. (2.3)

As has already been noted, there is no known method to directly solve these

equations.

They can, however, be cast into a form suitable for numerical methods by

replacing continuous space-time with a (four dimensional) grid or lattice. This

reduces the number of degrees of freedom of the system from infinity to merely a

very large number. While dealing with such systems is still challenging, we can

learn from the experience of those working in statistical mechanics.

Consider now a Yang-Mills theory, as the desire to work with gauge theories

will influence how we proceed. It has the continuum action

aYM-1 f
S.å'"': iJdn*rr{ri,@)} (2.4)

where

Fr,(*) : ðrA,(r) - ô,Ar(x) + islAr(r), A,(*)). (2.5)

The gauge fields, A, are acted upon by gauge transformations, G(r) e SU(N)

such that

A,(r) -+ tf(x¡: G(r)(A,(") + ;ð)Gt@), (2.6)

which leave the action, Eq. (2.a), invariant. Whilst the gauge fields are the

fundamental degrees of freedom the gauge theory, it is impossible to simulate

them directly on a lattice while maintaining exact gauge symmetry. Instead, we

will deal with their parallel transport operators, the link uariables.

The link variables, I/, e SU(N) are defined by

u,(*) : p.*p{ion 
lo' 

A,(x * atît)dt} (2.7)

7

(2.8)- 
"iaoAu(r)



8 CHAPTER 2. BUILDING A LATTICE GAUGE THEORY

where P denotes path ordering and p is a unit vector in the r, direction. The

Iattice spacing,, o, is the distance between sites on the lattice. It is the smallest

unit of length in a lattice regularised theory. So Ur(r) is the link connecting

lattice sites r and r tott. The links are unitary,i.e. U): (Jir, and as the inverse

of a link is just the link coming back, it follows that

ul"(") : U-r(x + tr), (2.9)

where we have dropped the lattice spacing, a, as implied.

The links obey the simple gauge transformation law

ul@) : G(x)u,(r)Gt (r + tr). (2.10)

It will be shown that the trace of any closed loop of links is gauge invariant, and

it is from such elements, called Wilson loops, that we witl build a lattice gauge

action. The most basic Wilson loop (1x1) is called the plaquette, and it is defined

to be

p,"(x) : ut"(r)u,(x + þ)u)(r + ù)U)(x). (2.11)

It can be shown, by pairwise application of Eq. (2.8) and the Baker-Campbell-

Hausdorff formula (see below) that

pr,(*) - .*p{iso, (ar,e,,p¡ - 0,Ar(x) + islAr(r), e,(")]) }, e.Lz)

where the term in exponential looks like the field strength tensor, Eq. (2.5). The

simplest lattice gauge action is thus

sclul:h D r.{r-'¡{r*+Pl,)} (2.13)
plaquettes

: S;t * higher order terms. (2.I4)

The coupling constant of the theory has been absorbed into the parameter,

2N
g'

p (2.r5)
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giving Eq. (2.14) a form that emphasises the analogy with statistical physics (c.f.

1\
kr )'

Our lattice gauge theory is now defined by the generating functional

1f:; 
J 

D(Je-sclul-sources (2.16)

in terms of the link variables, Ur. The measure,

DU :lfau,(*¡ Q.17)
T¡þ

which properly defines integration over a compact group element is called the

Haar n¿easure. Its properties

I IDU: D(uv) : D(vu) VV e G

IDU:I

IDUV:0 VV eG

(2.18 )

(2.re)

(2.20)

ensure gauge invariance of the path integral. The normalisation is, of course,

Z: fD(Je-solul. e.zr)
J

The discretisation acts as an ultraviolet cutoff, pmax : f,, so loops will be finite if

perturbation theory is applied to the lattice generating functional. Furthermore,

the lattice formulation maintains exact gauge invariance, unlike field theory with

a naïve UV cutoff [10]. As the elements of the gauge field, the links, are written

in terms of a complex exponential, e.g.Up: eiÓr, they are bounded above and

below. The gauge group has become compact. This means that if we limit

ourselves to nonperturbative investigations, gauge fixing is not required for the

calculation of physical observables.

Equation (2.I4) is only one of many possible lattice actions that reduce to the

desired continuum action. The simplicity of this particular action is attractive

and its locality makes it computationally efficient. Furthermore, the use of single

links keeps discretisation errors to a minimum.
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2.2 Connecting with the continuum

We have seen that the Lattice formulation creates an approximation to a contin-

uum theory that is UV regulated and maintains exact gauge invariance. Now we

shall more thoroughly explore its relation to the continuum theory.

Define the link variables

Ur(*) - eisó,(') € SU(N) (2.22)

where ór(r) is referred to as the lattice gauge field on a hypercubic lattice of side

length,L. Gauge transformations, G(x) e SU(N), act upon the links as

uf @): G(r)u,(r)Gt(r + þ) (2.2J)

which is, to leading order in g,

ói@: G(")(ó,(") + tô)Gt@) Q.24)

where Gt (r + ù has been expanded about r. This has the same form as the gauge

transformation for continuum fields. One can construct a gauge invariant action

from any closed loops of link variables, the simplest of which is the plaquette,

p,,(r) : u,(x)tJ,(x + þ)ul(x + ù)ui(r) (2.25)

: 
"isgr(r) "isgv(x*þ) "-isg¡,(t*û) "-igþy(x) 

. e'6)

To demonstrate this, we gauge transform each link in the plaquette,

pi,ø¡ : G(r)ur(r)Gt(x + tù x G(* + t')U,(, + t)GI(" + tr,+ t)
x (C(r -t Ð)U,(r + ù)Gt(r + u + q)t 

" (Cç*¡u"çr)Gr(* + tt + î/ùt
: G(r)Pr,(r)Gt(r)

and as we have already seen, it is the trace of P* that occurs in the action, so

an action composed of plaquettes is gauge invariant. This result can be readily

generalised to a closed loop of any size and shape.
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As the fields ór, in general are not commuting, we need to use the Baker-

Campbell-Hausdorff formula

uA.B : eA+B+rlA,Bl+.. (2.27)

to express the plaquette in terms of the gauge fields. Each commutator carries

one power of the coupling, g, so expansion to one commutator will be sufficient

for our purposes. Applying Eq. (2.27) pairwise we get

Pr,(r) - exp ór(*) + ó,(x + þr) - ó,(, * î,) - ó,(") )

- tifló,(*),ó,(*-r 
î,)l + ló,(* t ù),g,(x)l - lø,(,),þ,(r + û)l

- ló,(*),ó,(r)] - ló,(, * tò,ó,(* ¡ t)) - ló,(* + tù d"(")])). Q-28)

As the links are SU(N) matrices, the product of the links, P* is also an element

of SU(N). Thus we can write

D _ -isùp"(x)rU"V-v (2.2e)

We can expand the þr(n) fields by performing a one dimensional Taylor ex-

pansion about r, where ôi is the nth partial derivative in the ¡; direction, e.g.

ó,(* * ù) : g,(x) * að,g,(rt +Ça36-(") +... . (2.30)

To best demonstrate how this theory relates to a corresponding continuum theory,

we will expand the vector fields, /, about the midpoint of the plaquette

ù:: ' p+o
'+ T, (2.31)

for example

{,(

Ór(* * î/) : Ót"@) *;U, o,

ó, T ) 2
a,óp(r) + (2.32)
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(2.33)

Now we construct a lattice gauge action

Combining Equations (2.28) with (2.3b) gives us

Qr,(*): ór(ã) + ó"(*) - ór(ã) - ó"(ã) * a7rþ,(ã) - "ô,ór(x) + O(a2)
is,,,- ,@,{e),ó,@)l + [ó,(ã),ó,(")] - [ó*(ã),ó,(ã)]

- W,@),,ó"(*)l - ló"(ã),ó,(ã)l - ló,@),ó"(ã)l)

: o(0,ó,(ã) - 0,ór(r) + iaslþr(ft),ó,(ã)l)

a3,-^
+ h@ió"@) - aió,(ã)) t 0(a5).

^slyl : *Dr.{r - f,rr*+ h.c.)} (2.34)
r

: t r.{(o,,(, ))' - t;(o,,(,))n ¡ o(s\} (2.35)

which has, to lowest order in lattice coupling and spacing, the same form as the

continuum gauge action, Eq. (2.a). This action, Ee. Q.J4), is called the Wilson

action. We now have a gauge theory on a discretised Euclidean space. It remains

to relate our theory to the continuum. The lattice gauge fields are related to the

continuum fields through

(2.36)ó,(r) : Ar(r -l atþ)dt

- aAr(r) (2.37)

which means that

a-2Ú*,(r): Fr,(x) * O(a2) * O(a2g2). (2.38)

Thus

Tonn'Ð t {.2 .@)} #} T I o^.r,{Fï.(.)}

So we recover continuum Yang-Mills as the lattice spacing goes to zero

(2.3e)
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2.3 Fermions

Fermions will play no rôle in this study, but are an integral part of realistic field

theories in general and QCD in particular, so for completeness we briefly mention

their lattice implementation. In Euclidean space, free fermions are represented

by the action

s"rl[,,.þl: dar$(x)(1r0, * m)rþ(*) (2.40)

where ^yp ate the 4 x 4 Dirac matrices in their Euclidean form. Lattice fermron

actions are constructed by a suitable discretisation of the Dirac operator. Such

an action may be written in terms of a fermion matrix

selú,úl : t $.1r¡tt,uçr,y)úB@) (2.4t)
rtA

where the fermion and antifermion fields, t/ and ty' respectively, dwell on the

Iattice sites r and y. The simplest discretisation, where the derivative is replaced

by a finite difference, leads to the famous "doubling problem". Each species of

continuum fermion becomes 2d species of lattice fermion, where d is the number of

space-time dimensions. One popular choice of discretisation is the Wilson fermion

action where

Kop(u,y) - (* + [)Urt,p - *I tt" - 1¡")op6y,,+î, + (r + 1r)oB6o,,-p,),
lr,r

(2.42)

which solves the doubling problem at the cost of chiral symmetryl. The 15

unwanted quark fl.avours gain masses proportional to the cutoff. The real number,

r + 0, is typically set to one. The gauge interaction is introduced by including the

gauge fields in the Dirac operator, analogously to the continuum case where the

lThis is a consequence of the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem.
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derivative is replaced by a covariant derivative. The finite difference operators in

Eq. Q.a2) become

6v,'+t" + Ur(x)6y,,+ø

6y,,-, + õu,,-ptlj(x)

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.46)

and the Wilson fermion action is equivalent to the continuum fermion action to

O(a) (c.f . O("') for the Wilson gauge action).

When the fermion part is added to the lattice gauge action, the fermionic

fields, being Grassman variables, can be integrated out. Hence, for an arbitrary

n-point Green's function of the Lattice QCD fields, i.e. gauge links, quarks and

anti-quarks

Gn : (rþtrþ, ,þtrþ, Ut (2.45)

where we have omitted spinor and space-time indices and the fields are understood

to be at arbitrary coordinates,

ñ _ I OU (rt, Ú.. . )spt/ ... detl{e-sc
.jn 

-

r DÚDúú "'Ú "'e-sr
(,þ "' ú "')s¡ : 

=;úDEJ_,, 

(2.47)

Computing the determinant of the fermion matrix, detK, is incredibly expen-

sive. For this reason, most iattice simulations use the ansatz

where

detK: 1 (2.48)

which is equivalent to ignoring all fermion loops in the theory. This is called the

quenched approximation.
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2.4 Generating gauge configurations

Given a lattice action, configurations are generated by a Monte Carlo simulation.

The idea behind these simulations is to take "snapshots" of the fluctuating QCD

vacuum until one has a representative sample. The observable of interest (O),

for example the gluon propagator, is calculated for each configuration and then

these are averaged over all configurations to produce an ensemble average. If one

were to randomly generate gauge configurations, most of them would have a very

large action and would be suppressed by the Boltzmann factor, e-slul. We would

need a very large number of configurations to achieve a representative sample. If

instead we can build the Boltzmann distribution into the algorithm for generating

the configurations, then we improve the probability that a given configuration is

important to observables. If the set of /y' configurations is representative, then

the observable will go like

1N
(o) : lim, ¡ Ðo(tu¡). (2.4e)\ / N+cx 

i=l

There are a number of algorithms in common use for the creation of lattice

gauge configurations. For example, one of the simplest and best known is the

Metropolis algorithm. All configurations used in this study have been generated

by the pseudo-heatbath algorithm [6, 12]. The chosen algorithm is applied to some

starting configuration - the final result should, of course, be independent of the

initial configuration - until thermalisation is reached. After this, a configuration

is kept after every n iterations of the update algorithm, where n is chosen to be

sufficiently large that each consecutive configuration is uncorrelated. How large n

needs to be depends on the efficiency of the algorithm and the size of the lattice.

This procedure continues until one has enough configurations with which to do a

statistically significant calculation. As with any Monte Carlo method, statistical

errors decrease as lf t/Ñ, where I/ is the number of samples, or in this case,
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gauge configurations
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Chapter 3

fmproving the Lattice

Approximation

As we have seen, a lattice theory difiers from its corresponding continuum theory

(assuming it has one) by terms that go as some power of the lattice spacing.

In the case of the Wilson gauge action, these terms are of O("') and for the

Wilson fermion action they are of O@). In 1983 Kurt Symanzik suggested a

way of improving the simple discretisation used in the previous chapter to more

rapidly approach the continuum limit [13]. His procedure involves adding irrele-

vant operators, i.e. terms with ¿" where n ) 4, in such a way as to cancel the

discretisation errors in the action at a given order. This can be done because

the irrelevant operators vanish in the continuum limit, hence their name. These

operators amount to non-renormalisable interactions, but the theory remains un-

spoilt due to its ultraviolet cutoff. That theories can be constructed this way

was shown by Symanzik many years earlier. An historical discussion of these

developments may be found in Ref. [14]. There is an alternative, and in some

sense competing, improvement method due to Wilson, the so-called perfect ac-

tions. This scheme is ultimately more ambitious, but conceptually very different

T7
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to Symanzik improvement, which is adopted here.

3.1 Symanzik improvement

It has been remarked that the lattice action, Eq. (2.3a), is only one of many

possible choices. Another possibility is one based on 2 x 1 Wilson loops, i.e.

rectangles. Define

Rr,(*) : ur(r)tL,(x + þ)U"(r + i, + tòUl"(, + Zù)Uj(x + ù)U)(x)

* u,(r)tJ,(r + þ)U,(x + zþ)U)(r + u + ù)U)(x + ù)Uj(r),

where we require both orientations of the rectangle so that the action is invariant

under reflection and hypercubic rotation. The fact that these loops will lead

to gauge invariant actions has already been mentioned. These are the essential

symmetries of a lattice regularised action. The action based on these loops also

has O(a2) errors, but importantly, they are difierent to those in the Wilson gauge

action (2.34). Thus, by adding these actions together in the right combination,

the O(a2) terms can be cancelled whiist keeping the correct continuum limit.

This is achieved by the action

sFo: #f r,{r - }{r*+pÌ,,)}-#*þ-tfn,,+Rt,)} (3.1)
pl

: s;* * O(aa) -f o(a2s2). (3.2)

This process is similar to that of improving standard numerical integration e.g.

from the rectangle to the trapezoidal rule. Of course, we want to improve the

quantum field theory, in which the fields may not be so smooth. Inclusion of the

rectangular Wilson loop is only one way to improve the classical action, and there

are other operators that we could have considered.

Peter Weisz [15] considered this action in terms of improving the Wilson loop

and hence the static quark potential, while Weisz and Martin Lüscher showed
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that this action was sufficient to remove O(o") errors from on-shell quantities [16].

Furthermore, they proved that the action, Eq. (3.2) is positive definite. This is

important, because this type of improvement may result in a theory with a false

vacuum, i.e. the minimum of the action is not Ap : 0 (U, - 1). Positivity,

O(o') improvement and a simple form make this a very useful action. As the

Green's functions are generated from the classical action, it is possible that they

arc O(az) improved as well.

3.2 Mean-Field improved perturbation theory

The improvement seen in quantities calculated from the action in Eq. (3.2) was

disappointingly modest. The reason behind the poor performance of the improve-

ment described above remained a mystery for a number of years. It was finally

explained in 1993 by Peter Lepage and Paul Mackenzie [17], and they proposed

a simple remedy.

Consider

Ur(r)- "iøsA,(r):1* iasAr-#O'rl)+..' (3.3)

The O(g2) term corresponds to a gluonic tadpole diagram. This diagram is

divergent in the ultraviolet,like $, so while the lattice renders it finite, in practice

it is only suppressed by g'. That is, the above expansion converges much more

slowly with diminishing lattice spacing than we naively expect. Note that the

next term is

a4g4 
^a

4r.-n,

which will also be poorly suppressed, so this pathology extends to all higher

orders.

Fortunately, once these self-energy contributions are identified they can be

dealt with by renormalisation. The links are split into ultraviolet and infrared
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parts and then the UV contribution is calculated by a "mean-fi.eld" approach:

U, ) usei"sAlP

where the mean-f,eld or tadpole parameter, ue contains the average UV contri-

bution. The expression

f,{r,*ul"):t-#oi+... (8.4)

contains only tadpole terms, so we use it to calculate mean-field parameter

,, : (åo err 1 ,,, ,) , (3.5)

and implement it by replacing all links with the tadpole improved link

u, -?. (3.6)
Ug

This modification makes the tree-level improved gauge action (3.2) into the tad-

pole and tree-level improved gauge action

qTI : 5P \- Tr{ t -'r(p,, + pl,)}
3Nu[ Q

,#æÐ *{ 1- i(R,. + R',.)}. (3'7)

If one considers that at a lattice spacing of a :0.40 fm the tadpole factor is

ue - 0.80, and there is a relative factor of uf between the two parts of the action,

it is clear that the contribution of the rectangular part of the action is badly

underestimated in Eq. (3.2). Furthermore, as a + 0, uo ) 1. This is because the

link variables go to the identity in the continuum limit. Hence the coefficients in

the mean-field improved action still produce the correct continuum limit.

The improved action Eq. (3.7), has been shown to have excellent rotational

symmetry in calculations of the static quark potential on lattices as coarse as 0.4

fm [7]. In this work we use uf;^9flI which follows a standard convention for setting

the value of B in the simulation.
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Gauge Fixing on the Lattice

One of the celebrated facts of lattice gauge theory is that the compactness of

the group makes gauge fixing unnecessary for calculating observabie quantities.

Gauge fixing is, however, crucial for certain comparisons with perturbation the-

ory, it is required for the study of gauge dependent quantities such as the gluon

and quark propagators, and is used to facilitate other techniques such as gauge-

dependent fermion source smearing and calculation of the mean-link tadpole im-

provement factor. It is also necessary for the implementation of certain accelera-

tion programs, such as Fourier preconditioning.

4.L Landau gauge

In perturbation theory (whether in the continuum or on the lattice), covariant

gauge fixing usually means introducing a gauge fixing term to the action, such as

scp:- la^"D,*(a,46¡)'. (4.1)

It

Choice of gauge is made by fixing o € ffi. Some popular gauges carry their own

names, for example o : 1 is called Feynman gauge and o : 0 is called Landau

gauge. Another way of specifying the Landau gauge condition is to consider only

2T
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la,A,: s'

gauge fields where

(4.2)
lt

Non-covariant choices of gauge can also be made, e.g. temporal gauge, Ao :
0. Landau gauge is a smooth gauge that preserves the Lorentz invariance of

the theory, so it is a popular choice. Additionally, it is difficult to compare

calculations of a gauge dependent entity such as the gluon propagator if they are

not in the same gauge. The Dyson-Schwinger equation community, for example,

particularly like Landau gauge for a variety of reasons including the fact that

the gauge parameter, o, is unaffected by renormalisation (zero multiplied by

anything is still zero). For ease of comparison with other studies, and because

it is the simplest covariant gauge to implement on the lattice, we will work in

Landau gauge.

Gauge fixing can also be defined nonperturbatively. If a : 0 then the gauge

fixing part of the action, Eq. (4.1) is infinite, except where DrArAr: 0, so

all other field configurations are suppressed. That a gauge configuration satisfy

Eq. @2) is thus a necessary condition for it to be in Landau gauge, while it is

a suffcient condition for any covariant gauge choice. The requirement that all

configurations considered have vanishing divergence, referred to as the Lorentz

gauge condition, is thus an equivalent definition of Landau gauge.

Consider the functional [1S]

F"lAl: I an*r.D,Øiø¡)' (4.r)
p

which defines a norm for gauge field, Ar. The superscript, G, represents the fact

that FG varies as the gauge freld, Af; moves along the orbit of gauge equivalent

configurations. If we parameterise the gauge transformation, G(r) : eXp -iu(x)
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then for a given gauge freld, Ar,,

6Flul
6u I_, darArïru

darðrA*u,2
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(4.4)

(4.5)

discarding surface terms. Hence the minimum of this functional w.r.t. gauge

transformations occurs when the gauge field has been rotated to Landau gauge.

The lattice analogue of Eq. (a.3) is [19]

F"lul: t åt'{ u,(*) + u,(r)t}, (4.6)
þ't

where it should be understood that while the notation suggests that FGI(J] is a

functional of the links U, it is really a functional of the gauge transformation, G

that transports a given gauge configuration along its gauge orbit. Also note that

F"tulrur- ffnoU, Ø.7)

(see Eq. (3.4)) where llÁll is the Lz norm. So minimising the continuum func-

tional, Eq. (4.3) is equivalent to maximising the lattice functional, Eq. (4.6)1.

Fortunately, this is a well defined problem on the lattice, because llÁll is

bounded above and below. To see how this maximisation procedure works to fix

the gauge in lattice studies, consider the variation of Eq. (a.6) under gauge trans-

formations. Gauge transformations act on link variables according to Eq. (2.23),

where the gauge transformation may be parameterised

G(r) : s¡p -i t u"(r)T" (4.8)
a

and the T" are generators of the gauge group, SU(N)'z

rSome authors prefer to formulate the problem as FlUl = 1- Ðu,, Tn {Ur(c)+ Uu(c)t}

so that Landau gauge is found by minimising the lattice functional.
2The generators of the group SU(N) are N2 - 1 traceless, hermitean matrices.
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By taking the functional derivative of Eq. (a.6), we obtain

ffi: Io>,r, {lriø - î,) - u1þ) - (ul@ - tù - ui@),)r"}
\/tr

: sa2 t t'{ la,t,q*¡ + o(a\)r"}
(4.e)

(4.10)
p

so, to lowest order in ø, an extremum of Eq. (a.6) implies the continuum Lan-

dau gauge condition. Lattice gauge configurations are fixed to Landau gauge by

performing gauge transformations such that the functional, Folul is maximised.

This is usually performed by an iterative algorithm, on a configuration by con-

figuration basis. Although it is possible to rotate the configurations to Landau

gauge while they are being generated, it is more usual to operate on thermalised

configurations (remembering that, for many applications, gauge configurations

do not have to be gauge fixed).

4.2 A gauge fixing algorithm

With the formalism developed we can now construct an algorithm to fix lattice

gauge configurations to Landau gauge. We define the lattice divergence,

A(r) : Ðlui ø - îr) - ui@)- h...]rraceress (4.11)
p

: -2isa2D{ar,qr(r) + o(a2)} (4.12)
þ

where "traceless" denotes that the average of the trace has been subtracted from

each diagonal element of the colour matrix to make its trace zero, and the con-

vergence parameter, á is defined as

o::f rr{at(r)^(r)}. (4.13)VN"z-
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We shall say that a configuration is gauge fixed when the convergence parameter

is zero, to within some numerical tolerance, say 0 < 10-12. One way to achieve

this is with a steepest descent approach [20]. The traceless property of Bq. (4.11)

ensures that it is suitable for constructing the gauge transformation

G(r):*p{;^(,)} (4.14)

where o € ffi is a tunable step parameter. This gauge transformation is calculated

for every link on the lattice, and then applied as in Eq. (2.10). The procedure is

repeated until the convergence criterion is met. For o small enough, it is possible

to show that the functional, Eq. (4.6), monotonically increases each iteration,
'and that the convergence criterion will be satisfied within a finite number of

iterations. This algorithm is sometimes referred to in the literature as the Cornell

method 121,, 221. It is easy to implement and highly parallel, but suffers from

critical slowing down (CSD) 1221.

Critical slowing down is the phenomenon that the number of iterations an

algorithm requires to converge (the relaration tirne) increases as the number of

lattice sites increases. This occurs because information has to be transmitted

between the two furthest sites of the lattice. If that information takes a random

walk across the lattice, then the number of steps required will increase as the

square of the number of lattice sites, r x V2 (an area law). The amount of

critical slowing down suffered by an algorithm can be reduced by making it less

local.

The most popular method of reducing CSD is Fourier acceleration [20]. Here

a Fourier transformation, a global procedure, is used to accelerate slowly con-

verging modes. It is based on the idea that the most slowly converging parts

of a solution are its long wavelength modes. The lattice divergence, A, is de-

composed into its Fourier modes, each mode is multiplied by some fraction of its

wavelength, and then transformed back into coordinate space. This amounts to a
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clever, momentum dependent choice for the step parameter, o. This method has

proven to be very effective at eliminating critical slowing down, and theoretically

should make it zero in the weak coupling (B + oo) limit, i.e. the number of itera-

tions required by the algorithm becomes independent of the lattice volume. The

computational saving can be very large, despite the fact that the cost of the Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT), VlnV must be added in someproportion to the base

Cornell algorithm, V. We will examine this in more detail, following the work of

Christine Davies et al. [20].

Consider the variation of continuum gauge fields under an infinitessimal gauge

transformation

Al:G(Ar+iat)Gt

- Ap - iaA, * iArw * uAru - 7ra I iuïru *
: A, - 7ru - ilr, Arl -l O(r') (4.15)

from which the limiting case of the abelian transformation law is manifest. The

continuum gauge fixing functional, Eq. (a.3), is transformed

d,arAf, - I dar(A, - ilr, A,l - ôrr)'

: I an *,+7 - [r,, Ar]' * (ôrrY - iAr[u,, Ar] - ilu., ArlA, - A*ôru

- (ôr,.')Ar t i[u, Ar]ôru ] iôru[u, Ar]

: 
f an*,+?, + ça*l,r¡a I uôrA, * (0ru)2 + i{ô*u,[r, Ar]],

(4.16)

where an integration by parts has been performed, and we use the fact that

A[8, A] + lB, AIA: s. (4.rT)

The choice of gauge transformation corresponding to the steepest descents method
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described above,

u(r): -"t \rAr(x)
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(4.18)

I an*.t'r> | a^.e'r-2o(DôrAr)' * o'(0rÐa,o,)' * non-abetian terms.
þv

means that, for a sufficiently small,

(4.1e)

Thus it has been shown that this method will minimise the functional (a.3). As

the algorithm converges, Dp ÔrA, + 0 and the gauge transformation approaches

the identity.

To investigate the convergence of this algorithm, consider the divergence of

the gauge field, from Eq. (4.15), which describes one iteration of gauge fixing.

After n iterations

ïrAf) : ArAy-') + o7'7rAf-t) (4.20)

where, for simplicity, we have dropped the non-abelian terms (abelian approxi-

mation). In momentum space, this becomes

lA@:{o@-r) -op'lA@-t)
: lA(o) (t - r.,p')n

- lA@ exp(-nap2) (4.2r)

for large n. Thus it can be seen that low momentum components will decay

more slowly. As larger lattices will admit smaller momenta, this is seen to be a

significant cause of critical slowing down. With Fourier acceleration, the update

becomes

A, ) A, + Ê'-t o,çp¡F ôr0,A, (4.22)
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where the step-size has become momentum dependent,

a(p): "+ e.n)'p2

The largest eigenvalue of -ð2, p].*, will be determined by the cutoff (or lattice

spacing). Thus all momentum components will converge to zero at the same

rate, although this statement is only exact for an abelian theory or in the weak

coupling limit B -+ oo.

There is, of course, one disadvantage to the this method. Lattice gauge theory

lends itself to parallel computers. In the case of the Wilson gauge action, for

example, which has only nearest neighbour interactions, every other site can be

updated simultaneously (e.g. checker board masking). In principle, one could

have each lattice site on its own node of a massively parallel machine. When it
comes to gauge fixing, the Cornell rneth<-¡tl again lends itself to this philosophy,

but global methods, such as the Fourier transform, are problematic. The FFT is

particularly inefficient ,27,23] as it consists almost entirely of communications.

An FFT on a matrix largely consists of reordering its elements - if each node was

dedicated to each element (an extreme example) then the FFT would involve

communications between the most distant nodes. An alternative, implemented

by Attilio Cucchieri and Tereza Mendes [23], is provided if one notices that

p-tp-'(tr)F : ç-A2¡-t, (4.24)

that is, that the Fourier decomposition is equivalent to inverting the Laplacian

operator.

If the Fourier accelerated gauge transformation is

G(x): ¿i^ (4.25)

then

-(A')-'A( *) : Ã@)

-A(") : A2^@)

(4.26)

(4.27)
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and one can solve for Ã with an iterative method. As a parallel computer was

employed for much of this work, it was decided to do the required gauge fixing with

an inversion-type Fourier acceleration. The Laplacian inversion was performed

by the well known Conjugate Gradient algorithm3.

Whether accelerated or not, the gauge transformation is expanded to first

order

G(n):""p{}11";}

- I + îo4r-t o(az), Ø'28)

then at each iteration G(r) is reunitarised through an orthonormalisation proce-

dure.

4.3 Gauge ambiguities

It was shown by Gribov in 1978 [2a] that the perturbative gauge fixing prescrip-

tion, as in Eq. (4.1), does not completely fix the gauge. There may be many

gauge equivalent configurations satisfying the gauge condition. Symbolically, for

t!r+ A'rlDaþAl,:\arA',:s (4.2s)
pp

in the case of Landau gauge. The cure suggested by Gribov was to also choose

the Fadde'ev-Popov operator M(Ar) to be positive. The set of gauge fields

{o,lt o,A*:oÀM(At)>o\ (4.31)
p

is called the Gribou region, fl. The gauge fixing prescription given above is ac-

tually stronger than the perturbative one. Since -M is derived from the second

3This may be more transparent if Eq. (a.27) is written in the form Mu = ó, where M andb

are known.
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variation of the gauge fixing functional (4.3), if one finds a maximum of .FG then

its first derivative will be zero and its second derivative will be negative. It follows

that the Fadde'ev-Popov matrix will be positive and all gauge fields fixed in this

way belong to the Gribov region.

This type of gauge duplicate, or Gribou copy is not a problem on the lat-

tice, because the gauge space is extremely large, while we only deal with a finite

number of gauge configurations. In this work we will consider ensembles of 100

configurations, while state of the art hadron spectrum calculations may involve

several thousand. The probability of accidentally generating two gauge equiva-

lent configurations in any case is vanishingly small. In any ensemble of lattice

configurations there are no Gribov copies.

Lattice studies may, however, be plagued by another form of this problem.

The gauge fixing program described above can only find a local maximum of

the functionar, FGI(J], whilst it may have many such extrema. If, when gauge

fixing an ensemble of configurations, we have failed to choose consistently from

the many local maxima of the gauge fixing functional, then the gauge fields will

have been randomly chosen from different sectors of the gauge space.

The existence of a gauge fixing ambiguity on the lattice was investigated by

Enzo Marinari and Roberto Ricci [25], who gauge fixed a configuration, noted

the value of FG , then performed random gauge transformations and gauge fixed

again. They noted that different, gauge equivalent copies would fix to several

different extrema of the gauge fixing functional, i.e. a lattice version of gauge

ambiguity. At best, this may be seen as a problem akin to setting the correct

normalisation, introducing noise in the form of statistical errors into our results. A

study by Attilio Cucchieri [26] suggests that "Gribov noise" is small (comparable

to statistical error) in the gluon propagator, but much larger in studies of the

ghost propagator. Alternatively, it is possible that the gauge ambiguity could

alter the qualitative behaviour of objects studied.
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One of the main reasons for choosing Landau gauge is its smoothness, so

when offered a choice of Gribov copies, one would ideally want the smoothest.

The subspace of the Gribov region of gauge space containing the gauge fields

on the global maximum of the gauge fixing functional is called the fundamental

modular region. It has been argued that this corresponds to the region of the

smoothest gauge copies, and includes the trivial vacuum, A, :0. Unfortunately,

finding such maxima is difficult due to the presence of topological obstructions in

non-abelian gauge theories. It has been suggested by Hetrick and de Forcrand [27]

that smearing the gauge configurations may provide an unambiguous gauge fixing.

They smeared SU(2) configurations, fixed them to Landau gauge, then applied

that same gauge transformation to the original, unsmeared configurations. The

idea is that this rotates the gauge field near to the absolute maximum of FG.

The gauge fixing proceeds from there as usual. They tested the algorithm the

gauge fixing a number of gauge equivalent copies, like Marinari & Ricci above.

Whilst their algorithm did not always fix to the highest possible value of FG in

each case, it did fix to the same gauge copy in each instance. This method is

very expensive, as one must smear through the one instanton bound. Instantons

are associated with the topological obstructions that prohibit global gauge fixing.

Another possibility for eliminating Gribov copies has been investigated by John

Markham and Tien Kieu, who employed an evolutionary algorithm to find the

global maximum of the gauge fixing functional [28].

In a recent work by Nakajima et al. [29] it was suggested that gluon fields

should be chosen to be non-analytic. Also, a nelv gauge condition, Laplacian

gauge has been suggested by Jeroen Vink and Uwe-Jens Wiese [30]. This gauge

involves maximising a "Landau like" functional, which is highiy nonlinear in the

gauge fields. Like Landau gauge, Laplacian gauge is smooth and rotation invari-

ant, but unlike Landau gauge it may be possible to find the absolute maximurn of

the gauge fixing functional. Its nonlinear nature, however, makes any comparison
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with perturbation theory, and work done using other nonperturbative methods,

difficult. It would be interesting to fix to the Laplacian gauge, and then rotate

to Landau gauge. The smoothness of Laplacian gauge might mean that Landau

gauge copies are selected in a systematic way. The gluon propagator has been

calculated in Laplacian gauge in a recent pre-print [31], and save discussion of

their results for later.
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Discretisation errors in Gauge

Fixing

Equation (4.10) shows us that the lattice formulation of Landau gauge agrees

with the continuum definition up to O(o'). This will need to be improved if
improvement of the gluon action is to have its proper effect in studies of gauge

dependent quantities. Furthermore, it may be interesting to study the behaviour

of higher order terms in order to better understand how lattice studies relate to

the continuum.

5.1 Alternative gauge fixing functionals

We will now expand the lattice divergence to show higher order terms. Some of

this work has been published elsewhere [32]. Taking the functional derivative of

Eq. (4.6), we get

ffi: sa2;* {lr,o,ol+ }"'aia*(,)+ ffia;a,{"1] r'}

33

* O(a8) * o(s3aa), (b.1)
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where the notation "Ff" will become clear.

To lowest order in ø, an extremum of Eq. (4.6) satisfies !, ôrAr(r) : Q,

which is the continuum Landau gauge condition. What it means in practice on

the lattice is that

34

lnø

\arl'r1") : t {-#rr"^,(*) - H'} , (5.2)
p lt

where ?11 represents O(aa) and higher-order terms, as shown in Eq. (5.1). Naïvely

one might hope that higher-order derivatives in the brackets of (5.1) are small,

but it will be shown that the terms on the R.H.S. of Eq. (5.2) are large compared

to the numerical accuracy possible in gauge fixing algorithms.

An alternative gauge-fixing functional can be constructed using two-link terms,

f'or example

ff : t;* {ui@ui@ + u)+ h.c.} (5.3)
rtþ

Taking the functional derivative yields

: TÐr, {lul @ - ztt)ul @ - t') - ui @ui(x + rù- h.c.l z"} ,

6Ff
6u"(r)

6Fr
6u"(x)

p

(5.4)

and expanding to O(on) we obtain

: 4sa2? * 
{lu,o,o, + {aia,ç") + ffio, aia,øl]r"}

* O(aB) * O(ssaa), (5.5)

which again implies the continuum Landau-gauge-fixing condition to lowest order

O("') errors can be removed from the gauge fixing condition by taking a linear
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combination of the one-link and two-link functionals:

t ¡lr

where

t4i - ùFrI : sa2Ð* {lu,o,ol - fttaio,@lr"}
6

6u"(r)

* O(a8) * O(s3aa) (5.6)

where we have introduced the mean-field (tadpole) improvement parameter us

to ensure that our perturbative calculation is not spoiled by large renormalisa-

tions [17]. Note that the higher order g3øa terms of Equations (5.1) (5.5) and

(5.6) are to be viewed in terms of the mean-field-improved perturbatìon theory.

For future reference we shall define the improved functional, Ff2 = {f - ãff

5.2 Generic gauge fixing functional

Our "Symanzik-like" improvement program may be carried out to arbitrary order

in lattice spacing. To assist us we will derive a formula for constructing gauge

fixing functionals from n-link pieces.

Consider the functional

FrVl: IE n{uf,çr) + u::,@)\ (5.7)

35

(5.8)

(5.e)

U"r(r) : Ur(x)Ur(x + u) "' Ur(, * [t - t] " lr)'

Following the examples above it can be shown that

6Ft_ : _:I r,{ Vf,@) _ u9},ç*¡_ n 
" l}tr"1"¡_-rL"\

and now we can relate this to the continuum by expanding the link fields. We
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perform a Taylor expansion of A, about r and integrate:

u^,(*) : P.*p{i"t I: d,tA,(x + atîr)\

: 
"*o{¿on Io" 

orr*, } atô,Ar(ù * ryô'z,A,(x)

+ ffa",t,(*)-r or\

{ (n A,(x) + { a,a,@) * # uï"o,o,: CXP xûg

* ffuio,(*) * ))

(5.10)

(5.11)

and similarly,

u!,*@¡ : P.*v{ -o"n l" d,tAr(x + "tîù]l
oo

: .*, 
{ionn (,+,qr¡ + t (- 1)-

m=l (rn + 1)! '¿,t,)))
fn

) no,n

2m
(5.12)

p

(2m + z)l
af^+\A,("1]t')

Using the Eq. (5.12), we see that the functional composed from three links

Étul: t |r,{ui ø - zp)ul @ - î,)ui @+ h c }, (5.13)
lt 't

provides a Landau gauge condition with the discretisation errors

Adding Equations (5.10) and (5.11) we get

6Fr
6a"(x)

: -;ln{z;",s(Ça,e,@) r #u",o,rr) + . ) - n . }
p

: (an)2st t'{ lu,o,(*) + 2 t
þ m=l

1_L_' gou'o

an

rEG

ffi : esa2t t { lu,o,(,) + }a, alA,(x)
p

+ fitai,a,@)lr.-j r o@8) * o(sraa), (5.14)

which can be combined with the others to remove O("n) errors as well. The

resulting functional is

3

2

îGlr23: TG- 3 EcJ | 2ouo'2 É (5.15)
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Collecting terms of O(a6) and higher into the 7l¿, we define

J¡

(5.16)

(5.1 7)

A,(') = L\lu,f" - p) - u,(*)- h...]rraceress

: -2isa2D,{u,o,(,) + #u',o,O, + Sa',t,(.) +u,}
p

L,(*) = h\lr,ø - 2p,)(J,(r - p) - u,(r)u,(r + p) -h...],.."u,"""

: -2isa2\{u,o,(,) + Yui"o,ol + ffa; A,(*) *r,}
A,(") = # \lr,ø - r¡,t)u,(r - zu)u,(r - p,)

- Ur(r)Ur(r + p,)Ur(r * 2¡t) - ft.".]rraceress

: -2isa2Ð{u,o,(,) + ffa",o,ç.¡ * îiui"o,r., *r"}

a,r(') :åo,(") -åor,",
: -2isa2\{u,o,(,) - #ui"o,o) +u,,\

a,(,) -$4,{") -rlo,,',
: -2isa2l {a-,+r{u) + ?trzz} .

It

(5.20)

5.3 Measuring discretisat on errors

The approach to Landau gauge is usually measured by a lattice version of the

divergence of the gluon field, such as

o,: J-f rr1lo1ø)tn¿(r;) (5.21)
VN. 1

which should tend to zero as the configuration becomes gauge fixed. The subscript

i will be I 2 or L2 depending on the gauge frxing functional. A configuration

(5.18)

(5.1e)

( æt23A
3

l:-,2
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fixed using At(r) will satisfy Eq. (5.2). Substituting (5.2) into Eq. (5.17) yields

L,(*) : -2isa2Ð{ r{rq,A,(*) + {a",e,çx) - ?tr + ?rr\

: -2isa2 Ð{I u',o,(*) - ?tt + H,}

þ

p

(5.22)

(5.23)

and similarly,

Lrr(*) : -2isa2Ð{- ,!rq"A,(*) - ?tt t urr}.
p

Since the improved measure has no O("') error of its own, Eq. (5.23) provides an

estimate of the absolute size of these discretisation errors.

In Ref. [32], three different functionals were used to rotate to Landau gauge a

set of six, 64, lattice gauge configurations. Half were generated using the Wilson

action, the other half the improved action. Each had a different value of the

coupling. The functionals used were: a one-link and a two-link functional, both

with O(a2) errors, and an improved functional, with O("n) errors. Using these

functionals a method was devised for estimating the discretisation errors involved.

The results are shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, and. discussed below, in the

broader context of the present work.

As an extension of that work will apply the same analysis to some larger

lattices. The lattices used were: 83 x 16 at þ : 3.75,103 x 20 at B : 3.g2 and

163 x 32 at B :4.38. These correspond to lattice spacings of approximately 0.41,

0.35 and 0.17 fm respectively. As with the previous study, these configurations

were gauge fixed using Conjugate Gradient Fourier Acceleration (see above) until
01 1 1g-rz ' 02 and 0p wete then measured to see the size of the residual higher

order terms. This procedure was then repeated, fixing with each of the other

three functionals, and the results are shown in Table 5.3.

Comparing Eq. (5.2) with Eq. (b.19), we can see that if we fix a configuration

to Landau gauge by using the basic, one-link functional, the improved measure



0 u,s ø (fm) Functional 02 0rz 0"
0tz

3.92

4.38

5.00

0.837

0.880

0.904

0.35

0.r7

0.10

1

1

1

0.927

0.526

0.369

0.102

0.0585

0.0410

9.00

9.00

9.00
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p us ø (fm) Functional 0r 0n _L-
0tz

3.92

4.38

5.00

0.837

0.880

0.904

0.35

0.r7

0.10

2

2

2

32.3

30.0

29.4

57.5

53.4

52.2

0.563

0.563

0.563

þ us ø (fm) Functional 0L 02 9L
0z

3.92

4.38

5.00

0.837

0.880

0.904

0.35

0.r7

0.10

L2

t2

t2

0.0638

0.0366

0.0261

r.02

0.586

0.4r7

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

Table 5.1: Values of the gauge fixing measures obtained using the improved gluon

action on 64 lattices at three values of the lattice spacing, fixed to Landau gauge

with the one-link, twolink and O(az) improved functionals respectively.

will consist entirely of the discretisation errors. Looking at Table 5.3, we see that

at p : 4.38, 0n: 0.0604, i.e.

#Ð*{? 0,A,(r)(\u'o'ç"))'} :0'0604' (5'24)

a substantial deviation from the continuum Landau gauge when compared with

the numerical condition d1 < 10-12.

Looking down the columns of Tables 5.I,5.2 and 5.3 we see that in each case

the residual values shrink as the lattice spacing becomes smaller, as we would

expect. The one exception to this is for the Wilson action when gauge fixed using

42. It must be remembered that for a given set of simulation parameters, results

for each configuration will fluctuate somewhat. It is also possible that we are
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p u,s ø (fm) Functional 02 0n -9r-
0t"

Ð.t

6.0

6.2

0.865

0.877

0.886

0.18

0.10

0.07

1

1

1

0.611

0.520

0.469

0.0679

0.0578

0.0522

9.00

9.00

9.00

p u6 c (fm) Functional 0L 0n -9r-
0n

5.7

6.0

6.2

0.865

0.877

0.886

0.18

0.10

0.07

2

2

2

33.2

36.6

34.7

59.0

65.1

61.7

0.563

0.563

0.563

Pus a (fm) Functional 0r 02 9L
0,

Ð.1

6.0

6.2

0.865

0.877

0.886

0.18

0.10

0.07

12

72

T2

0.0427

0.0367

0.0332

0.684

0.588

0.531

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

Table 5.2: Values of the gauge fixing measures obtained using the Wilson gluon

action on 6a lattices at three values of the lattice spacing, fixed to Landau gauge

with the one-link, two-link and O(a2) improved functionals respectively.
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p us ø (fm) Functional 02 0n -02-
0tz

3.75

3.92

4.38

0.81954

0.83003

0.87614

0.4r

0.35

0.17

I

1

1

r.1047

0.98165

0.54371

0.L2274

0.10907

0.060412

9.000

9.000

9.000

Pus ø (fm) Functional 0t 0n -9r,
0tc

3.75

3.92

4.38

0.81954

0.83003

0.87614

0.41

0.35

0.17

2

2

2

33.477

33.423

31.701

59.515

59.419

56.357

0.5625

0.5625

0.5625

p us ø (fm) Functional 0L 02 lL
0z

ó./Ð

3.92

4.38

0.81954

0.83003

0.87614

0.41

0.35

0.r7

t2

t2

L2

0.074861

0.067235

0.038202

1.1978

1.0758

0.61123

0.06250

0.06250

0.06250

Table 5.3: Ratios of the gauge fixing measures obtained using improved gluon

action lattices at three values of the lattice spacing, fixed to Landau gauge with

the one-link, two.link and O(a2) improved functionals.
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observing Gribov noise, and that we have picked particularly poor gauge copies

in that case. Comparison of Tables 5.1 and 5.3 indicates that the values are

insensitive to volume. These two facts are necessary if we are to use this method

to discuss discretisation errors. Tests with other configurations confirm that the

ones used here are otherwise representative.

As a check of our simulations, we note that the definition for 412, Eq. (5.19),

in terms of A1 and A2 provides a constraint on these three measures when gauge

fixed. Specifically, when fixed using A1

02 _ (-å+å)'_"
o- -(f:s' (5'25)

by fixing with Az we expect

0r

0n

(-å + å)'
)'

: å: 0'5625'
3

(5.26)

(5.2e)

and fixing with 412 leads to

01 1^
or: t6: o'06250' (5'27)

These ratios are reproduced by the data to arbitrary precision. Alternatively

we can attempt to make predictions for these ratios by examining the Taylor

expansions (5.16)-(5.20) and keeping only the lowest order term. For example, if
we gauge fix with 41, then

Ða,o,: - ,!rDa",o, (b.28)
Itp

to lowest order in ¿. Assuming that the higher order terms are negligible and

following this through, we obtain

2a2

T2 Da",o, )

2

p

a2

Ð a"-o,
L2

l.t

(5.30)
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so we "perturbatively" predict that

02
4 (5.31)

0r,

We already have an exact prediction for the ratio fft from Eq. (5.25) which is

supported by the simulation, but differs from the perturbative result by a factor

of two. We attribute this discrepancy to the effect of higher order terms. This

analysis can be continued for the other gauge fixing functionals. For example, for

fixing with Az we obtain the perturbative prediction # :0.++O compared with

the exact result 0.5625, and fixing with Arz we perturbatively predict I : 0.1,

compared with the measured (and exact) result 0.06250. Overall, the errors in

this perturbative analysis are N I00%.

A configuration fixed using Atr(r) will satisfy

\arl,rçr) : t {-?tn}. (5.32)
p It

Substituting this into Eq. (5.16) yields

ar (r) : -2isa2t { *u",o,(r) * ?{t - urr). (b.BB)

' 
lt" ' )

A comparison of this equation with Eq. (5.23) reveals that the coefficients of the

terms in curly brackets, expressing the discretisation errors in these two cases,

difier only by an overall sign, which is lost in the calculation of the corresponding

0¿. If the two different methods, one-link and 0(a2) improved, both fixed in

exactly the same way, then the 0p of a configuration fixed with 41, would be

equal to d1 when the configuration is fixed with 412. It is clear from Table 5.3

that they are not, signaling that the higher-order derivative terms ïiAr(r) take

different values depending on the gauge fixing functional used. In every case d1

is smaller when we have fixed with the O(az) improved functional than 0p under

the one-link functional. This suggests that the additional long range information
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used by the improved functional is producing a gauge fixed configuration with

smaller, higher-order derivatives; a secondary effect of improvement.

Equally, one can compare the value of 92 when fixed using the one-link func-

tional, and d1 when fixed using the two.link functional. In this case, their dif-

ferences are rather large and are once again attributed to differences in the size

of higher-order derivatives of the gauge field. The two-link functional is coarser,

knows little about short range fluctuations, and fails to constrain higher-order

derivatives. This may explain why the results in Table 5.2 for the Wilson action

fixed with the twolink functional are so sensitive to the fluctuations of the par-

ticular gauge configuration. Similar conclusions are drawn from a comparison of

02 frxed with the improved functional and 0p fixed with the twolink functional.

5.4 Behaviour of the algorithms

Figure 5.1 shows the maximising functional, -F12, rising as a configuration is

gauge fixed. This configuration was gauge fixed with an unaccelerated, iterative

method. This figure shows that the functional nears its local maximum early in

the process.

Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of the main convergence parameter, d (see

Eq. (a.13)) on the same configuration. The two lines are from gauge fixing with

the Cornell and Conjugate Gradient Fourier Acceleration (CGFA) methods. In

both cases, the lattice divergence decreases monotonically, although this need not

be the case. It is clear that the CGFA algorithm converges much more quickly. It
is interesting to note the flattening of the line below - 10-3; the algorithm has to

work much harder to gauge fix beyond this. Fourier acceleration is most beneficial

towards the end of process. In the case of CGFA, where Fourier acceleration is

achieved by inverting the Laplacian operator, the inversion is made up to some

numerical accuracy. When gauge fixing, the conjugate gradient routine starts
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Figure 5.1: Monotonic rise of the gauge fixing functional. This configuration was

generated using the improved action on a 6a lattice, with B : 4.38.
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Figure 5.2: Approach to the Landau gauge condition, 0¡"Ar:0, with unacceler-

ated (Cornell) and Fourier accelerated (CGFA) methods. This configuration was

generated using the improved action on a 6a lattice, with B : 4.38.
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p a

Cornell / Standard

Iterations Time (s) a

CGFA / Standard

Iterations Time (s)

Same

copy

3.92

4.38

5.00

0.131

0.130

0.r25

2740

1051

1489

430

160

226

0.095

0.089

0.083

2792

187

193

852

95

86

No

Yes

Yes

5.70

6.00

6.20

0.r27

0.L25

0.t25

493

383

bb/

tÐ

59

86

0.085

0.085

0.083

85

67

76

46

39

43

Yes

Yes

No

p a

Cornell / Improved

Iterations Time (s) a

CGFA / Improved

Iterations Time (s)

Same

copy

3.92

4.38

5.00

0.095

0.097

0.095

4053

L248

1871

1 173

351

529

0.077

0.071

0.070

1502

n3

2t9

684

t23

124

No

Yes

Yes

5.70

6.00

6.20

0.095

0.093

0.095

598

487

700

168

138

200

0.071

0.070

0.071

95

74

85

62

51

59

Yes

Yes

No

Table 5.4: Rate of convergence of six different configurations, each on 6a lattices,

for four different gauge fixing algorithms. Times are wallclock and in seconds.

with a very mild tolerance, only inverting to an accuracy of ( 10-3. When

0 < I0-4, tolerance drops to 10-a, and when d < 10-6, tolerance drops to 10-6. In

this way, processor time is concentrated where it is most needed. Furthermore, as

the conjugate gradient routine requires some initial guess solution, the previous

(Fourier accelerated) gauge transformation is used as the starting point. This

works well at minimising the number of iterations required by the CG routine.

This means that the most expensive inversion is the first one. All configurations

are gauge fixed to 0 < L0-r2.
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p d,

Cornell / Improved

Iterations Time (m) a

CGFA / Improved

Iterations Time (m) copy

Same

3.75

3.92

4.38

0.095

0.098

0.091

29t62

13989

16461

20.4

37.9

78.6

0.075

0.077

0.068

2343

1989

t327

5.47

13.9

2r.0

No

No

No

Table 5.5: Rate of convergence of three different sized lattices: 83 x 16, 103 x 20

and 163 x 32, with 0 : 3.75,3.92 and 4.38 respectively. Each configuration was

generated with the improved action. Times are CPU time and in minutes.

Table 5.4 displays the number of iterations required for gauge fixing for six

configurations. The first three configurations were generated with the improved

action, the second three with the Wilson action, Eq. (2.3a). Each configuration

was gauge fixed using standard gauge fixing with the Cornell method and the

Conjugate Gradient Fourier Acceleration method, and then gauge fixed with the

O("') improved gauge fixing with each of the methods. These configurations were

all gauge fixed on a DEC-Alpha workstation. Table 5.4 illustrates one of the haz-

ards of this type of study: two different algorithms do not necessarily converge

to the same Gribov copy. In fact, it is possible to run gauge fixing code with

three different values of o with the same algorithm, and obtain three different

Gribov copies. If the two runs produced the same gauge copy, determined by

the value taken by the maximising functional, then this is indicated in the table

by a "Yes". So the gauge ambiguity also introduces noise into studies of gauge

fixing algorithms. Although it might be hoped that Fourier acceleration, as a

global method, might suffer less from this problem, Table 5.4 indicates otherwise.

Although these figures to some extent reflect the features of the individual con-

figurations, they still show some clear trends in the behaviour of the gauge fixing

with changine þ.

Firstly, configurations with larger B converge faster with a larger step size,
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a. Secondly, configurations with larger coupling take less iterations for conver-

gence. Thirdly, configurations with larger coupling get more benefit out of Fourier

Acceleration. These three observations certainly match with our intuitive under-

standing. At larger B the configurations will tend to smoother, and hence be more

able to utilise larger steps sizes, and find a local maximum more quickly. Also,

at higher B the abelian approximation used in formulating Fourier acceleration

should be more closely satisfied, and hence be more effective. In fact, as B -+ oo,

Fourier acceleration should result inzero critical slowing down [23].

The times shown in Table 5.4 are the wallclock times, in seconds, that the

algorithm took to converge. Even on such small (64) lattices, the CGFA method

resulted in great computational savings. As an entirely local method, the Cornell

method will take the full advantage of a parallel machine. Nevertheless, such

good performance of CGFA on a scalar machine bodes well for its application

in parallel, especially as it is a form of Fourier acceleration specifically designed

for such a purpose. In Table 5.5 we show results for three larger lattices, gauge

fixed to the improved landau gauge on a 128-node CM-5. This time we quote

the actual amount of CPU time required, in minutes. The lattices are 83 x 16,

103 x 20 and 163 x 32, with þ : 3.75,3.92 and 4.38 respectively. We see that

even on a highly parallel machine, CGFA typically gauge fixes in one third of the

CPU time required by the Cornell method.

In Fig. 5.3 is shown the number of iterations required to gauge fix various

lattices as a function of their side length. The three ensembles used were 9, 6a

lattices, 100, 103 x 20 lattices and 99, 163 x 32 lattices. All were at þ : 9.92.

As only one of the ensembles was hypercubic, the fourth root of the number

of lattice sites was used. A similar test was performed for a wider variety of

lattices, by using the physical side length of the lattice. In addition to the lattices

mentioned above, 100, 83 x 16 lattices at B : J.75 and 123 x 24 lattices at

þ : 4.70 and 81, 163 x 32 lattices at B :4.38 were used. These results are
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shown in figure 5.4. The near linear result indicates that the CGFA method has

been highly effective in eliminating critical slowing down, even at such strong

coupling. There is some systematic error in this as the step size,, a has not been

tuned for each configuration. Instead, a was chosen in an approximate way so

that, for a given set of simulation parameters, most configurations would converge

acceptably quickly.
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Figure 5.3: Plot of the number of iterations required to gauge fix, versus the

average side length of the lattice. All configurations were geneïated with an

improved action at B :3.92. The line is purely to guide the eye.
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Figure 5.4: Plot of the number of iterations required to gauge fix, versus the side

length of the lattice in physical units. AII configurations ïvere generated with an

improved action, but at a variety of couplings.
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Chapter 6

The Lattice Gluon Propagator

There has been considerable interest in the infrared behaviour of the gluon prop-

agator, as a probe into the mechanism of confinement and as input for other cal-

culations. Lattice studies focussing on its ultraviolet behaviour have been used

to calculate the running QCD coupling [40]. The gauge propagator is the most

fundamental quantity of a gauge field theory and as our understanding of nature

is based on such theories, this alone makes it an important entity. Since the work

of Gribov [24] there has been a great deal of speculation on the infrared form of

the gluon propagator. These efforts have arrived at three possible conclusions:

o The gluon propagator is zero at zero momentum- Gribov, Stingl, Zwatziger

o The gluon propagator is finite ai zero momentum - Mandula & Ogilvie,

Gupta et al.

o The gluon propagator is infinite at zero momentum - Mandelstam, Baker

et al., Brown & Pennington.

This list is only a sample. See Mandula [3] for more complete references. In

addition, within these three groups the details of the predicted gluon propagator

behaviour can vary considerably. So the form of gluon propagator advocated has

53
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been highly dependent on the methods employed, which is a beautiful demon-

stration of the problems posed by such a non-linear theory. Lattice gauge theory

is an excellent means to study such nonperturbative behaviour.

The infrared part of any lattice calculation may be affected by the finite

volume of the lattice. Larger volumes mean either more lattice points (with in-

creased computational cost) or coarser lattices (with corresponding discretisation

errors). The desire for larger physical volumes thus provides strong motivation

for using improved actions. Some preliminary results of this work were reported

in Ref. [35].

6.1 The Landau gauge gluon propagator

Given that the gauge links t/r(r) are expressed in terms of the continuum gluon

fields as

Ur(*) : P¿ts Ii A¡'(cratît')cb,

the dimensionless lattice gluon freld Ar(r) may be obtained from

1
Ar(æ + þ12) (u,(*) - u,i(r))," 

""**2igus

accurate to O(a2). This is, of course, only one of many possible ways to calculate

the gluon field on the latticel. In Eq. (6.1), Aris calculated at the midpoint of

the link to remove O(ø) terms. The tadpole factor is included here to ensure

consistency across all calculations.

We calculate the gluon propagator in coordinate space

Di,!,(*,y) = (Aî(*) A!"(ù) ,

(6.1)

(6.2)

lNakajimaet al. [29] suggest the choice of A, - ln[/u as a non-analytic gauge field.
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using (6.1). To improve statistics, we use translational invariance and calculate

1
(D,,qZø¡ab,@ + a)). (6.3)n",i@)

V

55

The quantity that will be of main interest to us is the scalar part of the propagator,

D(ù:#r
lJ.

Ð oi"",(r),
1

N:-r

€

(6.4)
o,

which is then Fourier transformed into momentum space

D(q) :D"nu'o n@),
a

where the available momentum values, f, are given by

2rn,

(6.5)

(-+,+l (6.6)Qp: n
aL 11

The range of Q is determined by the fact that our lattices have an even number

of points in each direction and that we use periodic boundary conditions. In the

continuum, the scalar propagator can be related back to the full propagator by

Dî!"(q) : (6,, -'\I')o* D(q') (6.2)
q'

in Landau gauge.

One thing that we know about the propagator is its perturbative, asymptotic

behaviour. In the spirit of improvement, as discussed in the previous Chapters,

we can use this knowledge to help our lattice results make better contact with

the continuum. In the continuum, as p2 I @, the propagator goes as

n@): \ (6.s)
p'

up to logarithmic corrections. A well known lattice artefact, of the Wilson gauge

action, is that for large lattice momenta, Q, the lattice propagator looks like

D(q):Ttþ@, (6.e)
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so it has been argued by Leinweber et al. [36] that the correct momentum variable

to use when examining the gluon propagator on the lattice, with the Wilson

action, is not Eq. (6.6), but2

sln Q,ta (6.10)
2

As we shall see, this choice ensures that the propagator takes its asymptotic form

at large lattice momenta.

The improved action (3.7) has the O(a2) improved tree-level behaviour [13, 15]

D-,(Ð: 
"!,4{,'", W)+ },inn (ry)}, (6 11)

and we use equations (6.9) and (6.11) to obtain the correct momentum variable

for each lattice. To emphasise the nonperturbative aspects of the propagator,

we divide it by its perturbatiu., þ result. Hence, all figures are plotted against

q'D(q'), which is expected to approach a constant up to logarithmic corrections

as q2 -+ oo. We will work with the momentum variables defined as

Qpa
(6.12)

and

2
Qr= ã

qY =?'o, sln
2

,
q'"= -'a ì{""'ff)+}sinnW}

p" D(p') D(p')

(6.13)

(6.14)

Jian-Ping Ma used a similar momentum variable in his study of the gluon prop-

agator with an improved action [37].

In the language of continuum physics

1

r + II(pr) Dtrce(p2)

2Many authors have g and rf defined the other way around, but in this context our termi-
nology is more natural.
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where n@') is the vacuum polarisation. In the asymptotic region, 1/[1+Il(p'?)] ->

1 up to logarithmic corrections. We argue that it is by considering D(p') I Dt'""(p')

that Eq. (6.14) is best satisfied by a lattice calculation, and this shall be graph-

ically demonstrated. We shall refer to this procedure for minimising ultraviolet

lattice artefacts as tree-leuel correction, and this philosophy is similar to that use

by Jon-Ivar Skullerud and Anthony Williams in their study of the quark propa-

gator [38]. The bare, dimensionless lattice gluon propagator D(qa) is related to

the renormalised continuum propagator Dn(q; p) bV

a2D(qa) : Z"(p,a)Dn(q; p), (6.15)

for momenta, q, sufficiently small compared to the cuto , a-r. Da(q;p) only

becomes truly independent of ¿ when the cutoff is removed: in the limit that

o, -+ 0. The renormalisation constant Z"(p,a) is determined by imposing a renor-

malisation condition at some chosen renormalisation scale þ, e.8.,

Dn(q)l''-"' - !'lqt=rt : lt2 
(6' 16)

The renormalised gluon propagator can be computed both nonperturbatively on

the lattice and perturbatively in the continuum for choices of the renormalisa-

tion point in the ultraviolet. It can then be related to the propagator in other

continuum renormalisation schemes such as MS.

6.2 Lattice simulation

As it is a gauge dependent quantity, the gauge configurations must be gauge

fixed in order to calculate the gluon propagator. The configurations produced

with the Wilson action have been gauge fixed by maximising the standard gauge

fixing functional, Eq. (a.6) and those generated with the improved action by max-

imising the improved functional, Eq. (5.6). In any case the previously discussed
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Conjugate Gradient Fourier Acceleration algorithm was used. All the propagators

are plotted in physical units. In a lattice simulation, the coupling,0, is specified

and the scale is determined from the measurement of some physical quantity.

In this case, the static quark potential [41], with a string tension "f ,F : 440

MeV, has been used to calculate the lattice spacings shown in table 6.2. The

gluon propagator can then be plotted in units of GeV, which makes comparison

of results from lattices with different couplings easy. Like the calculation of any

quantity on the lattice, the determination of the lattice spacing is subject to sta-

tistical errors, which means that there is some uncertainty in the horizontal scale

of the plots of q'D(q'). Plotting the propagator multiplied by the appropiate q2

is helpful in unravelling its infrared behaviour.

Although lattice gauge theory provides us with a way of directly calculating a

full quantum field theory, any lattice simulation may be infected with systematic

errors from two sources - finite lattice spacing and finite volume. Fortunately

we have a large degree of control over these effects. The most rigorous, most

simple and most expensive approach is to perform a calculation on lattices of

various volumes and for each volume use a variety of lattice spacings and then

extrapolate to the infinite volume, continuum limit. Unfortunately the limitation

of computing time means that it is not always possible to do this. We can get a

feel for the systematic effects on a single simulation, however, by being clever.

A standard tactic is to make one dimension of the lattice longer than the other

three. This long dimension is conventionally the time direction, but remember

that as \rye are dealing with a Euclidean theory, its length will be its only distinc-

tion from the three spatial dimensions. Data points that come from momenta

lying entirely along a spatial cartesion direction are indicated with one symbol

(a square) whilst points from momenta entirely in the temporal direction are

marked with another (a triangle). Any difierence between squares and triangles,

above statistical errors, may be due to the finite volume of the lattice, as the time
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direction is longer than the spatial ones. Finite volume effects should be most

prominent in the low momentum region of the propagator.

The simplest place to see discretisation errors is in the breaking of rotational

symmetry. To examine this we mark data points from momenta entirely on the

four-diagonal with a diamond. Systematic separation of data points taken on

diagonal from those taken on the cardinal points indicates rotational symmetry

breaking. In the continuum, the scalar function, it goes without saying, is ro-

tationally invariant. Although the hypercubic lattice breaks O(4) invariance, it

does preserve the subgroup of discrete rotations Z@). In our case, this symmetry

is reduced to Z(3) as one dimension will be twice as long as the other three in

each of the cases studied. We exploit this discrete rotational symmetry to im-

prove statistics through Z(3) averaging (not to be confused with the multiplicative

renormalisation constant Zs). This is best explained through a simple example.

Consider the propagator at momentum q : (3,2,,I,4) (r"y). Z(3) symmetry

means that

D(3,2,,L, 4) : D(2,,3,1, 4) : D(2,,I,3, 4)

: D(1,2,3,4) : D(7,3,2,4) : D(3,I,2,4)

so we calculate the propagator for each of these values of momentum, and then

average the results.

The gluon propagator has been calculated on seven different lattices, the de-

tails of which are listed in Table 6.2. Note that the first two are labelled "1w"

and "1i". These have the same number of lattice points at almost the same spac-

ing (hence approximately the same physical voiume), but lw was generated with

the standard, Wilson gauge action (2.I4), while li used the Symanzik tadpole-

improved action (3.7). Lattice 6 was generated with the Wilson action and used

to study the gluon propagator in Ref. [36]. A value for the tadpole factor has

been obtained for 0 : 6.0 of uo -- 0.878 and this has been used to normalise the
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Dimensions B ø (fm) Volume (fma) Configurations

1w

1i

2

3

4

Ð

6

5.70

4.38

3.92

3.75

3.92

4.10

6.00

0.179

0.165

0.353

0.413

0.353

0.270

0.099

100

100

100

100

100

100

(Ð

163 x 3f

163 x 32

103 x 20

83x16

163 x 32

I23 x24

323 x 64

2.873 x 5.73

2.643 x 5.28

3.533 x 7.06

3.303 x 6.60

5.653 x 11.30

3.243 x 6.48

3.183 x 6.34

Table 6.1: Details of the lattices used to calculate the gluon propagator. Lattices

lw and li have the same dimensions and approximately the same lattice spacing,

but were generated with the Wilson and improved actions respectively. Lattice 6

'$/as generated with the Wilson action.

propagator consistent with the other lattices. It will be used here for comparison

purposes as it is much finer than the other lattices. Configurations on lattices

2-5 were generated with the O(o') improved action.

The gluon propagator from lattices lw and li is shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2

respectively. Both of these have been plotted as functions of q, Eq. (6.6), for all

available momenta, and both show severe ultraviolet noise. We may take some

comfort from the observation that the signal degradation is not as bad in the

improved case, the finite spacing errors do not exceed the infrared peak and the

UV tail is generally flatter, but neither result looks at all satisfactory at large

momenta.

The most obvious way to deal with this noise is to apply an ultraviolet cut,

considering only momenta out to half of the Brillouin zone. For each of the four

cartesian directions,

ô<'T.'- 2a
(6.17)
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Figure 6.1: Gluon propagator from lattice 1w (Wilson action), plotted as a func-

tion of ri. The dramatic "fanning" is caused by finite spacing errors which quickly

destroy the signal at large momenta.

We shall refer to this as the "half-cut" and we shall see that this removes the

worst of the artefacts. The two propagators, Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 even show

plausible asymptotic behaviours, but there are still clear signs of lattice artefacts

and we have lost a lot of data in the ultraviolet. Whilst neither of these is critical

to a study of the infrared, it is not the best that we can do.

We have already argued the case for applying a tree-level correction through

the use of the alternative momentum variables derived from the tree-level be-

haviour of our actions. The efiect of doing this is seen in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6,

where the Wilson propagator has been plotted as a function of qw and the im-

proved propagator as a function of qr for all momenta of the Brillouin zone.

Compare these to figures 6.1 and 6.2 and we see an incredible restoration of rota-

tional symmetry all the way to the edge of the Brillouin zone. This is especially

6

5

0
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1

4
q (cev)

Figure 6.2: Gluon propagator from lattice li (improved action), plotted as a

function of ri. Lattice artefacts are reduced by the improved action, but are still

large.

true of the improved action case in Fig. 6.6. The propagators also appear to be

approaching their asymptotic, perturbative values. Later, momentum cuts will

be applied to the data to further eliminate lattice artefacts, but for the moment

it is interesting to keep all data, as they provide insight into the behaviour of

lattice simulations.

Both Figures 6.5 and 6.6 are consistent with the study of Leinweber et al. [36],

but the discrepancy between diagonal and cartesian points at - I.7 GeV in

Fig. 6.5 is a clear sign of rotational symmetry breaking in the unimproved case.

With the Wilson action, the quality of the data is sufiering from the coarseness of

the lattice. As we might hope, the improved propagator in Fig. 6.6 shows excellent

agreement between diagonal and cartesian points, and the data is generally less

spread. The propagator from the improved action has better rotational symmetry
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Figure 6.3: Gluon propagator from lattice lw (Wilson action), plotted as a func-

tion of Q with the momentum "half-cut" applied.

at the same lattice spacing. Less easy to understand is the suppression of the

temporal points (triangles) in the Wilson case, Fig. 6.5. The time axis of this

lattice (as with all the lattices considered here) is twice as long as the other three

axes, so different values for the points along the long axis would normally be

interpreted as a finite volume effect, yet there is no sign of it in the improved

case (which has approximately the same physical volume). There is a difference

between the improved and unimproved cases in the amplitudes of the propagators,

but this is accounted for by renormalisation and will be discussed below.

Out of curiosity the gluon propagator from lattice li has also been plotted in

Fig. 6.7 as a function of qw, which we have argued is inappropriate. Not surpris-

ingly, this leads to a "propagator" that suffers badly from lattice artefacts and

droops in the ultraviolet. This is clearly a poor choice of momentum variable for

this action. For best results at finite lattice spacing, the correct momentum vari-
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Figure 6.4: Gluon propagator from lattice li (improved action), plotted as a

function of ri with momentum "half-cut" applied. The improved propagator has

different normalisation to the Wilson case due to a different Zs factor.

able, as determined by the tree-level behaviour of the action being implemented,

should be used. For the rest of this report it shall be implicit that when discussing

quantities from the Wilson action, qw is used, and qr is used with the improved

action. Improvement involves many subtleties and the picture that is forming is

this: one must self-consistently improve all aspects of a calculation, lest

discretisation errors be pushed out of one quantity and into another.

At this point it is interesting to explore the effect of making the lattice coarser.

Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 show the uncut, tree-level corrected propagator on pro-

gressively coarser lattices (a :0.27,,0.35 and 0.41 fm respectively). The re-

sult from lattice 3 is shown in Fig. 6.10. This very coarse lattice has spacing

a:0.4I fm, which is more than twice as coarse as the previous lattices. Aty
sign of a perturbative tail has been lost, as the UV cutoff has been lowered, but

0 43I
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Figure 6.5: Gluon propagator from lattice 1w (Wilson action), plotted as a func-

tion of qw for all momenta. The tree-level correction has dramatically reduced

discretisation errors.

the infrared behaviour remains. There is no sign of any qualitative change, which

indicates that even on such a coarse lattice we are not losing information vital to

infrared physics. This gives us great confidence in the use of improved actions on

coarse lattices for the probing of nonperturbative physics. This is the motivation

for using lattice 4 and extending to a very large volume. Fig. 6.11, which shows

the results from the largest lattice, shows no signs of significant, i.e. greater than

statistical error, finite volume artefacts. It is interesting to compare this with

Fig. 6.9 which has the same lattice spacing, but a smaller volume.
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Figure 6.6: Gluon propagator from lattice li (improved action), plotted as a

function of qr for all momenta. The combination of improved action and tree-

level correction has produced a remarkably clean signal over the entire range of

accessible momenta.

6.3 Comparison of results

Having identified possible lattice artefacts, cuts may be applied to clean up the

data, making it easier to draw conclusions about continuum physics. Data at

large momenta will of course be most susceptible to finite lattice spacing errors.

We choose to prefer data from momentum points near the four-diagonal, as this

evenly samples all directions, i.e., for a given momentum squared (qr) it has the

smallest values of each of the cartesian components Qp. This should minimise

finite lattice spacing artefacts. We calculate the distance Af of a momentum

vector ri from the diagonal using

{
*

0

LQ : lril sin da, (6.18)
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Figure 6.7: Gluon propagator from lattice li (improved action), plotted as a

function of qw . The fanning of the data and poor UV behaviour demonstrate

that this is a poor choice of momentum variable for this action, i.e., it corresponds

to an incorrect tree-level correction.

where the angle d4 is given by

cos0. - Q''
'u: E' (6'19)

and ñ : å(t,1,1,1) is the unit vector along the diagonal. In this way we ignore

data points that are potentially most effected by hypercubic artefacts. We call

this cut the cylinder cut [36] and from now on we exclude points greater than

two momentum units from the four-diagonal. Furthermore, the point at zero

four-momentum has been cut from all the following plots. On any finite lattice,

D(0) must be finite, hence q2D(q):0 for e:0. This point is therefore trivial.

Even when the scalar function, D(q) itself is considered it is difficult to draw any

conclusion from its value at q - 0, as one cannot evaluate the effect on it of the

T
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Figure 6.8: Gluon propagator from lattice 5, which has spacing ú = 0.27 fm on

723 x 24. This has the same physical volume as lattice 3. The propagator is

shown for all momenta (no data cuts) after tree-level correction.

finite volume. One can only make a study of D(0) by considering it on lattices

of differing volumes, which we will perform below.

Once again we compare the gluon propagator generated with the Wilson ac-

tion to that generated with the improved action after tree-level correction, this

time applying the cylinder cut and averaging over nearby momenta. To make the

comparison in Fig. 6.L2,, we note that there is of course a small difference in nor-

malisation. This is the difference in the 23 renotmalisation between the Wilson

and improved propagators. The unimproved propagator has been multiplied by

1.09 to make direct comparison possible. This factor was deduced by adjusting

the vertical scales of the two data sets until they agreed. Apart from the superior

performance of the improved propagator, which has already been discussed, the

two actions produce the same result, as we would require.
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Figure 6.9: Gluon propagator from lattice 2, the smaller lattice at B : 3.92.

Finite iolume errors are just detectible. Tree-level correction has been used, but

no data cuts have been applied.

We push our results further by comparing the improved 0 : 4.38 propagator

with that from lattice 6 (Wilson action), which is finer (ø : 0.1 fm), has more

points (323 x 64) and is a little larger. Both data sets are cylinder cut, and each

is tree-level corrected according to its action. The relative renormalisation has

been determined to be Z3(irnproved)1ft(Wilson) : 1.93. It can be seen from

Fig. 6.13 that not only are the two propagators consistent, but that the ultravi-

olet performance of lattice li is remarkable. The propagator from Ref. [36] had

the momentum half-cut applied, whereas our improved propagator with lattice

spacing a:0.I7 fm is shown for the entire Brillouin zone.

Next, we consider the propagator on the coarser lattices. Fig.6.14 shows

the propagator from lattices li, 2, 3 and 5. Examining Figures 6.12 and 6.14

we see that the Wilson þ : 5.7 and improved B : 4.10 and B : 4.38 results
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Figure 6.10: Gluon propagator from lattice 3, which has spacing a = 0.41 fm

on 83 x 16. The propagator is shown for all momenta (no data cuts) after tree-

level correction. This propagator is consistent with that obtained on much finer

lattices.

all agree well, which suggests that these are "fine enough" lattices. We see that

the B : 3.75 and B : 3.92 propagators do not quite line up with the others,

but instead the UV tail rises slightly as the lattice becomes coarser. This is an

indication of a loss of scaling, i.e. that quantities calculated at different values

of the coupling, B can be related by a renormalisation factor for B large enough.

The lattices at B :3.92 and B :3.75 are too coarse for the tree-level correction

to completely correct the ultraviolet, which is not surprising. We have placed

extraordinary demands on our simulations by examining them near the cutoff,

and they must break down eventually. The conclusion is that such coarse lattices

should be half-cut. Nevertheless, the propagators all agree in the infrared. Now

that we have an understanding of the dependence of lattice propagator on the
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Figure 6.11: Gluon propagator from lattice 4, the larger lattice at B :3.92, with

the largest physical volume of any in this study. Tree-level correction has been

used, but no data cuts have been applied.

lattice spacing, we can study the effect of the finite volume.

Lattices 2 and 4 have the same lattice spacing, but different numbers of lat-

tice points, and hence different physical volumes. The gluon propagator has been

calculated on each lattice, and the results compared in Fig. 6.15. The two prop-

agators are completely consistent, despite the fact that one lattice has sides 60%

longer in all four directions. This shows that finite volume effects are insignificant

compared to the statistical errors. The turn over seen in the gluon propagator in

lattice studies is certainly not a finite volume effect. Note that 5.653 x 11.30 fma

is a very large box by the standards of present day lattice studies, and give us an

unprecedented look at the behaviour of QCD in the deep infrared.

Fig. 6.16 shows the cut data for the scalar function D(q') from each of the

improved lattices. This plot provides a dramatic demonstration of lattice arte-
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the gluon propagator from lattices 1w & li. Data

has been cylinder cut, nearby momenta have been averaged and tree-level correc-

tion has been applied. We have determined Zs(improved)lZs(Wilson) - 1.09 by

matching the vertical scales of the data.

facts. The results from the five lattices are in perfect agreement in the ultraviolet

and through intermediate momenta (some small discrepancies are masked by the

scale). At - 500 MeV, the propagators start to diverge due to finite volume

efiects. As the volume increases, the low momenta data points drop, until we

can see the infrared flatten off. The grouping of points around 400 MeV suggest

that we have, for the two largest lattices, results indicative of the infinite volume

limit. At - 250 MeV, the results for the two largest lattices (both þ : B.g2) arc

consistent, and in particular the fact that the small difference between them is

produced by such a large difference in volume makes us very confident about that
those results.
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The value of the propagator at zero four-momentum is shown in Table 6.2
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of the gluon propagator from the finest improved lat-

tice (1i) and the finest Wilson lattice (6). Data has been cylinder cut, nearby

momenta have been averaged and the appropriate tree-level corrections have

been applied. The data from lattice 6 is also half-cut. We have determined

Z3(improved) lft(Wilson) - 1.08 by matching the vertical scales of the data. We

have calculated the propagator over the same range of momenta as Leinweber et

ai. [36], despite using a much coarser lattice.

for each of the lattices considered. The errors shown are purely statistical. The

value of D(0) shown for the Wilson action has been scaled as in Fig. 6.12, for

comparison with the results from the improved action. We can see that as the

volume of the lattice increases, D(0) becomes smalier. For the two largest volumes

(lattices 2 and 4), however, the scalar propagator goes to the same value, within

errors, as g -+ 0. This supports the hypothesis that the gluon propagator is finite

in the infrared. It is not possible, however, to rule ott Zwanziger's theorem [34]

that the propagator goes to zero in the infinite volume limit, as his work says
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the gluon propagator from lattices li, 2, 3 and b,

which have a variety of lattice spacings. Data has been cylinder cut, nearby

momenta have been averaged and tree-level correction has been applied.

nothing about the rate of convergence. The precision of this study still permits

a very slowly vanishing gluon propagator.

6.4 Gribov noise

The nature of Gribov copies and their source on the lattice have already been

discussed, but I would now like to address the specific problem of their possible

effect on the gluon propagator. It has been clearly demonstrated that the gauge

fixing functional has many local maxima [2b, 2z] and any given gauge fixing

algorithm will select from amongst these gauge copies in a way that is not well

understood. The algorithm selects some Gribov copy "nearby" to the original

configuration, and in that sense the Gribov copies are rand.omly selected. The
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of the gluon propagator from lattices 2 and 4, which

have the same lattice spacing, but different sizes. Notice that one lies directly

over the other, despite having very different volumes. Data has been cylinder cut,

nearby momenta have been averaged and tree-level correction has been applied.

possible effect of this ambiguous gauge fixing is called Gribov noise. At this point

we would like to reiterate that in any finite ensemble there will never be two gauge

equivalent configurations and hence our gauge fixed ensemble will never actually

contain two configurations that are gauge copies of each other.

Cucchieri investigated Gribov noise in SU(2) [26] by gauge fixing an ensemble

of gauge configurations and calculating the gauge propagator, than performing a

search for the absolute maximum by the simple procedure of performing large,

random gauge transformations on his configurations, then fixing again. If the

value of the gauge fixing functional was larger than from the previous gauge fixing,

it was kept in preference. Otherwise, it was discarded. This procedure continued

for some arbitrary number of cycles in an attempt to produce an ensemble of
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of the gluon propagator generated with an improved ac-

tion on five different lattices. We find good agreement down to q - 500 MeV. At

the lowest accessible momenta the data points drop monotonically with increas-

ing volume, but the lowest point (on the largest lattice) shows signs of having

converged to its infinite volume value.

configurations that have been gauge fixed to the fundamental modular region. It
is, unfortunately, impossible to quantify how successful the search has been. The

gauge propagator was then calculated from this new ensemble and the results

compared. The two propagators agreed to within statistical error, so it was

concluded that Gribov noise was small.

In the present study, a test of Gribov noise has been performed indirectly, in

the comparison of the gluon propagator from lattices 1w and li. These were gauge

fixed with the standard and O("t) improved functionals respectively. These two

algorithms can be expected to select Gribov copies difierently, so if the choice of

gauge copy were to effect the propagator, one might expect Gribov noise to man-

small
large
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Lattice D(0) D(0) (Gev-'?) Volume (f-n)

1i

1w

6

5

3

2

4

32.0 (8)

24.0 (5)

e3 (4)

10.6 (3)

4.3 (1)

5.7 (1)

5.4 (1)

23.3 (5)

22.3 (4)

23 (1)

20.2 (5)

2o.o (5)

1e.2 (5)

18.4 (4)

97.2

135

204

220

237

300

2040

Table 6.2: This table shows the value of gluon propagator at zero four-momentum

for each of the lattices considered, in order of increasing volume. The raw (di-

mensionless) and physical values are given. An estimate of the uncertainty in the

last figure is given in parentheses. The values for the Wilson actions have also be

scaled by the normalisation factor 1.09 (1w) and 1.08 (6).

ifest itself in the difference between the gluon propagator from the Wilson action

and the improved action. These propagators are, however, in close agreement.

In a recent pre-print, Constantia Alexandrou and collaborators [31] studied

the gluon propagator in the Laplacian gauge, which has they claim has unam-

biguous gauge fixing. The gluon propagator in the two gauges agree in the UV

(Laplacian gauge reduces to Landau gauge in the asymptotic limit), and both

were found to turn over in the IR, although the Laplacian gauge propagator was

found to have a smaller peak than in Landau gauge. Alexandrou et al. also found

a finite value for the propagator at zero four-momentum, .D(0) : 15.5(2) GeV-2,

slightly smaller than the result we have found for Landau gauge. Interestingly,

they report that D(0) became volume independent at the surprisingly small size

of 0.5 fma, which is smaller than any of the lattices that we have considered! It

is also curious that in their study, D(0) rises to its stable value as the volume

increases, while in the present study it falls. More interesting than the differences
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though, remembering that the gluon propagator is gauge dependent, are the sim-

ilarities. The propagator rises from its perturbative value to form a hump in the

infrared, turns over, and falls to a finite value at q2 :0; all in a gauge without

Gribov copies.

These arguments are combined with the overall consistency shown in lattice

simulations. The gluon propagator has been the focus of a number of studies

in SU(2) and SU(3), in three and four dimensions and using a variety of gauge

fixing techniques; for example see Refs [19, 36, 39, 40]. Resolution has improved,

the treatment of lattice artefacts has become more sophisticated and the present

study provides new insight into the IR. Still, the basic features remain unchanged:

the propagator takes its perturbative value in the UV, is infrared enhanced, and

takes a finite value at q2 - 0. The conclusion must be, therefore, that Gribov

noise has no qualitative effect on the gluon propagator presented in this study.



Chapter 7

Confinement

One of the reasons for studying the gluon propagator is to gain a better under-

standing of confinement. How is it that quarks and gluons, very real degrees of

freedom, remain carefully out of sight of the detectors built to probe their natures?

There are many ways to discuss confinement and many different mechanisms have

been proposed. Some involve field theory directly, such as considerations of the

quark and gluon propagators, while some are more descriptive such as the flux

tube idea. In lattice studies it is currently very popular to talk in terms of

monopoles, centre vortices and abelian dominance. While some of the proposals

may be equivalent - just different ways of thinking about the same thing - others

are mutually incompatible. In this Chapter we discuss two of the most widely

discussed confinement mechanisms and how our study of the gluon propagator is

relevant.

7.t Explicit confinement

One model for the gluon propagator's infrared behaviour is that it is highly sin-

gular, diverging as e-4, which directly results in a linearly rising potential. This

form was advocated by Stanley Mandelstam lazl and has been popular amongst
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the practitioners of Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSEs). For example, see the

review by Craig Roberts and Anthony Williams [43] and references therein. It

became particularly promising when Geoffrey West argued that if the gluon prop-

agator had a highly singular infrared limit, such as q-4, in any gaugq then the

Wilson loop would satisfy

(7.1)

where A is the area of the loop. This is the area law of the Wilson loop, which

results in a linearly rising potential [44]. If instead the gluon propagator were to

take, for example, its perturbative value of q-2 then the Wilson loop could only

be related to its perimeter,

(7.2)

which would result in a constant potential for sufficiently large loops, too weak to

ensure confinement. Precisely which gauge the propagator might take such a sin-

gular form in remains a mystery, although spatial axial gauges are excluded [44].

Finding any direct relationship between the gluon propagator and the confine-

ment of quarks would be very surprising. The long range interaction between

quarks involves all the connected, n-point Green's functions of QCD, so to find

that it is dominated by the gluon propagator would be unexpected. Neverthe-

less, West's proposal was used by Kirsten Büttner and Michael Pennington [a5]

to argue that the gluon propagator should be not just confined, but confining.

7.2 Confinement by stealth

In his work on gauge copies, Gribov made a calculation of the Landau gauge

gluon propagator [24]

D(q'): #F (2.3)

1e-AW

PW 1e
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which has poles at k: óexptf,. This has been interpreted as the gluon having

a complex mass, so that it rapidly decays at large distances. Manfred Stingl,

using a truncation of the tower of Dyson-Schwinger equations, obtained a similar

form for the gluon propagator. Such a propagator would also satisfy Zwanziger's

theorem, i.e. that on a lattice, in lattice Landau gauge, the gluon propagator

vanishes as the four-momentum goes to zero in the infinite volume limit.

Lattice simulations of the gluon propagator have generally favoured a qualita-

tively similar gluon propagator. On the lattice the gluon propagator is certainly

less singular than q-2 119,36, 35] in Landau gauge, but Leinweber et al. [36] found

that while the overall behaviour was similar, the Gribov form (7.3) fits their data

poorly. It is sometimes argued that the gluon has a dynamical mass [49]. While

the pioneering work of Mandula and Ogilvie [19] was interpreted in terms of a

dynamical gluon mass, this is associated with very particular behaviour in the

propagator which the functional fits of Leinweber et al. did not favour.

The combined evidence from lattice data, and in particular the present study,

strongly suggests an infrared non-zero, finite propagator. The challenge has been

to obtain reliable, artefact free data in the small momentum region. As it is, it

may be that the turn over that is the most important feature for understanding

confinement, not the end point. These two possibilities, infrared vanishing or

non-vanishing, could lead to a confined gluon for the same reason.

To create a physical state from a Euclidean Green's function, one must be able

to analytically continue it to Minkowski space. Specifically, the Green's function

must satisfy the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms, which guarantee that an n-point,

Euclidean Green's can be continued to a distribution in Minkowski space that

will satisfy the Wightman axioms [11]. The axiom that particuiarly concerns us

is that of reflection positiuitg. The propagators of both Gribov and von Smekal

et al. violate this axiom, and its violation is also a iong standing feature of lattice

simulations of the gluon propagator [3]. In addition, Cucchieri has observed
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violation of reflection positivity in his studies of SU(2) gauge theory in three

and four dimensions [4]. Without reflection positivity, one cannot construct a

physical state from the Euclidean propagator, for example, one cannot obtain a

Källen-Lehmann (spectral) representation. The gluon cannot propagate on-shell,

hence QCD predicts that one will not see a free gluon - it is confined.

Violation of reflection positivity would be explicitly seen if the gluon propa-

gator in coordinate space (the Fourier transform of the momentum space propa-

gator) were ever negative. In momentum space we have observed that the prop-

agator turns over in the infrared. This means that its Fourier transform is not

positive definite; there is a negative contribution in its long-range components. If
the propagator were to go to zero, this would be a maximal violation of reflection

positivity, with positive and negative contributions in equal measure.

7.3 Conclusion

We have described two very different mechanisms for confinement and outlined

the evidence for each. A numerical study by Frederick Hawes et al. [a6] and

analytic studies by Büttner and Pennington [a5] and by Axel Bender and Rein-

hard Alkorer 1471,, all using truncations of the DSEs, found that quarks were

not confined by an infrared vanishing gluon propagator and failed to produce the

correct dynamical chiral symmetry breaking in their models. More recent investi-

gations with DSEs by Lorenz von Smekal and collaborators [48], where the ghost

contribution was included, found a deep-infrared suppressed gluon propagator,

descriptively similar to our result. Their ghost propagator and their quark-gluon

vertex were both infrared enhanced. This enhancement in the vertex may com-

pensate for the IR finite gluon propagator and provide the infrared strength

required for DSDbased models to have appropriate dynamical chiral symmetry

breaking. It is yet to be seen if they will find a confined quark. There is con-
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siderable disagreement amongst Dyson-Schwinger based studies of the infrared

gluon propagator, which suggests strong model dependence. Lattice studies, de-

spite producing non-singular gluon propagators, observe both chiral symmetry

breaking and confinement (in the form of the Wilson area law).

The sources of systematic error in our lattice calculation have been clearly

indicated: the quenched approximation, finite lattice spacing, finite lattice vol-

ume, Gribov noise. An improved action, improved gauge fixing and tree-level

correction have been used to minimise errors due to the finite lattice spacing.

Comparisons between lattices with different spacings have shown the remaining

discretisation errors to be small. Comparison of the gluon propagator on lattices

over a wide range of volumes has shown our data to be reliable down to low

momenta, possibly all the way to zero. The use of two types of gauge fixing,

combined with evidence from other studies, indicates that Gribov noise does not

contribute significantly to our results.

Our studies strongly suggest that the gluon propagator, in Landau gauge, is

not singular in the infrared and that it violates reflection positivity and hence

does not have a Källen-Lehmann representation. It appears to be confined. The

gluon propagator is very probably finite at q2 - 0, but a vanishing propagator is

not ruled out.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Outlook

We have used the tool of lattice regularisation to calculate the 2-point Euclidean

Green's function in pure SU(3) Yang-Mills (quenched QCD), in Landau gauge.

Adding improved gauge fixing and tree-level correction to the improvement pro-

gram developed by Symanzik, Lüscher, Weisz, Lepage and Mackenzie, we have

shown that the gluon propagator can be reliably calculated on lattices coarser

than has hitherto been used. This motivated us to use coarse lattices to calculate

the propagator in a very large physical volume, at very modest computational

cost. By using lattices of various sizes and with different lattice spacings we have

demonstrated the robustness of our results, so that we can now claim to know

the behaviour of the Landau gauge gluon propagator from around 5 GeV down

to 200 MeV. Furthermore, this work strongly suggests an infrared finite propa-

gator. rWhile we cannot claim to have disproved Zwanziger's theorem that the

propagator vanishes, most of the volume dependence that has been seen was in

the first doubling of the volume; further increasing the volume by an order of

magnitude resulted in very little change in the propagator. Whether the gluon

propagator is infrared singular in some gauge remains an open question, but this

work indicates that it is not in Landau gauge.
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It would also be worthwhile to investigate the possibility of further improve-

ment. It was seen in Chapter 5 that as well as eliminatingO(a2) errors, improve-

ment in the gauge fixing had the secondary effect of suppressing higher order

terms. Symanzik improvement of the action can be continued to arbitrary order,

but as we have seen, it is important to also develop improved methods to take

full advantage of sophisticated actions. Furthermore, r\re have seen how the com-

parison of different, naively equivalent operators, can be used to investigate the

convergence of lattice expansions. The process of improvement may be assisted

by a detailed understanding of the behaviour of these series.

We have argued that the effect of Gribov copies on our calculation of the gluon

propagator is small, and have shown that this is supported by a number of other

studies. The issue of Gribov copies does remain of interest, however, as their efiect

may be more pronounced in studies of other gauge dependent quantities such as

the ghost propagator or the three-gluon vertex. Even in the gluon propagator,

Gribov noise may act as a barrier to high statistics studies. We have already

speculated on the possible benefit offixing to Landau gauge via Laplacian gauge.

Detailed understanding of the gauge ambiguity, and development of a systematic,

cost efiective method for controlling its effects, remains an exciting challenge.



Appendix A

CM Fortran Code for Landau

Gauge Fixing

c-*- fortran -*-
C Progran to fix lattice gluon fields into Landau gauge.

C Steepest descents, with Conjugate Gradient inpleurented

C Fourier Acceleration.

C Laplacian is inverted by subroutine C0NJGRAD, with a

C tolerance of 1.e-4 for THETA )= 1.d-6 and 1.e-6 for THETA < 1.d-6

By Patrick Bownan

16/70, 17/7L/98

Last update 03/02/99

Paraneter statenents in each subroutine 04/03/99

Adapted for conparison, 05/04/L999

Ïlritten in CM Fortran, for the CMS

** Currently inplenented for SU(3) on1y. **

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
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Input

Gauge configurations in double precision, short SU(3).

Unit 11

0utput

Transforned configurations in double precision, short SU(3).

Unit 21

TotaI gauge transformation in double precision, short SU(3).

Unit 22

Log file.
Unit 20

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

Choose METHOD = 1

2

3

4

- Cornell for uninproved actions

- Cornell for inproved actions

- CGFA for uninproved actions

- CGFA for inproved actions

c

progran FIXLINKS

inplicit none

Functions

double precision UNITARITG

double precision UNITARITU

Set the nunber of lattice sites in each direction
integer, parameter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

c
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c

c

c

c

c

Set nunber of dinensions for the gauge fields \nu

integerr pararneter :: ND = 4 ! 4dirn Space-Tine

Lattice Volune

integer, parameter VoL=NX*Ny*NZ*NT

c

Set nunber of colours (Gauge Group)

integer, paraneter :: NC = 3 ! 3 for QCD

Set gauge fixing nethod

integer :: METHOD

Step size

double precision, paraneter :: P2MAX = 14.d0

double precision :: ALPHA = 1.0d-1

double precision :: ACCEL

Link variables split into real and inaginary parts

double precision UPR(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC) ! Gauge transforned versions

double precision UPI (NX,NY,Nz,NT,ND,Nc,Nc)

Iayout UPR( :news, :news, :neúrs, :nerrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)

layout UPI ( :nens, :neúrs, :nens, :nens, : serial, : serial, : serial)
c¡nf $

cnf$

double precision TRACEF(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND)

cnf$ layout TRACEF ( : news , : nens , : nens , : news , : serial)

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

double precision, dinension(trlX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

DELTAR, DELTAI

FAR, FAI
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cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

layout DELTAR( :nelrs, :netrs, :netrs, :news, : serial, : serial)
layout DELTAI ( : news , : news , : netrs , : netrs , : serial , : serial)
layout FAR( :netrs, :news, :news, :netrs, : serial, : serial)
layout FAI ( :neürs, :news, :news, :news, : serial, :serial)

double precision, dinension(UX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC) : :

GR, GI, ! Gauge Updates

TGR, TGI ! Tota1 gauge transfornation

layout GR( :news, :news, :news, :news, : serial, : serial)
layout GI( :news, :nehrs, :netrs, :netrs, : serial, : serial)
layout TGR( :neúrs, :neúrs, :neúrs, :news, : seriaÌ, : serial)
layout TGI( :netrs, :netrs, :news, :nerJs, : serial, : serial)

tr

8r

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

c

c

double precision, dinension(NX,Ny,NZ,NT,NC,NC) :: IDENT I For G

cnf$ layout IDENT(:news, :news, :nehrs, :netrs, :serial, :serial)

Coordinates

integer IC, JC, KC ! 1, NC

Maxinising Functional and Convergence criteria
double precision FL

double precision THETA

double precision, parameter :: MDIV = !.d-!2
real :: MRES = 1.d-3

c Counters

integer ::
integer ::

IITER = 1

NITER = 5000 | Maxinun nunber of iterations
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Iogical :: CONVERGED = .false.

integer, para¡neter :: URU = 7, GRU = g ! Reuniterise every nth iter

File I/0

integer NFIG

integer NXOLD, NYOLD, NZOLD, NTOLD

double precision BETA, LastPLAQ, PlaqBarAVG, MEANLINK

character(1en=80) CIN

character(1en=84) CoUT, LoGFILE

integer NTIME(3)

't* *:1.* ************** *********** **+ ** 't***** **

Interfaces

* * * * * * * * * * * + * * * *'F't't'*'t * :1. * * ** * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * *

interface

subroutine Readlinks(f ilenane,ur,ui,nfig,beta,nxf ,nyf ,

nzf ,ntf , lastPlaq, plaqbarAvg, meanlink)

inplicit none

integer,parameter :: nx=6, DI=6, nz=6, nt=6

integer,parameter : : nc=3

integer,parameter : : mu=4

double precisionrdimension(nxrny,nz,nt,nu,nc,nc) : : ur,ui
layout ur(:news, :nerrs, :neúrs, :nens, : serial , : serial , : serial)

layout ui( :news, :nerrs, :nerrs, :nerrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)

character(1en=80) f ilename

integer :: nfig,nxf,nyf,nzf,ntf

c

c

c

&

crnf $

crnf $
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double precision :: beta, lastP1aq, plaqbarAvg, neanlink

end subroutine Readlinks

subrout ine Llritelinks (f ilena¡te , ur, ui , nf ig, beta, nxf , trIf ,

& nzf,ntf,lastPlaq,plaqbarAvg,neanlink)

inplicit none

integer,paraneter :: nx=6, DI=6, nz=6, nt=g

integer,parameter : : nc=3

integer,para.meter : : nu=4

double precision,dimension(nx,ny rnz,nt,nu,nc,nc) : : ur,ui
cmf$ layout ur( :news, :news, :news, :netrs, : serial, : serial, :serial)
cnf$ layout ui( :news, :netrs, :news, :neúts, :serial, :seriaI, :serial)

character(1en=80) f ilenane

integer : : nf ig,nxf ,n¡rf ,nzf ,ntf
double precision :: beta, Iastplaq, plaqbarAvg, neanlink

end subroutine Hritelinks

c Reuniterises the link variables

subroutine FIXSU3(RE, IM)

integer, parameter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer, para¡neter :: ND = 4

double precision, dinension(NX,Ny,NZ,NT,ND,B,3),

intent(inout) :: RE, IM

layout RE( :news, :netts, :news, :nelrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)
layout IM( :news, :news, :ne!üs, :news, : serial, :serial, : serial)

end subroutine

&,

cnf$

cnf$
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Reuniterises the gauge updates

subroutine CoRNELLSU3(GR, GI)

integer, parâneter:: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,3,3),

intent(inout) :: GR, GI

layout GR( :news, :neúIs, :news, :neIJs, : serial, : serial)

layout GI (:news, :nerls, :news, :nerls, : serial , : serial)

end subroutine

Calculates the order a^2 divergence

SUbTOUtiNE ITIILSONDELTA(UR, UT, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAT, THETA)

integer, parameter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer, parameter :: ND = 4

integer, para-neter :: NC = 3

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC),

intent(in) :: UR, UI

Iayout UR( :news, :neúrs, :nerJs, :neÌrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)

layout UI ( :news, :neürs, :nerds, :news, : serial, : serial, : serial)

double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

double precision, intent(out) :: THETA

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC), intent(out)

:: DELTAR, DELTAI

layout DELTAR( :news, :nerrs, :nerrs, :news, :serial, : serial)

8r

c

cnf$

cmf$

cnf$

cmf$

tr

c¡nf $

tr
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cnf$ layout DELTAI( :news, :netrs, :netrs, :news, :serial, :serial)
end subroutine

Calculates alternate order a^2 divergence

subroutine THREEDELTA(llR, UI, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAI, THETA)

integer, para-meter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer, para-neter :: ND = 4

integer, paraneter :: NC = 3

c

8r

double precision, dinension(tlX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC),

intent(in) :: UR, Uf

layout UR ( : news, : netrs, : netrs, : neÌrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)
layout UI (:news, :news, :nerrs, :netrs, : serial , : serial , : serial)
double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

double precision, intent(out) :: THETA

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC),

intent(out) :: DELTAR, DELTAI

layout DELTAR(:news, :news, :news, :news, :serial, :serial)
layout DELTAI( :news, :netrs, :neûrs, :news, :serial, :serial)

end subroutine

Calculates the order a^4 divergence

SUbTOUtiNC IMPDELTA(UR, UI, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAI, THETA)

integerr pârarns¡er :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer, parameter :: ND = 4

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cmf$

&

c
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integer, parâneter :: NC 3

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC),

intent(in) :: UR, UI

layout UR(:news, :nens, :nerds, :news, : serial , : serial , : serial)
layout UI( :news, :news, :nerls, :neúrs, :serial, : serial, :serial)
double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

double precision, intent(out) :: THETA

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,Nc,NC),

intent(out) :: DELTAR, DELTAI

layout DELTAR( :netrs, :nens, :neÍrs, :neIJS, :serial, :serial)

layout DELTAI ( :news, :nerrs, :news, :nens, :serial, : serial)
end subroutine

crnf $

cnf$

cmf$

cmf$

c¡nf $

cnf$

8r

c For the Conjugate Gradient routine

subroutine C0NJGRAD(ANS, KNol'lN, MRES)

integer, parameter :: NX = 6, NY = 6,

integer, parameter :: ND = 4

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

NZ NT

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

intent(in) :: KNOL'IN

intent(inout) :: ANS

6 b

ANS, KN0I.,N

layout ANS( :news, :news, :news, :nerrs, :serial, : serial)

layout KNOl'lN( :news, :nerrs, :neúrs, :news, : serial, : serial)
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rEAl MRES

end subroutine

c For the Gauge Transfornation routine

subroutine DoGAUGE(UR, UI, GR, GI)

integer, parameter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ

integer, parâneter :: ND = 4

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

6 NT=6

8r

tr

double precision, dinension(NX,Ny,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC),

intent(inout) :: UR, UI

double precision, dinension(tUX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC),

intent(in) :: GR, GI

layout UR( :news, :news, :netrs, :nelrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)
layout UI( :news, :news, :news, :netrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)
layout GR( :news, :netrs, :news, :neÍrs, : serial, : serial)
layout GI( :news, :netrs, :news, :news, :seriaI, : serial)

end subroutine

For Updating the Total gauge transfornation

subroutine DoToTAL(TGR, TGI, GR, GI)

integer, parãrneter :: NX = 6, NY = O, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer, parareter :: ND = 4

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

crnf $

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

c
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tr

8t.

double precision, dinension(lrlX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC),

intent(inout) :: TGR, TGI

double precision, dimension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC),

intent(in) :: GR, GI

layout TGR(:newsr:nerrs,:neúrs, :nerrs, :serial , : serial)

layout TGI( :news, :news, :news, :news, :serial, :serial)

layout GR( :ner¡s, :nens, :news, :neúrs, : serial, : serial)

layout GI ( :news, :news, :news, :nerJs, : serial , : serial)
end subroutine

cnf$

c¡of $

c¡nf $

cnf$

cmf$

8r

subroutine !üILSoNFL(UR, MEANLINK, FL)

integer, parameter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ

integer, parameter :: ND = 4

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

SUbTOUtiNC PRODFL(UR, UT, MEANLINK, FL)

integer, para¡neter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ

integer, para¡neter :: ND = 4

integer, paraneter :: NC = 3

double precision, dirnension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC),

intent(in) :: UR

Iayout UR( :news, :neúIs, :neúrs, :nens, : serial , : serial , : serial)

double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

double precision, intent(out) :: FL

end subroutine

b NT 6

6 NT 6
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8r

double precision, dimension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC),

intent(in) :: UR, UI

layout UR( :news, :news, :news, :netrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)
layout UI ( :ner¡s, :news, :news, :news, : serial, : serial, : serial)
double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

double precision, intent(out) :: FL

end subroutine

cnf$

cmf$

subroutine IMPFL(UR, UI, MEANLINK, FL)

integer, parameter :: NX = 6, NY = 6,

integer, paraneter :: ND = 4

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

6NZ NT 6

double precision, dimension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC),

& intent(in) :: UR, UI

cnf$ layout UR(:news, :news, :news, :netrs, :seria1, :serial, :serial)
cnf$ layout UI(:news, :news, :news, :netrs, :serial, :serial, :serial)

double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

double precision, intent(out) :: FL

end subroutine

end interface

***'***********************************¡È++***,t*****

Ask for input

***:1.*+¡1.¡****¡****+>**********+*********+****++**+***,*

c

c

c
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c

c

c

write(*, '("Read links fron which file? ")')
read(*, , (480),) cIN

write(*, '("Use which nethod? ")')
read(*,*) METHSD

write(*, '("Use what step size (ALPHA)e tt) I )

read(*,*) ALPHA

write(*, '("Set ¡naximun nu¡nber of iterations:
read(*,*) NITER

") , )

*'1.'1.:t*** *****+* *'f 
'F 
***** ***** ********************** *

Read in Gauge Configuration

*******,t******'****************¡t*******************

For real configurations fron Ll etc.

For double precision configurations in conpact for¡n

call Readlinks(CIN, UPR, UPI, NFIG, BETA, NXOLD, NYOLD,

& NZ0LD, NTOLD, LastPLAQ, PlaqBarAVG, MEANLINK)

Initially, set the total gauge transfornation to unity

IDENT = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

IDENT(:, :, :, :,IC,IC) = 1.¿O

enddo

TGR = IDENT

TGI = 0.d0

c

c

c



c

c
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* * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * ¡t rl. :1. * * * * * :t ** * * * * * * * :¡ ** *'* * rl. * * *

fnitialise Log file.
****** **'1.***********{.***¡1.*******¡F*****************

LOGFILE = CfN // ,.1og, I cM

LOGFILE = trirn(Cl[) // '.10g' alpha

open (20, file=L0GFILE, forn=,fornatted,, status=,unknown,,

&, action='write')

write (Zo,tt)

¡¡rite (ZO,LZ) I Heading

write (20,LL)

select case( METHOD )

case( 1 )

write (ZO, tOf)

case( 2 )
write (Zo,t0Z)

case( 3 )

write (20,109)

case( 4 )

write (20,t04)

end select

write (20,14) Nx, Ny, NZ, NT, BETA

write (20,20) MEANLINK

write (zo,rs) uDtv

write (zo,te) ALPHA

cc
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t2

101

702

103

104

20

15

16

L7

L4

101

lvrite (20,77) uRU, GRU

fornat( '------- ---------r )

fornat(' SU(3) Landau Gauge Fixer')
fornat('Cornell (steepest descents) nethod for the',

8r ' Standard Ì'lilson Action.'/)
fornat('Cornell (steepest descents) nethod for the',

& ' Order a^2 Inproved Gluon Action.'/)
fornat('Conjugate Gradient Fourier Acceleratíon nethod for the',

8r, ' Standard I'lilson Action.'/)
fornat('Con¡ugate Gradient Fourier Acceleration ¡nethod for the',

tr ' 0rder a^2 Improved Gluon Action.'/)
fornat('Lattice síze t, 13, ' *', f3, ' *', 13, ' *', 13,

&, , at beta = ,, f6.8, /)
fornat('Meanlink, u-0 = ', f1-t.8, /)
fornat('Converges when THETA < ', 1PD7.I, /)
format('Descent paraneter ALPHA = ', ES8.2)

fornat('U is reuniterised every', 13, ' steps and TG every', 13

tt ,'steps.t, //)

* * * * * * * * * * *'t ** * * * :1.'l. t* :t * ¡F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Prepare relevant quantities.
********:*'1.'t t*¡1.*¡*¡F+* ********* *** ******* * **:l.t*+*

Calculates the lattice derivative

select case( METHOD )

case( 1, 3 )

c

c

c

c
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CAlI I{ILSONDELTA(UPR, UPI, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAI, THETA)

case( 2, 4 )
CA1I IMPDELTA(UPR, UPI, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAI, THETA)

end select

*****'F*******************************:t***********

Print (initial) nonitored quantities.
t<*+ 'F**'1.'F*** *:f *:1.'t*********** * ******¡t*'1.¡l.t******* * **

select case( METHOD )

case( 1, 3 )

call !'IILSONFL(UPR, MEANLINK, FL)

case( 2, 4 )
call IMPFL(UPR, UPI, MEANLINK, FL)

end select

c

c

c

CAI1 ITIME(NTIME)

write (20,7) NTIME

write (20,*) 'Iteration ,,

Writc (ZO,Z) 'THETA,, THETA

write (zo,z) ,FL,, FL

write (20,*) ¡U*adj(U) = ,,

write (20,*) 'TG*adj(fC) =

write (ZO,*) ' ,

IITER

UNITARITU(UPR, UPI)

, UNITARTTG(TGR, TGI)

c

c

{. * * *'1. *'* * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * *'t * * * * * * * * :t * * * * * * * * *

fterate until FL and THETA converge.
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rl. * * *'1. * * * * * *'t ¡1. * * * *'t {< * *:t * * * {. * * * * * * * ¡1. :t * * *,F ** * * * * *

select case( METHoD )

case( 1, 2 )

ACCEL=0.5d0*ALPHA

case( 3, 4 )
ACCEL = O.SdO * P2MAX + ALPHA

end select

do while( .not. C0NVERGED .and. IITER < NITER )

********:f 'f * ****¡t***'t******:t**+****'t'l'++***t***¡ß

Calculating the desired gauge transfornation

+ + * * * :1. * + + * * :ß * * * * * *'* * *¡1. * * *,F * * * * * * *'| * * * * * * * * * * * *

select case( METHOD )

case( 1, 2 )

**** Cornell ****

Multiply by step size and expand exp to first order and reuniterise.

GR = IDENT + ACCEL * DELTAR

GI=ACCEL*DELTAI

case( 3, 4 )
**** CGFA ****

Initial Guess

if( IITER == 1 ) then

FAR = - DELTAR

c

c

c

c

c
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FAI = - DELTAI

endif

CAIl CONJGRAD(FAR, -DELTAR, MRES)

CAII CONJGRAD(FAI, -DELTAI, MRES)

Multiply by step size and expand exp to first order and reuniterise.
GR = IDENT + ACCEL {. FAR

GI=ACCEL*FAI

end select

Enforce SU(3) condition on the gauge transfornation
Co¡nbined real and inaginary parts

GI)

* * * * * * * * * *'1. * * * ** * ** :* * * * * * * * * * * * *'t * * * * * *

Now perforn the gauge transfornation
*¡F**********************'F*********¡t****

Calculate U-\nu(x) * G(x+\nu)

call D0GAUGE(UPR, UPI, GR, cI)

Calculate TGP(x) = G(x) + TG(x)

CAll DOTOTAL(TGR, TGI, GR, GI)

c

c

call CoRNELLSU3(cR,

c

c

c

c

c
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***'1.+*****************'t***********+***********

Finish transfornation of fields
* * * :F * rt * *'* * * ¡t + ¡* *'1. * :t * rl. * * * * ¡1. * ¡1. ¡ß * :f * * * r*'1. * * * * + {. * * * * *

Enforce Unitarity Condition

Reuniterises U every 9 iterations and TG every 11

if( nod(IITER, URU) == 0 )
&, call FIXSU3(UPR, UPI)

if( nod(IITER, GRU) == I ¡

&, call CoRNELLSU3(TGR, TGI)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'F * * * * * :1. * * tt ** :t * *'t * :1. ** *'* * * :t * * ¡f * * *

Calculate internediate quant ities .

***:***¡t**:t'F**¡t*********************'i**********

select case( METHOD )

case( 1, 3 )
CAll TüILSONDELTA(UPR, UPI, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAI, THETA)

case( 2, 4 )
call IMPDELTA(UPR, UPI, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAI, THETA)

end select

***:t**'1.*************+*'t***¡k******** *********'1.*

Check convergence.

*******+'t*,************************************

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
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c

c

c
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if(runre<MDrv)then
CONVERGED = .true.

else if( fHnU < 1.d-6 ) then

MRES = 1.d-6

else if( THETA < 1.d-3 ) then

MRES = t.d'4
endif

*************************************************

Print nonitored quantities.
* * * * * * * * * ** * ** ** * ** * {<* * * * ** * ** * ** * * * ** :t **** * ** * *:t

Calculates FL every few iterations

if( nod(IITER, NITER/1o) == O ) then

select case( METH0D )

case( 1, 3 )
CAl1 I{ILSONFL(UPR, MEANLINK, FL)

case( 2, 4 )

call IMPFL(UPR, UPI, MEANLINK, FL)

end select

CAIl ITIME(NTIME)

write (20,2) NTIME

write (ZO,*) ,Iteration,, IITER

write (20,2) ,THETA" THETA

write (zo,z) ,FL,, FL

write (ZO,*) ,U*adj(U) = ,, UNITARITU(UPR, UpI)
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write

write

endif

(zo,*¡ ,Tc*adj (Tc)

(20, *) ' '

,, UNITARITG(TGR, TGI)

c

c

IITER=IITER+1

enddo

* * * * * * * * * ** * ** ** * ** * **'** * +*'* ** * ** ** * ** * **** *'l't

tlrap Up

* * * * *'1. :1. * :t * ¡t * :f * * * * * + * *'t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + + :t *

call FIXSU3(UPR, UPI)

CAl1 CORNELLSU3(TGR, TGI)

select case( METH0D )

case( 1, 3 )

CAII IJILSONFL(UPR, MEANLINK, FL)

case( 2, 4 )
call IMPFL(UPR, UPI, MEANLINK, FL)

end select

CAl1 ITIME(NTIME)

write (20,7) NTIME

write (20,*) 'Iteratíon ', IITER

write (zo,z) 'THETA', THETA

write (20,2) 'FL', FL

write (20,*) rU*adj(U) = ', UNITARITU(UPR, UPI)
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write

write

(zo,+¡ ,Tc*adj(tc) = ,, UNITARITG(TGR, TcI)

(zo,*) ' '

c

c

c

'Progran did not converge.'

¡i******'1.**********************'t***************

I'lrite Gauge Configuration / Transfornation
¡************:1.*********************************

CoUT = CIN // '.fix, I CM

couT = trin(cÏN) // ,.fix, I Alpha

Conpact forn

caII ülrítelinks(cour, upR, upl, NFIG, BETA, NX

& LastPLAQ, PlaqBarAVG, MEANLINK)

write (20,*) ,Gauge fixed configuration saved.,

if( CONVERGED )

write (20, *¡ ,

else

write (20,*¡ ,

endif

then

'Program converged.'

!cM

'.gag'

cc

c

NTNZNY

cc

c

CoUT = CIN // ,.gag,

C0UT = trin(CIN) //
Conpact forn

Alpha
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CAII GAUGEOUT(COUT, TGR, TGI, BETA, NX, NY, NZ, NT, ND)

write

close

(ZO,*)'Gauge transfornation saved'

(20)

1

2

ó

7

fornat (3 (f10 .5) )

fornat(A8,' =,, 1pd15.8)

fornat(A31, ' = ', 8515.8)

fornat (I2, ,.' , 12, ':', 12)

*+*'***++****** *** **+ *'f 'f ** ***'F* ***** **+'F**** ******:ß****+ **,F**+'t* ¡t*

++**+**++**********************'1.*++**+*********+**********+*****t

Inverts the lattice laplacian for the Fourier Acceleration.

subroutine C0NJGRAD(ANS, KNoI'¡N, MRES)

irnplicit none

integer, para¡neter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer,z pêrar¡êter :: ND = 4

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC) : : ANS, KNOtjN

intent(in) :: KNOÌ,üN

intent(inout) :: ANS ! ANS cones in as the initial guess

end

c

c

c
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cnf$

cnf$

! and goes out as the anserer.

layout ANS( :nerrs, :neÌrs, :news, :news, :serial, : serial)
layout KNOIJN(:news, :netrs, :news, :netrs, : serial , : serial)

integer ID

real A, R, RN

real, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT) : : RES,

layout RES( :news, :netrs, :news, :news)

layout DIR(:neÌrs, :netrs, :neÌrs, :news)

layout RESN( :news, :nerds, :news, :news)

layout LAP ( : netrs , : neÌrs , : nerds , : news)

DIR, RESN, LAP

cmf$

cnf$

cnf$

cmf$

real, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT) : : PANS

cnf$ layout PANS( :nerrs, :neúrs, :netrs, :news)

integer ICG

integer, parameter :

real MRES

integer IC, JC

logical :: CONVERGED

NCG = 60

do IC = 1, NC-l

do JC = 1, NC

LAP = 0.0

PANS = ANS(: ,i,i,:,IC,JC)
do ID = 1, ND

LAP = LAP
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8r

tr

+ cshift(PIUS, dim = ID,

+ cshift (pll\Is, din = ID,

enddo

LAp=LAp-ND*2.0*PANS

+ cshift(DIR, din = ID,

+ cshift(DIR, dim = ID,

enddo

LAP=LAP-ND*2.0*DIR
A=R/sun(DIR*LAP)
PANS=PANS+A*DIR

RES=RES-A*LAP

shift = 1)

shift = -1)

RES = KNoÍíN(:,:,:,:,IC,JC) - LAP

if( naxval(abs(RES)) < MRES ) then

C0NVERGED = .true.

else

DIR = RES

R = sun(RESI.*2)

ICG=0

CONVERGED = .fa1se.

endif

do while( .not. CONVERGED .and. ICc < NCc )

LAP = 0.0

do ID = 1, ND

LAP = LAP

&,

&

shift = 1)

shift = -1)

C Test convergence
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if( naxval(abs(RES)) < MRSS ) cotuvgRcnO = .true

RN = sun(RES**2)

DIR=RES+RN/R*DIR

ICG=ICG+1

R=RN

enddo

ANS(: ,! ,! , : ,IC,JC) = P¡¡g

if( .not. CONVERGED ) then

print '1., 'Laplacian inversion did not converge in

NCG, ' steps.'

stop

endif

enddo

enddo

return

end

c *******************************************+:F*¡*'**********t:t ¡f¡t****

*******'t'***+:Ê*****'******'È'È**********+***++***********************

subroutine IüILSONFL(UR, MEANLINK, FL)

8r

c
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inplicit none

integer,

integer,

integer,

paraneter ::

parameter ::
paraneter ::

NX=6,NY=6,N2=6,NT=6
ND=4

NC=3

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC), intent (in)

& :: UR

cnf$ layout UR( :news, :nerrs, :nens, :neúrs, : serial, :serial, :serial)

double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

double precision, intent(out) :: FL

cnf$

double precision TRACEF(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND)

layout TRACEF( :nel¡s, :nerrs, :nerrs, :news, : serial)

integer, parameter :: VOL = NX * NY * NZ * NT

integer IC

TRACEF = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

TRACEF = TRACEF + UR(:, :, :, !, r,IC,IC)

enddo

TRACEF = TRACEF / MEANLINK

FL = sun(TRAcEF) / dbre( ND * vol * NC )

return

end

********'t't**t¡f *'t***t**********************¡***********************c
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c ***¡l**'1.:t*'t********* *'1.****:*'1.*'F**:**¡t***¡t*¡**:t***** **¡1.***** ***:1.* *** ¡È*

subroutine IMPFL(UR, UI, MEANLINK, FL)

inplicit none

integer, parameter ::

integer, parameter ::

integer, paraneter ::

6 NZ 6 NT 6NX=6,NY

ND=4

NC=3

8r

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC), intent(in)
:: UR, UI

layout UR( :news, :news, :netrs, :nerds, : serial, : serial, :serial)
layout UI( :news, :netrs, :news, :news, : serial, :serial, :serial)
double precision :: MEANLINK

double precision, intent(out) :: FL

double precision TRACEF(NX,NY,NZ,NT)

layout TRACEF ( : news , : news , : netrs , : news)

double precision, dinension(trlX,Ny,NZ,NT,NC,NC) : : FUR, FUI

layout FUR( :netrs, :nerds, :news, :news, :seria1, : serial)
layout FUI ( : netrs , : news , : nerrs , : news , : serial , : serial)
double precision, dinension(NX,Ny,NZ,NT,NC) : : PR0DR

layout PRODR( :news, :news, :netrs, :netrs, : serial)
integer, paraneter :: VOL = NX * NY * NZ * NT

double precision, paraneter :: 0NE0N12 = 1.d0 / n.aO
double precision, paraneter :: F0UR0N3 = 4.d0 / S.¿O

integer IC, KC, ID

cnf$

cmf$

cmf$

cnf$

cmf$

cmf$
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&

8r

TRACEF = 0.d0

do ID = 1, ND

FUR(:, t, !,:,:, !) = cshift(UR(:,:,:,:,ID,:,:), din = ID,

& shift = 1)

FUI(:, i, !,:,:,:) = cshift(Ul(:,:,:,:,ID, t,:), din = ID,

tt, shift = 1)

PR0DR = 0.d0

doIC=1,NC
doKC=1,NC

PRODR(:, :, :, :,IC) = PRODR(:, :, :, :,IC)

+ UR(:, :, :, :,ID,IC,KC) * FUR(:, :, :, :,KC,fC)

- ur( ID,IC,KC) * FUT(:, ], !, :,KC,IC)

enddo

enddo

do IC = 1, NC

TRACEF = TRACEF + F0UR0N3 * UR(:,:,:,:,ID,IC,IC)
&, - 0NE0N12 * PRoDR(:,:,:,:,IC) / MEANLINK

enddo

enddo

TRACEF = TRACEF / l¡glNlrNx

FL = sun(TRAcEF) / dble( ND * vol * Nc )

return

end
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c *******************+***********************************{.*******{.*

*¡t ***** * ********* ******:t¡F:*'t***********:t*********+************** **

SUbTOUtiNE PRODFL(UR, UI, MEANLINK, FL)

inplicit none

c

integer, paraneter

integer, parameter

integer, paraneter

NY 6, NZ 6, NTNX=6

ND=4

NC=3

6

8r

double precision, dimension (trlx, Ny,NZ,NT,ND, NC, NC), intent (in)

:: UR, UI

layout UR( : news, : netrs, : netts, : netrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)
layout UI ( : news, : netrs, : netrs, : netrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)
double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

double precision, intent(out) :: FL

cnfS

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

double precision TRACEF (NX,NY,NZ,NT)

layout TRACEF( :news, :neÌrs, :netrs, :news)

double precision, dimension(trlX,Ny,NZ,NT,NC,NC) : : FUR,

& BUR, BUI

layout FUR( :netrs, :netrs, :netrs, :netrs, : serial, : serial)
layout FUI( :neúrs, :news, :news, :news, : serial, : serial)
layout BUR( :netrs, :neúrs, :news, :netrs, : serial, : serial)
layout BUI ( : netrs , : netrs , : news , : news , : serial , : serial)

FUI,



cnf$

c¡of $

r17

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC) : : PRODR, PR0DI

layout PRODR( :news, :ne¡rs, :netrs, :netrs, : serial, : serial)
layout PR0DI( :news, :news, :news, :news, : serial, : serial)
integer, paraneter :: VOL = NX * NY * NZ * NT

integer IC, JC, KC, ID

TRACEF = 0.d0

do ID = 1, ND

FUR(:, !, !,:,:,:) = cshift(UR(:,:,:,:,ID,:,:), dim = ID,

tt shift = 1)

FUI(:, !, i,:,:,:) = cshift(UI(:,:,:,:,ID, !, !), din = ID,

& shift = 1)

BUR( ) = cshift(UR(:,:,:,:,ID,:, i), din = ID,

tr shift = -1)

BUI(:, i, r, :,:,i) = cshift(Ul(:,:,:,:,ID,!, !), din = ID,

shift = -1)

PRODR = 0.d0

PRODI = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

doKC=1,NC

PRODR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = PRODR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

+ UR(:,: r:,:,ID,IC,KC) * FUR(:,:,:,:,KC,JC)

UI(:,:,:,:,ID,IC,KC) * FUI(:, i, !,:,KC,JC)

tt

8r

&,

PRODI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = PR0DI(:, , rc, Jc)
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& + UI(:, :, :, :,IDTICTKC)

+ UR(:, :, :, :,IDTICTKC)

* FUR(:,:,:,:,KC,JC)
{. FUI(:,:,:,:,KC,JC)tr

8r

8r

enddo

enddo

enddo

do IC = 1, NC

do KC = 1, NC

TRACEF = TRACEF

+ BUR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC)

- BUI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC)

* PRODR(:, :, :, :,KC,IC)

* PRODI(:, :, :, :,KC,IC)

enddo

enddo

enddo

TRACEF = TRACEF / (g.dO * MEANLINK**3)

FL = sun(TRACEF) / ¿Ute( t'10 * VoL * NC )

return

end

'*+**** *¡1.:********* *********+*****'i*******************+***** *******

C-*- fOrtfan -'1.-

C Utilities for fixlinks.fcn
C By Patrick Bownan

c 24/09 - re/10/s8

C Last update tL/02/99

C Menory saving alterations 24/A2/99, 04/03/99
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Extraneous natter removed tT /03/99

Three-link functional added t9/05/ 1999

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

subroutine that fixes the su3 links. This subroutine needs to

called after a certain anount thernalisation has been done, the

purpose being to keep the links within the SU(3) algebra. This

subroutines forces the condition of unity U+Udag=I. In addition

it is calIed by Readlinks and I'lritelinks to recover the fuII
SU(3) natrices.

subroutine f ixsu3 (ur,ui)

inplicit none

c globa1 variables

c

c

c

c

c

c

ç

c

c

integer,paraneter : :

integer,paraneter : :

integer,parameter : :

nx=6, try=6, nz=6, nt=6

nc=3

nu=4

cnf$

c¡nf $

double precision,dinension(nx,ny,nz,nt,nu,nc,nc) : : ur,ui

layout ur ( : news, : neúts, : nerls, : neürs, : serial, : serial, : serial)

Iayout ui ( : news, : neúrs, : neúrs, : neürs, : serial, : serial, : serial)

c local variables
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cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

integer,dinension(5) : : yvector

layout yvector( : serial)

double precision, dinension(nx,ny,nz,rft)

layout nornr(:news, :netrs, :news, :news)

layout normi( :ner¡s, :nens, :netts, :news)

integer :: jc,inu

normrrnorm].

c

c

c

c

c

First create an array to be looped over below

y(1) = 7, y(2) = 2, y(3) = 3, y(4) = 1, y(5) = 2

do jc=1,nc

yvector(jc) = jc

end do

do jc=4,5

yvector(¡c¡=jc-3

end do

!'le'11 do a loop here to save nenory denands

do inu = 1, nu

first nornalise first row

nornr = sqrt( ur(:,:,:,:,inu,1,1)*+2 + ur(:,:,:,:,inu,l,2)¡r*2 +

8L ui(:,:,:,:,inu,L,L)**2 + ui(:,:,:,:,inu,L,2)**2 +

&' ur(:,:,:,:,inu,1,3)+*2 + ui(:,:,:,:,inu,1,3) **2 )

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
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dojc=1,nc

ur(: r:,: r: rinurlrja)

ui(:,:r:r:rimurlrja)

end do

= ur(: ,

= ui(:,
,inur1rj")

,inurlrjc)

/ nornr( )

/ nornr(:,:,:,:)

c

c

c

now conpute row2 (rou2 dot rowl)+row1

normr = ur(: r:,: r:,imu r2rt)
tr ui(:,: r:,:,i¡uur2,1)
&, ur(:r:,:,: rím:u,2,2)

&, ui(:,:r:r:,ímur2r2)
&, ur(:,:,:r:rinur2r3)

&, ui(:,:,:,:,inur2,3)

ur(: r: r: r: rimu,1r1) +

ui(:r:r:r:rinur1r1) +

ur(:,:r:r:rißur!12) +

ui(:r:r:,:rinu,L,2) +

ur(:,:,:,: rimur1r3) +

ui(:r:r:r:rirnurl13)

*

*

r*

*

*

*

c

norm]. ui(: r: r:,:,inur2,1)
ur(: , : , : , : ,irnur2r 1)

ui(: ,: , : r: ,ímur2,2)

ur( ímu 12,2)

ui(: ,: ,:, : ,imu,2,3)

ur(: r: r: r: rinur2r3)

, !, ! r: rinur111)

inu,1,1) +

, !, ! r: rimu r7r2)

irnu, 1 ,2) +

,!rrr:rinur113)

,rrrr:rimur1r3)

:,inu 12rjc) -

:,imurlrjc)

: rimurlrjc) )

: , imu ,2, Jc) -

: , inur l,jc)
: , inur l rjc) )

* ur(
* ui(
* ur(
* ui(
* ur(
* ui(

tr

8r

&.

8r,

tt

c

dojc=1,nc
ur(: r: r:,: rinur2rj")

& ( normr

tr, - normi

ui(:,:,: r: rimur2rj")
8r ( nornr

& + norml

*

tF

*

*

ur(: ,

ur(: ,

ui(:,
ui(:,
ui(:,
ur(: ,

.t



c

c

c
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end do

Now nornalise the second row

nornr = sqrt( ur(:,:r:,:,imu,2,!)**2 + ui(:,:,:,:,imu,2,L),¡*2 +

8t ur(:,:,:,:,inu,2,2)**2 + ui(:,:,:,:,imu,2,2)**2 +

8t ur(:,:,:,:,imu,2,3)**2 + ui(:,:,:,:,imu,2,3)+*2 )

c

do jc = 1, nc

ur(: r: r:,: rinur2rj")

ui(: r:,: r: rinur2rj")
end do

= ur(:,:,: r: rimu r2rjc)

= ui(:,:,:,: rinu r2rJc)

/ nornr(:,:,:,:)
/ nor¡rr(: , : , : , : )

c

c

c norr generate row3 = rowl cross row2

c

c

do jc=1,nc

ur(:, :, :, : rimur3rjc) =

&

tr

tr

&

tr

tr

8t

8r

ur( inu, 1 , yvector(5 c+1) )

* ur( :, :, :, :,inur2ryvector(jc+2))

- ui ( : , : , : , : , inu , 1 , yvector (j c+1 ) )

* ui( :, :, :, :,inur2,yvector(jc+2))

- ur(:, :, :, : rinurl,yvector(jc+2))
* ur( :, :, :, : rinu,2ryvector(jc+1))
+ ui( :, :, :, :,inu, lryvector(jc+2))
* ui( :, :, :, : rinur2ryvector(jc+1))

ui(:, :, :, : rinu,3rjc) =
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&

tr

&

&,

&

tr

tr

&

end do

end do

- ur(:, :, :, : rinu,lryvector(jc+1))
+ ui( :, i, :, :,inu,2ryvector(jc+2))

- ui(:, :, :, :,inurl,yvector(jc+1))
* ur( :, :, :, : rinur2ryvector(jc+2))
+ ur(:, :, :, : rinu, lryvector(jc+2))

+ ui( :, :, :, : rinur2ryvector(jc+1))
+ ui( :, :, :, : rinurlryvector(jc+2))
* ur(:, :, :, :,imur2,yvector(jc+1))

c

c

c

End the loop over inu

return

end subroutine fixsu3

***+*****:t¡1.:t:trf ¡t:t+:È¡*:1.'l.rl.*+*'t******* ¡F*****++***** * ++,1.t* 'F*************

******** *+************ '1.'È*'F**** * ****************** * ************* ***

Function to test the unitarity of the generated gauge

transfornations .

double precision function UNITARITG(GR, GI)

inplicit none

c

c

c

c

c

6integer, para.meter :: NX 6, NY 6, NZ NT 6
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integer, parareter :: NC = 3

double precision, dinension(trlX,Ny,NZ,NT,NC,NC), intent(in)
8¿ GR, GI

cnf$ layout GR(:news, :news, :news, :nerrs, :serial, :serial)
cnf$ layout GI(:news, :netrs, :neers, :news, :serial, :serial)

cnf$

cnf$

double precision UNITR(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

double precision UNITI (NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

layout UNITR( :nesrs, :netrs, :netrs, :netrs, : serial, : serial)
layout UNITI( :news, :netrs, :nerls, :netrs, : serial, : serial)

integer IC, JC, KC

UNITR = 0.d0

UNITI = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

doJC=1,NC

do KC = 1, NC

UNITR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = UNITR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

&, + GR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * GR(,,:,:,:,Jc,Kc)
&, + GI(:,:,:,:,fC,KC) * GI(:,:,:,:,JC,KC)

UNITI(:, :, :,:,IC,JC) = UNITI(:, :, :, :,fC,JC)

- GR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * GI(:, :,:,:,JC,KC)
+ GI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * GR(: r:,:,:,JC,KC)

enddo

enddo

tr

8r



c

c

c

C

cnf$

cnf$
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enddo

UNITARITG = SUN(dAbS(UNITR)) / ¿UTC(UX * NY * NZ * NT * NC)

tt + sun(dabs (UNITI) )

return

end

************+'È*** ************* * **+**++++¡*:f **** ******** {<** * ******

*********** 't***** 'Ft*+********* ****** ********** ***'1.*'t***** **** ** *

Function to test the unitarity of the generated link
variables.

double precision function UNITARITU(UR, UI)

inplicit none

integer, parameter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer, para¡neter :: ND = 4

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC), intent (in)

UR, UI

layout UR( :ner¡s, :news, :news, :nens, : serial, : serial, :serial)

layout UI( :news, :nerls, :nens, :nerls, : serial, : serial, : serial)

double precision UNITR(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC)

double precision UNITI (Nx,NY,Nz,NT,ND,Nc,NC)

&
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cnf$

cnf$

layout UNITR( : news, : news, : news, : news, : serial, : serial, : serial)
layout UNITI ( : news , : nerrs , : netrs , : nerrs , : serial , : serial , : serial)

integer IC, JC, KC

UNITR = 0.d0

UNITI = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

do KC = 1, NC

UNITR(:,:,:, !, r,IC,JC) = UNITR(:,:,:, !,!,IC,JC)
& + uR(:,:,:, !, !,Ic,Kc) * UR(:,:,:, !, !,Jc,Kc)

& + ur(:,:,:, i, i,Ic,Kc) * UI(:,:,:, !, r,Jc,Kc)

UNITI(:, :, :, :,:,IC,JC) = UNITI(:, :, :, :,:,IC,JC)

- UR(:,:,: ,t,i ¡IC,KC) * UI(:,:,:, !, t,JC,KC)

+ UI(:,:,: ,i,t,IC,KC) * UR(:,:,:, !, r,Jc,Kc)

enddo

enddo

enddo

UNITARITU = SU¡N(dAbS(UNITR)) / ¿UTE(TX + NY * NZ * NT * NC * ND)

8t + sun(dabs (UNITI) )

return

end

8t

tt



c

c

c

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$
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******** *********¡F************ *******'t*********** **'t********* ****

* *** ***********+*+*+++******** *******:t:1.:1.* ***** ***+ ***+ ***+ *** ****

Subroutine to do gauge transfornation on Iink variables

subroutine DOGAUGE(UR, UI, GR,

inplicit none

GI)

integer, paraneter

integer, parameter

integer, pararneter

:: NX = 6, NY

:: ND = 4

:: NC = 3

6, NZ 6 NT 6

crnf $

cnf$

double precision, dinension (NX, NY,NZ,NT,ND, NC, NC), intent (inout )

& :: UR, UI

8r,

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,Nc,NC), intent (in)

GR, GI

Iayout UR( : news, : nerrs, : nerrs, : nerrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)

layout UI( :news, :nerrs, :news, :nerrs, : serial, : serial, :serial)

Iayout GR( :news, :news, :neúts, :nerls, : serial, : serial)

layout GI (:news, :nens, :neúrs, :neürs, : serial , : serial)

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,Nc,NC) : : URP,

Iayout URP ( : nerrs , : news , : neúIs , : nens , : serial , : serial)

Iayout UIP( :news, :nerls, :netrs, :neus, : serial, : serial)

UIP

double precisíon, dimension(NX,l\fy,NZ,NT,NC,NC) : : GRS,

cnf$ layout GRS(:nerrs, :news,:nerls,:netts,:serial , : serial)

GIS
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cnf $ layout GIS(:news, :nerrs, :nerrs, :neúrs, : serial, : serial)

integer ID, IC, JC, KC

do ID = 1, ND

GRS = cshift(GR, din = ID,

GIS = cshift(Gl, din = ID,

shift = 1)

shift = 1)

URP = 0.d0

UIP = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

do KC = 1, NC

URP(:, ! r l,:,fC,JC) = URP(:, lr !, :,IC,JC)

& + UR(:,:,:,:,fD,IC,KC) * GRS(:,:,:,:,JC,KC)

&, + UI(:,:,:,:,ID,IC,KC) * GIS(:,:,:,:,JC,KC)

UIP(:,i, r,:,IC,JC) = UIP(: r !,i, :,IC,JC)

- UR(:, :,:, :,ID,IC,KC) * GIS(:, :, :, :,JC,KC)

+ UI(:, :, :, :,ID,IC,KC) * GRS(:, :, :, :,JC,KC)

enddo

enddo

enddo

UR(: r: r:,: rfD,: r:) = O.d0

UI(:, :, :,:,ID, :, :) = 0.d0

tr

8r



tr

tr,

r29

do IC = 1, NC

doJC=1,NC

do KC = 1, NC

UR(:, :,:,:,ID,IC,JC) = UR(:, :, :, :,ID,IC,JC)

tr + GR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * URP(:, !, !,:,KC,JC)

& - GI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * UIP(:,!,!,:,KC,JC)

UI(:, :, :,:,fD,fC,JC) = UI(:, :, :, :,ID,IC,JC)

+ GI(:,:, :,:,IC,KC) * URP(:, !,!, :,KC,JC)

+ GR(:,:,:,:,TC,KC) * UIP(:,I, !,:,KC,JC)

enddo

enddo

enddo

enddo

return

end

* *'È * ¡¡ *'t + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :1.'*'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :t* ¡** * * * * * * * * * * *

*+*******'t*******:**'******'******************'È********** ******* ****

Subroutine to update the total gauge transfornation

c

c

subroutine DoToTAL(TCR, TGI, cR,

inplicit none

GI)
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integer, parameter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

double preci s ion, dimens ion (trlX, ltrY,NZ, NT,NC, NC), intent ( inout )

& :: TGR, TGI

double precision, dinension(NX,li[y,NZ,NT,NC,NC) , intent (in) : :

&, GR, GI

cmf$ layout TGR(:netrs, :nens, :netrs, :news, :serial, :serial)
cnf$ layout TGI( :netrs, :news, :news, :netrs, :serial, :serial)
cnf$ layout GR( :news, :news, :netrs, :netrs, :serial, :serial)
cmf$ layout GI( :news, :nens, :neÌrs, :netrs, :serial, :serial)

cnf$

c¡nf $

double precision TGRP(NX,NY,NZ,l\¡:f ,NC,NC)

double precision TGIP(NX,Ny,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

layout TGRP( :news, :neÍrs, :netrs, :nens, :seriaI, :serial)
layout TGIP( :neÍrs, :nens, :neúrs, :neúrs, :seriaI, :serial)

integer IC, JC, KC

Calculate TcP(x) = G(x) * TG(x)

TGRP = 0.d0

TGIP = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

do KC = 1, NC

TGRP(:, :,:, :,fC,JC) = TGRP( :,:,:, :,fC,JC)

&, + GR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * TGR(:,:,:,:,KC,JC)

c
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- GI(:,i,:,:,IC,KC) * TGI(:,r, !,:,KC,JC)

TGIP(:, :,:, :,IC,JC) = TGIP(:, :, :,:,IC,JC)
+ GR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * TGI(:, i, !,:,KC,JC)

+ GI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * TGR(:, r,r,:,KC,JC)

enddo

enddo

enddo

TGR = TGRP

TGI = TGIP

return

end

*****************************************************************

**************** ***************** ***¡*****+*¡**'1.'t:t* '****** **********

Subroutine to enforce SU(3) condition on the new gauge

transfornations, conbined real and inaginary parts.

Uses Gra¡n-Schnidt orthonornalisation.

Algorithn adapted fron mcusu3 by R.M. tloloshyn et. aI.

subroutine C0RNELLSU3(GR, GI)

ínplicit none

8t

8r

c

c

c

c

c

c
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integer, parameter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

double precision, dinension(NX,Ny,NZ,NT,3,3), intent (inout)

GR, GI

layout GR(:news, :news, :news, :netrs, : serial , : serial)
layout GI ( : news , : news , : news , : news , : serial , : serial)

double precision NoRMR(NX,NY,NZ,NT), NoRMI (NX,NY,NZ,NT)

Iayout NORMR(:nerrs, :news, :news, :news)

layout NORMI ( : news , : netrs , : news , : news)

integer IC

C Firstly, normalise the first row

NORMR = GR(:,:,:, r,1,1)**2 + GI(:,:,:, i,1,1)+*2
8t + GR(:,:,:, !,1,2)**2 + GI(:,:,:, !,1,2)**2
8t + GR(:,:,:, i,1,3)**2 + GI(:,:,:, !,1,3)**2

NORMR = dSqrt(NORMR)

do IC = 1, 3

GR(:,:,:,:,1,IC) = GR(:,:,:,!,1,TC) / NORMR

GI(:,:,:,:,l,IC) = GI(:,:,:,i,!,rc) / NORMR

enddo

8r

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

C Now conpute row2 - (row2 dot rowl)row1
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NORMR = GR(:,:,: ,i,2,1) * GR(:,:,:,:,1,1)
&, + GI(: r: r: ,i r2r1) * Cl(: r: r:,: r111)

tr + GR(:,:,: ,2,2,2) * GR(:,:,: ,;,1,2)
&, + GI(:,:,: ,i,2,2) * cl (:,:, :,:,1,2)
& + GR(:,:,: ,i,2,3) + GR(:,:,:,:,1,3)
tr + GI(:,:,:,1,2,3) * GI(:,:,:,:,1,3)

NORMI = GI(:,:,: ,1,2,1) * GR(:,:,:,:,1,1)
&, - GR(: ,:, : ,i,2,1) * GI( 1,1)

+ GI(:,:,: ,1,2,2) * GR(:,:,: ,:,I,2)
- GR(:,:,: ,i,2,2) * GI(:,:,:,:,1,2)
+ GI(:,:,: ,i,2,3) * GR(:,:,:,:,1,3)

- GR(:,:,: ,1,2,3) * Ct(,, t r:,:,1,3)

do IC = 1, 3

GR(:, :, :, :,2,IC) = GR(:, :, :,i,2,IC) -
&, (NoRMR * GR(:,:,:,!,l,Ic) - NoRMI * GI( ,1,rc))

&.

GI(:,:,:,: ,2,IC) = GI(:,:,;,i,2,IC) -
(NORMR * GI(:,:,:,!,l,IC) + N0RMI * GR(:,:,:,:,1,IC))

enddo

C Nornalise the second row

NORMR = GR(:,:,: ,i,2,1)**2 + GI( 2,!)**2
8r, + GR(:,:,: ,1,2,2)**2 + GI(:,:,: ,i,2,2)**Z

8t

tr

8r

tr

&, + GR(: ,:,: ,: ,2,3)**2 + GI( 2,3)**2
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NORMR = dsqrt(NORMR)

do IC = 1, 3

GR(:,:,:,: ,2,IC) = GR(:,:,: ,:,2,LC)
GI(:,:,:,: ,2,IC) = GI(:,:,: ,:,2,IC)

enddo

/ wonun

/ trloRun

C Now generate row3 = rowl cross row2

GR(:,:,:,:,3,3) = GR(:,:,:,!,1,1) + GR(:,:,
&, - GI(:,:,:, r,1,1) * Cl(:,:,:,:,2,2)
8t - GR(:,:,:, !,1,2) * GR(:,:,: ,:,2,!)
8L + GI(:,:,:,r,1,2) * Ct(:,:, :,:,2,I)

,2 12)

GR(:,:,:,: ,3,2) = GR(:,:,:, !,1,3) * GR(:,:,: ,:,2,L)
8r, - GI(:,:,:,!r113) * Cl(:,:,:,:,2,!)
8r - GR(:,:,:, !,1,1) * GR(:,:,: ,:,2,3)
tt + GI(:,:,:, !,1,1) * Cl(:,:, :,:,2,3)

GR(:,:,:,:,3,1) = GR(:,:,:,1,1,2) * GR(:,:,: ,:,2,3)
& - GI(:,:,:, t,1rZ) * Cl (:,:, :,:,2r3)
& - GR(:,: r: ,i r7,3) * GR(: r:,: ,:,2r2)
8r, + GI(:,: r: ,t,I,g) * Ct(:,:, : r: r2,2)

GI( ,1, !,3r3) = - GR(: r:,: ,t r!,1) * GI( ,:r:r2r2)

1,1) * GR(:,:,:,: ,2,2)8L - cI(
&, + GR(: r:,:, r,1,2) * Ct(:,:, :,: r2rI)
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& + GI(:,:,:,:,r,2) * GR(:,:,:,:,2,7)

GI(:,:,:,: ,3,2) = - GR(:,:,:, !,1,3) * GI(:

8t - GI(:,: r:, i 11,3) * GR(: r: r: ,: r2,I)
&, + GR(:,:,:, i,1,t) * cl(:,:, :,:,2,3)

& + GI(:,:,:, !,1,1) * GR(:,:,: ,:,2,3)

2,t)

GI(:,: r:,:,3,1) = - GR(:,:,:, i,1,2) * Ct(:,:, :,:,2,3)
&, - GI(:,:,:, !,1,2) * GR(:,:,: ,:,2,3)
8t, + GR(:,:,:, r,1,3) * cI(:,:, :,;,2,2)
&, + GI(:,:,: ,2,!,3) * GR(:,:,: ,:,2,2)

return

end

****+*++**+*+****************¡1.¡1.:1.*'l.tt**** '1.**+:1. ¡1.** *:t:t******* *'t*****:t

***+*+******:1.***'tt*'t***'***tl.****¡l**¡1.*:*¡f **+'F* ************ **'1.*******

Calculates DELTA, the lattice derivative

SUbTOUIiNC I{ILSONDELTA(UR, UI, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAI, THETA)

inplicit none

c

c

integer, para.neter

integer, pararneter

NX=6

ND=4

66bNY NZ NT
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8t

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

double preci sion, dinension (trlX, Ny, NZ, NT, ND, NC, NC), intent ( in)
:: UR, Uf

layout UR( :news, :neÌrs, :news, :news, :serial, : serial, :serial)
layout UI ( : news, : nerrs, : nerrs, : netrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)
double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

cnf$

c¡nf $

cnf$

cmf$

double

double

layout

layout

8¿

precision, intent(out) :: THETA

precision, dinension(NX,I{Y,NZ,NT,NC,NC), intent (out)

DELTAR, DELTAI

DELTAR( :nens, :news, :nerrs, :netrs, : serial, : serial)
DELTAI( :news, :netrs, :news, :netrs, : serial, : serial)

8¿

double precision, dinensio.n(UX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

:: UMAR, UMAI ! U ninus its adjoint
layout UMAR( :netrs, :neÌrs, :news, :netrs, :seriaI, :serial)
layout UMAI ( :netrs, :netrs, :news, :news, :serial, :serial)

cnf$

cnf$

double precision TRACE(NX,Ny,NZ,NT)

cnf $ layout TRACE(:news, :nerds, :netrs, :news)

integer fC, JC, KC, ID

DELTAR = 0.d0

DELTAI = 0.d0

1 NDdo ID
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&

&,

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

UMAR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = UR(:, :, :, :,ID,IC,JC)

- UR(:, :, :, : rfDrJC'IC)

UMAI(:, :,:, :,IC,JC) = UI(:, :, :,:,ID,IC,JC)
+ UI(:, :, :, :TID,JC,IC)

enddo

enddo

DELTAR = DELTAR + cshift(UMAR,

din = ID, shift = -1) - UMAR

DELTAI = DELTAT + cshift(UMAI,

din = ID, shift - -1) - UMAI

&

tr

enddo

DELTAR = DELTAR / Unntrrrr

DELTAI = DELTAI / MEANLINK

TRACE = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

TRACE = TRACE + DELTAI(: , :, :,: ,IC,IC)

enddo

TRACE=TRACE/¿UTC(WC)

doIC=1,NC



c

c

c

c
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DELTAI(:, :, :, :,IC,IC) = DELTAI(:, :,:,:,IC,IC) - TRACE

enddo

Matrix nultiply DELTA by transpose(DELTA), but we are

0n1y interested in diagonal components and can take

Trace sinultaneously.

ttil1 be purely real.

TRACE = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

do KC = 1, NC

TRACE = TRACE

& + DELTAR(:,:,i,:,IC,KC) * DELTAR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC)

&, + DELTAI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * DELTAI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC)
enddo

enddo

THETA = SUN(TRACE) / dblC(NX * NY * NZ {'NT * NC)

return

end

C ***************** *'F**************'r.******'r.**¡t:****** ** ***** ***:r.*:t ¡****

***************** ¡È*t*****+** ¡******+¡1.*********¡F *¡t't****** **'t+** *t****

subroutine TWoDELTA(UR, UI, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAI, THETA)

c
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inplicit none

integer, parâheter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer, parameter :: ND = 4

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC), intent (in)

:: UR, UI

layout UR( :news, :neÍrs, :news, :nens, : serial, : serial, :serial)
layout UI ( :news, :nerJs, :news, :netrs, :seriaI, :serial, :serial)
double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

precision, intent(out) :: THETA

precision, dinension(IVX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC), intent (out)

DELTAR, DELTAI

DELTAR ( : news , : nerls , : nerrs , : news , : serial , : serial)

DELTAI( :news, :news, :neÍrs, :neÌrs, :seriaI, :serial)

cnf$

cnf$

double

double

8r:
cnf$ layout

cnf$ layout

&

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

:: FDELTAR, FDELTAI

Iayout FDELTAR( :neúrs, :news, :news, :nens, :serial, :serial)
layout FDELTAI(:news, :news, :ne¡rs, :nerrs, : serial, :serial)

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

:: PRODR, PR0DI

layout PRODR( :neúrs, :news, :nens, :news, : serial, : serial)

layout PR0DI ( : news , : news , : news , : news , : serial , : serial)

cnf$

cnf$

t¿

cnf$

c¡nf $

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC) : : B2R, B2I,
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& B1R, B1I, F1R, F1I

layout B2R( :nerrs, :nerrs, :nehrs, :news, : serial, : serial)
layout B2T.(:news, :news, :news, :nerrs, :serial, : serial)
layout B1R( :news, :news, :news, :news, : serial, : serial)
layout B1I( :news, :netrs, :news, :nerrs, : serial, : serial)
layout F1R( :news, :news, :netrs, :netrs, : serial, : serial)
Iayout F1I( :news, :netrs, :news, :neÌ¡s, : serial, : serial)

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cmf$

double precision TRACE(NX,NY,NZ,NT)

crnf $ layout TRACE(:netrs, :nens, :netrs, :news)

integer ID, IC, JC, KC

c

FDELTAR = 0.d0

FDELTAI = 0.d0

81 neans back one, Fl rneans forward one etc.

do ïD = 1, ND

B1R = cshift(UR(:,!,!,:,ID,!,i), din = ID,

B1I = cshift(UI(:,i,i,:,fD,:,:), din = ID,

B2R = cshift(BlR, din = ID, shift = -1)

B2I = cshift(Btl, din = ID, shift = -1)

F1R = cshift(UR(:,t,1,:,ID,l,!), din = ID,

F1I = cshift(UI(:¡r,t,:,ID,:,:), dim = ID,

shift = -1)

shift = -1)

shift = 1)

shift = 1)

c

c

Product piece

U(x-2nu) * U(x-nu) - U(x) * U(x+nu)

PRODR = 0.d0

PRODI = 0.d0



t4t

8r

8r,

tr

tr

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

do KC = 1, NC

enddo

enddo

enddo

FDELTAR = FDELTAR + PRODR

FDELTAI = FDELTAI + PRODI

enddo

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

DELTAR( :, :, :, :,IC,JC)

8r - FDELTAR(:,:,:,

DELTAI( :, :, :, :,IC,JC)

PRODR( IC,JC) = PRSDR(:' :, :, :,IC,JC)

+ B2R(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * BlR(:, !, r,:,KC,JC)

- B2I(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) + B1I(: ,i,i,:,KC,JC)
- UR(:,:,:,:,fD,IC,KC) * F1R( KC, JC)

+ UI(:,:,:,:,ID,IC,KC) * FlI(:,:, :, :,KC,JC)

PRODI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = PRODI(:, :,:, :,IC,JC)

+ B2R(:, :, :,:,IC,KC) * B1I(:, r,r, :,KC,JC)

+ B2I( TC,KC) * B1R( KC, JC)

- UR(:,:,:, :,ID,IC,KC) * F1I(:, :,:, :,KC,JC)

- UI(:, :,:, :,fD,IC,KC) * F1R(:,:,:, :,KC,JC)

8r

8r

8r

8t

= FDELTAR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

, JC, IC)

= FDELTAI( :, :, :, :,IC,JC)
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8r

enddo

enddo

+ FDELTAI(:, :, :, :,JC,IC)

c

c

c

c

DELTAR = DELTAR / (+.dO * YS¡¡LINK**2)

DELTAI = DELTAI / (+.dO * MEANLINK**2)

TRACE = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

TRACE = TRACE + DELTAI(:,:,:,:,IC,IC)
enddo

TRACE=TRACE/¿UTC(UC)

do fC= 1, NC

DELTAI(r, :, :, :,IC,IC) = DELTAI(:, :, :, :,fC,IC)

& - TRACE

enddo

Matrix nultiply DELTA by transpose(DELTR), but we are

0n1y interested in diagonal components and can take

Trace sinultaneously.

I'1i11 be purely real.

TRACE = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

do KC = 1, NC

TRACE = TRACE
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tr

tr,

enddo

enddo

+ DELTAR(:, :, :, :,IC,KC) * DELTAR(:, :, :, :,IC,KC)

+ DELTAI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * DELTAI(: , : ,:, :,IC,KC)

intent(out) :: THETA

dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC), intent (out)

c

c

cnf$

cnf$

THETA = SUN(TRACE) / dblE(NX * NY * NZ * NT * NC)

return

end

************************ ********'f 't***** ** ***** ****+* *** **+**+*'1.**

***t'1.*****'1.*** ************** ******* ***,1.** ***** *+* ****+ +*+ * ** 
'F 
**** **

subroutine THREEDELTA(UR, UI, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAI, THETA)

inplicit none

integer, parameter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer, paraneter :: ND = 4

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,Nc,Nc), intent (in)

:: UR, UI

layout UR( :news, :nens, :nens, :news, : serial, : serial, :serial)

tayout Uf ( :news, :nerrs, :news, :news, : serial, : serial, :serial)
double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

&

double precision,

double precision,
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8r :: DELTAR, DELTAI

layout DELTAR( :news, :netrs, :nerds, :news, :serial, : serial)

layout DELTAI ( :news, :netrs, :news, :news, :serial, : serial)

cnf$

cmf$

cnf$

cnf$

double precision, dirnension(NX,¡[Y,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

:: FDELTAR, FDELTAI

layout FDELTAR( :neers, :news, :neúrs, :nerJs, :serial, :serial)
layout FDELTAI ( :news, :netrs, :neúrs, :netrs, :serial, :serial)

double precision, dinension(NX,l[Y,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

8t :: PRODIR, PROD1I, PROD2R, PROD2I

c¡nf$ layout PROD1R( :neúrs, :netrs, :news, :netrs, :serial, :serial)
cnf$ layout PROD1I(:news, :news, :news, :news, :seriaI, :serial)
cmf$ layout PROD2R( :netrs, :netrs, :news, :neÌrs, : serial, : serial)
cnf$ Iayout PROD2I( :news, :netrs, :nerùs, :nerrs, :seriaI, :serial)

8r

double precision, dirnension(NX,¡fy,NZ,NT,NC,NC) : : B3R,

8r B2I, BlR, B1I, F1R, F1I, F2R, F2I

layout B3R( :news, :news, :news, :news, : seríal, : serial)
layout 83I( :news, :news, :neÌrs, :news, : seriaÌ, : serial)
layout B2R( :neúrs, :news, :news, :news, : serial, : serial)
layout B2I(:netrs, :netrs, :nerrs, :news, : serial, : serial)
layout B1R( :news, :news, :news, :netrs, :serial, : serial)
layout B1I( :nerls, :netrs, :news, :news, : serial, : serial)
layout F1R ( : news , : nens , : nefrs , : news , : serial , : serial)
layout F1I( :news, :netrs, :netrs, :neúrs, : serial, : serial)
layout F2R( :netrs, :netrs, :nerds, :news, : serial, : serial)
layout F2I(:netrs, :news, :netrs, :news, : serial, : serial)

B3I, B2R,

cmf$

cnf$

cnf$

cmf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

c¡nf $

cnf$

cnf$
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double precision TRACE(NX,NY,NZ,NT)

cnf$ layout TRACE(:news, :nerrs, :nens, :news)

integer fD, IC, JC, KC

c

FDELTAR = 0.d0

FDELTAI = 0.d0

81 neans back one, F1 rneans forward one etc

do ID = 1, ND

B1R = cshift(UR( fD,:,:), din = ID,

B1I

B2R

B2T

B3R

83I

F1R

F1I

F2R

F21

cshift(Ul(:, !, !,:,ID,:,1), din = ID,

cshift(B1R, din = ID, shift = -1)

cshift(B1l, din = fD, shift = -1)

cshift(B2R, dim = ID, shift = -1)

cshift(B2l, din = ID, shift = -1)

cshift(Un(:, r, r,:,ID,r,:), din = ID,

cshift(Ul(:, !, i,:,ID, r, i), din = fD,

cshift(F1R, din = ID, shift = 1)

cshift(FlI, din = ID, shift = 1)

shift = -1)

shift = -1)

shift = 1)

shift = 1)

c

c

Product piece

U(x-2nu) * U(x-nu) - U(x) * U(x+nu)

PRODlR = 0.d0

PRODlI = 0.d0

PROD2R = 0.d0

PROD2I = 0.d0
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do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

do KC = 1, NC

PR0D1R(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = PROD1R(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

& + B2R(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * B1R(:, !, i,:,KC,JC)

& - B2I(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * B1I(:,i,1,:,KC,JC)

PRODlI(:,:,:, :,IC,JC) = PROD1I(:,:, :, :,IC,JC)

+ B2R(:,:,:,:,fc,KC) * B1I(:, i, !,:,KC,JC)

+ B2I(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * BlR(: ,t,i,:,KC,JC)

PROD2R(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = PR0D2R(:, :, :, :,fC,JC)

+ FlR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * F2R(: ,i,i,:,KC,JC)
- F1I(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * F2L(:, i, i,:,KC,JC)

PROD2I(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = PROD2I(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

+ F1R(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * F2I(: ,i,2,:,KC,JC)
+ F1I(:, :, :,:,fC,KC) * F2R(:, t, l,:,KC,JC)

enddo

enddo

enddo

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

do KC = 1, NC

FDELTAR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = FDELTAR(:, :, :, :,fC,JC)
8T + B3R(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * PRODIR(:,:,:,:,KC,JC)
8L - B3I(:,:,:,:,fC,KC) + PRODII(:,:,:,:,KC,JC)

8E

8r

8r

&.

8r

8r
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tt

tt

- UR(:, :, :, : TIDTIC,KC)

+ UI(

* PROD2R(:, :, :, :,KC,JC)

* PROD2I(r, :, :, :,KC,JC)rD, rc,Kc)

IC,JC) = FDELTAI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

+ FDELTAI(:, :, :, :,JC,IC)

FDELTAI ( IC,JC) = FDELTAI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

+ B3R(:, :, :,:,IC,KC) * PROD1I(:, :, :, :,KC,JC)

+ B3I(:, :, :,:,IC,KC) * PRODIR(:, :,:, :,KC,JC)

- UR(:,;,:, :,ID,IC,KC) * PRoD2I(:, :,:, :,KC,JC)

- UI(:,:,:, :,ID,IC,KC) * PR0D2R(:,:,: , :,KC,JC)

IC,JC) = FDELTAR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

- FDELTAR(:, :, :, :,JC,IC)

8r

8r

&,

8r

enddo

enddo

enddo

enddo

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

DELTAR(

DELTAI (

8r

tr

enddo

enddo

DELTAR = DELTAR /
DELTAI = DELTAI /

(9.¿o * MEANLTNK**3)

(g.ao # MEANLINK**3)

TRACE = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

TRACE = TRACE + DELTAI(:, :, , rc, rc)



c

c

c

c
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enddo

TRACE=TRACE/dblE(NC)

do fC= 1, NC

DELTAI(:, :, :, :,fC,IC) = DELTAI(:, :, :, :,IC,IC)

tr. - TRACE

enddo

Matrix nultiply DELTA by transpose(DELTI), but rre are

On1y interested in diagonal conponents and can take

Trace sinultaneously.

ltill be purely real.

TRACE = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

do KC = 1, NC

TRACE = TRACE

&, + DELTAR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * DELTAR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC)

8r + DELTAI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * DELTAI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC)
enddo

enddo

THETA = sun(TRACE) / dbte(Nx * Ny * NZ * NT * NC)

return

end
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C ***¡1.'t'1.*****+******************:1.¡t*'***********:t't******:t *'t**'È*********

************+*********+***************************'1.*****+*:1.*+******

subroutine IMPDELTA(UR, UI, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAI, THETA)

inplicit none

c

integer, paraneter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer, parameter :: ND = 4

integer, parameter :: NC = 3

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC), intent (in)

:: UR, UI

Iayout UR( :news, :nerrs, :nens, :news, : serial, : serial, :serial)
layout UI ( :news, :neúrs, :neúrs, :nens, : serial, : serial, :serial)
double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

8r

cmf$

cnf$

double precision, intent(out) :: THETA

double precision, dinension(IVX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC), intent (out)

& :: DELTAR, DELTAI

cnf$ layout DELTAR( :news, :nerrs, :nerrs, :news, : serial, :serial)

cnf$ layout DELTAI(:news, :news,:news,:news, :serial, : serial)

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

& :: FDELTAR, FDELTAI

cnf$ layout FDELTAR( :nens, :nerrs, :neúrs, :nens, :serial, :serial)

cnf$ layout FDELTAI( :news, :news, :nens, :nerls, :serial, :serial)
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cmf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

double

layout

Iayout

layout

layout

k

precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

DIFFR, DIFFI, PRODR, PRODI

DIFFR( :news, :neÌrs, :ne¡rs, :neúrs, : serial, : serial)
DIFFI( :news, :news, :news, :nerrs, : serial, : serial)
PRODR( :neúrs, :nerrs, :nens, :news, : serial, : serial)
PRODI( :news, :news, :news, :news, : serial, : serial)

double precision, dimension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC) : : B2R,

B1R, B1I, FlR, F1I

Iayout B2R( :nens, :news, :neúrs, :netrs, : serial, : serial)
layout B2I( :news, :news, :nerrs, :news, :serial, :serial)
Iayout B1R( :neÍrs, :news, :netrs, :netrs, : serial, : serial)
layout B1I( :netrs, :neúrs, :news, :news, : serial, : serial)
layout F1R( :neÍrs, :news, :netrs, :news, : serial, : serial)
layout F1I( :news, :nerùs, :nehrs, :netrs, : serial, : serial)

double precision TRACE (NX,NY,NZ,NT)

layout TRACE(:news, :news, :news, :news)

integer ID, IC, JC, KC

double precision, parameter :: F0UR0N3 = 4.d0 / S.AO

double precision, parameter :: 0NE0N12 = 1.d0 / n.aO

FDELTAR = 0.d0

FDELTAI = 0.d0

81 neans back one, F1 neans forward one etc.

do ID = 1, ND

BlR = cshift(UR(:,t,1,:,ID,!,:), din = ID, shift = -1)

B2T,

8t

cmf$

cnf$

c¡of $

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

c
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B1f = cshift(Ul(:,!,i,:,I0,!,:), din = fD, shift = -1)

B2R = cshift(B1R, din = ID, shift = -1)

B2I = cshift(Bll, din = ID, shift = -1)

F1R = cshift(UR( ID,: r:), din = ID, shift = 1)

shift = 1)F1I = cshift(Ul(:,!,i,:,ID,l,:), din = ID,

Difference piece

U(x-nu) - U(x)

DIFFR = B1R - UR(:, :, :,:,ID, :, i)
DIFFI = B1I - UI(:,:,:,:,ID,!,!)

Product piece

U(x-2nu) * U(x-nu) - U(x) * U(x+nu)

PRODR = 0.d0

PR0DI = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

doKC=1,NC

PR0DR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = PRODR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

&, + B2R(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * B1R(:, !, ],:,KC,JC)

&, - B2T(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * B1I(:,i,r,:,KC,JC)

&, - UR(:,:,:,:,ID,IC,KC) i. FlR(:,:,:,:,KC,JC)
&, + UI(:,:,:,:,ID,IC,KC) * FlI(:,:,:,:,KC,JC)

PRODI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = PR0DI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

+ B2R(:,:,:,:,fC,KC) * B1I(:, !, !,:,KC,JC)

c

c

&,
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+ B2T(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * B1R(:, !, ],:,KC,JC)

- UR(:,:,:,:,ID,IC,KC) * F1I(:,:,:,:,KC,JC)
- UI(:, :, :, :,ID,IC,KC) * FlR(:, :, :, :,KC,JC)

enddo

enddo

enddo

&,

tr

8r

8r

FDELTAR = FDELTAR + FOURON3 * DIFFR

- 0NE0N12 * PRoDR / ¡lnRUrrWX

FDELTAI = FDELTAI + FOURON3 {. DIFFI

. ONEON12 * PRODI / MEANLINKk

8r

enddo

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

DELTAR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = FDELTAR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

&, - FDELTAR(:,:,:,:,JC,IC)

DELTAI( :, :, :, :,IC,JC) = FDELTAI(

+ FDELTAI(:, :, :, :,JC,IC)

rc, Jc)

enddo

enddo

DELTAR = DELTAR / MEANLINK

DELTAI = DELTAI / UNRMTNX

TRACE = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

TRACE = TRACE + DELTAI(:,:,:,:,fC,IC)



c
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c
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enddo

TRACE=TRACE/dble(NC)

do IC= 1, NC

DELTAI(:, :, :, :,fC,fC) = DELTAI(:, :, :, :,IC,fC)

8t - TRACE

enddo

Matrix nultiply DELTA by transpose(DElTA), but we are

Only interested in diagonal conponents and can take

Trace sinultaneously.

l{ill be purely real.

TRACE = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

doKC=1,NC

TRACE = TRACE

&, + DELTAR(:,:,:,:,fC,KC) * DELTAR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC)

&, + DELTAI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * DELTAI(:,:,:,:,TC,KC)

enddo

enddo

THETA = SUN(TRACE) / dblE(NX * NY * NZ * NT * NC)

return

end

c ****'f +**t*¡1.**:1.¡1.¡t:Ù****+:t****:t**:t*:1.:ß*:f ¡È:È¡1.*******'t*:trt*rl.¡*'t:1.:t***+***+*
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*:*'1.:t********+* ¡k* **:1.*:1.***'1.***¡F** **********************************

subroutine DELTA123(tA, UI, MEANLINK, DELTAR, DELTAI, THETA)

inplicit none

integer, parâmeter :: NX = 6, NY = 6, NZ = 6, NT = 6

integer, parârneter :: ND = 4

integer, parâmeter :: NC = 3

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,ND,NC,NC), intent (in)

8t :: UR, UI

layout UR( :news, :netrs, :netrs, :netrs, : serial, : serial,
layout UI( :news, :news, :news, :news, :serial, :serial,
double precision, intent(in) :: MEANLINK

double

double

layout

layout

cnf$

cnf$

cmf$

cnf$

: serial)
: serial)

8t

precision, intent(out) :: THETA

precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC), intent (out)

DELTAR, DELTAI

DELTAR( :news, :news, :netrs, :neúrs, : serial, : serial)
DELTAI ( : news , : news , : netrs , : news , : serial , : serial)

&

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

:: FDELTAR, FDELTAI

layout FDELTAR(:news, :news, :neúrs, :nerds, :serial, :serial)
layout FDELTAI( :news, :netrs, :news, :news, :serial, :serial)

cnf$

cnf$

double precision, dinension(NX,¡try,NZ,NT,NC,NC)
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8r : PROD1R, PROD1I, PR0D2R, PROD2I

PROD1R ( : news , : news , : netrs , : nerJs , : serial , : serial)

PR0D1I ( :news, :news, :neúrs, :news, : serial, : serial)

PROD2R( :news, :nelJs, :neúrs, :nerrs, : serial, : serial)

PROD2I ( :news, :nerrs, :news, :news, : serial, : serial)

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cmf$

layout

layout

Iayout

layout

8r

double precision, dinension(Nx,NY,Nz,NT,Nc,Nc) : : B3R, B3I, B2R,

B2r, BlR, B1r, FlR, Frr, F2R, F2T

layout B3R( :news, :neúrs, :nens, :nerls, : serial, : serial)

layout 83I( :neÍrs, :news, :nerrs, :nelrs, : serial, : serial)

layout B2R( :news, :nerrs, :nerds, :nerrs, : serial, : serial)

layout B2I( :nerrs, :nens, :neúrs, :neÍrs, : serial, : serial)

layout B1R( : neÌrs, :news, : nens, : news, : serial, : serial)
layout B1I( :news, :news, :neÌrs, :news, :seria1, : serial)

layout F1R( :nerrs, :news, :nerrs, :neÌrs, : serial, : serial)

layout F1I ( :neÌrs, :nerls, :neÌrs, :news, : serial, : serial)

layout F2R( :news, :nerrs, :nerrs, :nens, : serial, : serial)

layout F2I ( :ne[rs, :neÍrs, :nerrs, :nerrs, : serial, : serial)

curf $

c¡nf $

cnf$

cmf$

cmf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

cnf$

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC)

& :: DIFFR, DIFFI, Tl,lOPR, TÌ'¡OPI, THREEPR, THREEPI

curf$ layout DIFFR(:nens, :news, :nerls, :nerls, :serial, :serial)

cnf$ layout DIFFI(:news, :news, :nelds, :nerls, :serial, :serial)

cnf $ layout TI{OPR( : news, : news, :neÌIs, :news, : serial , : serial)

cnf$ layout TIüOPI(:news, :nens, :nerls, :news, :serial, :serial)

cmf$ layout THREEPR ( : nerls , : news , : news , : news , : serial , : serial)

cnf$ layout THREEPI(:news, :nerls, :news, :news, :serial, :serial)
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double precision TRACE(NX,NY,NZ,NT)

cnf$ layout TRACE( :neúrs, :nesrs, :news, :news)

cc

integer IC, JC, KC

integer ID

double precision, parameter :: THREE0N2 = 3.d0 / Z.¿O

double precision, parameter :: THREEONS = 3.d0 / S.¿O

double precision, para¡neter :: THREEON2O = 3.d0 / ZO.aO

DIFFR = 0.d0

DIFFI = 0.d0

FDELTAR = 0.d0

FDELTAI = 0.d0

c 81 neans back one, F1 neans forward one etc.

do ID = 1, ND

BlR = cshift(Un(:, i, !,:,ID, !,:), dim = fD,

B1I = cshift(Uf(:,1,j,:,fD,:,!), din = fD,

B2R = cshift(B1R, din = ID, shift = -1)
B2I = cshift(B1l, din = ID, shift = -1)
B3R = cshift(B2R, din = ID, shift = -1)

B3I = cshift(B2l, din = ID, shift = -1)

F1R = cshift(UR(:, !, !,:,fD,:,1), din = ID,

FlI = cshift(UI(: ,i ¡t t:,ID,:,:), din = ID,

F2R = cshift(FlR, din = ID, shift = 1)

shift = -1)

shift = -1)

shift = 1)

shift = 1)
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c

c

F2T = cshift(Fll, din = fD, shift = 1)

DIFFR = B1R - UR(:, :, :,:,ID, :, :)
DIFFI = B1I - UI(:,:,:,:,ID,:, !)

Product piece

U(x-2nu) + U(x-nu) - U(x) * U(x+nu)

PRODlR = 0.d0

PROD1I = 0.d0

PROD2R = 0.d0

PROD2I = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

doJC=1,NC

doKC=1,NC

PROD1R(:, :, :, :,fC,JC) = PRODIR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

&, + B2R(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * BlR(:,r, i,:,KC,JC)

&, - B2I(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * B1I(:,1,i,:,KC,JC)

PRODlI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = PRODlI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

+ B2R(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * B1I(: ,i,i,:,KC,JC)
+ B2I(:, :, :,:,IC,KC) * B1R(:, r, r, :,KC,JC)

PR0D2R(:, :,:, :,IC,JC) = PR0D2R(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

+ F1R(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) + F2R(: r!, !,:,KC,JC)

- F1I(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * f2T(:,!, !,:,KC,JC)

&

&

&,

8r

PROD2I(:,:, :, :,IC,JC) = PROD2I(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)
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8r + F1R(:,:,:,:,TC,KC) * F2T(:, !, !,:,KC,JC)

+ F1I(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * F2R(:, i, i,:,KC,JC)

enddo

enddo

enddo

TI"I0PR = 0.d0

TI'IOPï = 0.d0

THREEPR = 0.d0

THREEPI = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

doKC=1,NC

TWOPR( :,:,:, :,IC,JC) = TI{OPR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)
+ B2R(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * B1R(:, j, !,:,KC,JC)

B2I(:,!,r,:,IC,KC) * BlI(:, :, :, :,KC,JC)

UR(:,:,:,:,fD,IC,KC) * F1R(:, !, !,:,KC,JC)

+ UI(:, :,:,:,ID,IC,KC) * F1I(:,:, :, :,KC,JC)

TWOPI(:, :, :, :,fC,JC) = Tl'lOPI(:, :, :, :,fC,JC)
+ B2R(:,:,:,:,fC,KC) * B1I(: ,i,i,:,KC,JC)
+ B2I(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * BlR(: ,t,1,:,KC,JC)
- UR(:, :,:, :,fD,IC,KC) + F1I(:, :, :, :,KC,JC)

- UI(:,:, :, :,fD,IC,KC) * F1R(:,:, :, :,KC,JC)

THREEPR( :,:, :, :,fC,JC) = THREEPR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)
+ B3R(:, :, :,:,TC,KC) * PRODIR(:, :, :, :,KC,JC)

- B3I(:, :, :,:,IC,KC) * PROD1I(:, :, :,:,KC,JC)

8¿

8L

8t

tr

8r

tr

8r

8t

8t

8r

tr
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8t

- UR(:, :, :, : TID,IC,KC)

+ UI(
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* PR0D2R(:, :, :, :,KC,JC)

* PROD2I(:, :, :, :,KC,JC)

&,

8r

8r

&.

rD, rc, Kc)

THREEPI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = THREEPI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

+ B3R(:, :, :,:,IC,KC) + PROD1I(:, :,:, :,KC,JC)

+ B3I(:, :, :, :,IC,KC) * PRODIR(:, :, :, :,KC,JC)

- UR(:, :, :, :,ID,IC,KC) * PROD2I(:, :, :, :,KC,JC)

- UI(:,:, :, :,ID,IC,KC) * PR0D2R(:, :,: , :,KC,JC)

enddo

enddo

enddo

FDELTAR = FDELTAR + THREEON2 * DIFFR / MEANLINK

TI, - THREEON2O * Th¡OPR/ MEANLINK**2

Tr +THREEPR/(gO.dO*MEANLINK**3)

FDELTAI = FDELTAI + THREEON2 * DIFFI / UUIUTTNT

T[, .THREEON2O*TIüOPI/MEANLTNK**2

& +THREEPI / (gO.do*MEANLINK**3)

do IC = 1, NC

do JC = 1, NC

DELTAR( IC,JC) = FDELTAR(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

enddo

tr - FDELTAR(:, :, :, :,JC,IC)

DELTAI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC) = FDELTAI(:, :, :, :,IC,JC)

+ FDELTAI(:, :, :, :,JC,IC)8r

enddo
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enddo

TRACE = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

TRACE = TRACE + DELTAI(:,:,:,:,fC,IC)

enddo

TRACE=TRACE/dble(Nc)

do fC= 1, NC

DELTAI(:, :, :, :,IC,IC) = DELTAI(:, :, :, :,IC,IC)

& - TRACE

enddo

Matrix nultiply DELTA by transpose(DELTA), but úre are

0n1y interested in diagonal conponents and can take

Trace sinultaneously.

llill be purely real.

TRACE = 0.d0

do IC = 1, NC

do KC = 1, NC

TRACE = TRACE

&, + DELTAR(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * DELTAR(:,:,:,:,TC,KC)

&, + DELTAI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC) * DELTAI(:,:,:,:,IC,KC)
enddo

enddo

c

c

c

c
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THETA = SUN(TRACE) / dblE(NX * NY * NZ * NT * NC)

return

end

***+***** *:f **:1.'*¡f ¡1.*:1.:*:t**:t *¡1.¡1.'******+**+¡*¡t¡*********** ****+'È*********

Derek's routine for reading gauge configurations

subroutine Readlinks (f ilename,ur,ui,nf igrbeta, nxf ,nyf,nzf ,

& ntf,lastPtaq,plaqbarAvg,neanlink)

inplicit none

integerrparameter :: nx=6, DI=6, nz=6, nt=6

integer,paraneter : : nc=3

integer,parameter : : nu=4

double precision,dinension(nx,ny,nzrnt,mu,nc,nc) : : ur,ui
layout ur( :news, :news, :news, :nerrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)

layout ui( :news, :nelrs, :neÍ¡s, :news, : serial, : serial, :serial)
character (1en=80) f ilena-ne

integer :: nfig,nxf,nyf,nzf,ntf
double precision :: beta, lastP1aq, plaqbarAvg, neanlink

Local variables

c¡nf $

cnf$

c

c

c

c

integer ic
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c

c

c

cnf$

cnf$

c

c

INTERFACE

subroutine f ixsu3 (ur, ui)

implicit none

integerrparaneter :: nx=6, DI=6, nz=6, nt=6

integer,parameter : : nc=3

integer,parameter : : nu=4

double precision,dinension(nx,ny,nz,nt,nu,nc,nc) : : ur,ui
layout ur( :news, :nerds, :netrs, :netts, : serial, : serial, : serial)
layout ui( :news, :news, :neÌrs, :news, : serial, : serial, :serial)

end subroutine fixsu3

END INTERFACE

Execution begins

open(101,file=filenâne,forn=,unfornatted,, status=, old,,
8r, action='read')

read (101) nfig,beta,nxf ,nyf ,nzf ,ntf

do ic = 1, nc-1

read (101) ur(:,:,:,i,i,ic,:)
read (101) ui(:, :, :,:, :,ic,:)

end do

read (101) lastP1aq, plaqbarAvg, neanlink

close(101)

c

c

call fixsu3(ur,ui)
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return

end subroutine Readlinks

****++********** ********* +***:*************¡1.*:t***:F'È'*********+***++

Derek's routine for writing gauge links.

subroutine tlritelinks (f ilenane,ur,ui,nf ig,beta,nxf ,nyf ,

& nzf , ntf , lastPlaq, plaqbarAvg, meanlink)

inplicit none

integer,paraneter :: nx=6, try=6, nz=6, nt=$

integer,para.meter : : nc=3

integer,parameter : : mu=4

double precision,dinension(nx,ny,nz,nt,nu,nc,nc) : : ur,ui
layout ur( :news, :nerrs, :nens, :neúrs, : serial, : serial, :serial)
layout ui( :news, :news, :nens, :news, :serial, :serial, :serial)

character (1en=80) f ilename

integer : : nf ig,nxf ,nyf ,nzf ,ntf
double precision :: beta, 1astPlaq, plaqbarAvg, neanlink

Loca1 variables

integer ic

c

c

c

c

cmf$

cnf$

c

c

c

c

INTERFACE
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cnf$

cnf$

subroutine f ixsu3 (ur,ui)

inplicit none

integer,parareter :: nx=6, nV=6, nz=6, nt=6

integer,para¡eter : : nc=3

integer,parameter : : nu=4

double precision,dinension(nx,ny rTLz,tLt,¡nu,nc,nc) : : ur,ui
layout ur( :news, :news, :netrs, :netrs, : serial, : serial, :serial)
layout ui ( : news, : nerrs, : nerls, : netrs, : serial, : serial, : serial)

end subroutine fixsu3

END INTERFACE

Execution begins

call fixsu3(ur,ui)

open ( 10 1 , file=filenane , form= , unfornatted, , status= , new, ,

&, action='write')

write (101) nf ig,beta,nxf ,nyf ,nzf ,ntf

do ic = 1, nc-1

write(101) ur(:,:,:, !, !,ic,:)
write(101) ui(:, :, :, :, :,ic, :)

end do

write(101) lastP1aq, plaqbarAvg, neanlink

close(101)

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
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return

end subroutine Hritelinks
++***************'t********¡*********************+**'**** *******'F**'t

¡1.¡*:f *¡1.'t*****rt¡F*:1.************:t:t*'t****'*********+***+:1.*,**** ** ******+*

subroutine GAUGEOUT(GOUT, TGR, TGI, BETA, NX, NY, NZ, NT, ND)

inplicit none

integer, para¡¡eter :: NC = 3

integer :: NX, NY, NZ, NT, ND

double precision :: BETA

double precision, dinension(NX,NY,NZ,NT,NC,NC) : : TGR, TGI

layout TGR( :netrs, :news, :news, :netrs, : serial, : serial)

layout TGI( :neúrs, :news, :news, :neÌrs, : serial, : serial)

character(Ien=84) GOUT

Local variables

Execution begins

open (22, f il e=GOUT, f orn=' unf ormatt ed', st atus=' unknotrn',

& action='write')

cnf$

cnf$

c

c

c

integer IC

c

c

c
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Yrrírte(22) BETA, NX, NY, NZ, NT

do IC = 1, NC-1

write(22) TGR(:, :, :, :,IC, :)

write(22) TGI( :, :, :, :,IC, :)

end do

ctose (22)

return

end subroutine GAUGE0UT

C ****************+*+*********************;t************************
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Infrared behavior of the gluon propagator on a large volume lattice
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Special Research Centre for the Subatomic Strucrure of Maner and The Department of Physics and Mathematical Physics,

University of Adelaide, Adelaide SA 5005, Australia
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The ñrst calculation of the gluon propagator using an O(a2) improved action with the conesponding O(a2)
improved Landau gauge fixing condition is presented. The gluon propagator obtained from the improved action
and improved Landau gauge condition is compared with earlier unimproved results on similar physical lattice
volumes of 3.21x6.4 fma. We find agreement between the improved propagator calculated on a coarse lattice
with lattice spacing a=035 fm and the unimproved propagator calculated on a fine lanice with spacing a
:0.10 fm. This motivates us to calculate the gluon propagator on a coarse large-volume lattice 5.63
xll.2 fma. The infrared behavior of previous studies is confirmed in rhis work. The gluon propagator is
enhanced at intermediate momenta and suppressed at infrared momenta. Therefore the observed infrared
suppression of the Landau gauge gluon propagator is not a finite volume effect.

PACS number(s): 12.38.Gc, ll.l5.Ha, 12.38.4w, 14.70.Dj

I.INTRODUCTION
There has been considerable interest in the infra¡ed be-

havior of the gluon propagator, ¡rs a probe into the mecha-
nism of conûnement and as input for other calculations. Lat-
tice gauge theory is ¿rn excellent means to study such
nonperturbative behavior. See, for example, Ref. [l] for a
recent survey.

The infrared part of any lattice calculation may be af-
fected by the ûnite volume of the lattice. [arger volumes
mean either more lattice points (with increased computa-
tional cost) or coarser lattices (with conesponding discreti-
zation enors). The desire for larger physical volumes thus
provides strong motivation for using improved actions. Im-
proved actions have been shown to reduce discretization ef-
fects [2], although some concems have been expressed that
coa¡se lattices may miss important instanton physics.

In this study, no change is seen in the infra¡ed gluon
propagator, even with a lattice spacing as coarse as 0.35 fm.
We find the gluon propagator to be less singular than llqz in
the infra¡ed. Our results suggest that the gluon propagator is
infrared finite, although more data is needed in the fa¡ infra-
red to be conclusive. This behavior is simila¡ to that ob-
served in three-dimensional SU(2) studies [3].

il. o(a2) IMPROVEMENT

The 0(a2) tadpole-improved acrion is defined as

where the operators Uor(x) and U*,(¡) are deûned

uor(x)=u ,.G)IJ,(x+ tùutu(r+ î'¡ut1x¡ (2.2)

and

U,or(x)= U uG)U,(x+ îtt)u,(x+ î,+ tt)ul|+zì)
x uti + î,) ul?) + u *(x) u uG + u)

x U vU + 2 ûL) ut*{x + tr + i¡ uÌu1x + î') uÌ,(rl .

(2.3)

The link product U*,(¡) denotes the rectangular I X 2 and
2 X I plaquettes. For the tadpole (mean-freld) improvement
p¿¡rameter [4] we use the plaquette measure

uo = ( |Re Tr( u orl)r,0. (2.4)

Equation (2.1) reproduces the continuum action as a+0,
provided that p takes the standa¡d value of lg2. Note that
out P=6lg2 differs from that used in [2,5,ó]. Multiplication
of our p in F4. (2.1) by a factor of 5/3 reproduces rheir
definition. O(g2oz) corrections to this actior¡- arc estimated
to be of the order of two to three pcrcent [2].

Gauge conûgurations are generated using the Cabibbo-
Marinari [7] pseudo-hear-bath algorithm with thrce diagonal
SU(2) subgroups. The mcan link, zs, is averaged every 10
swecps and updaæd during thermalization. Representative
gauge fields ¿¡re selected afær 5000 thermalization sweeps.

Gauge fixing on the lattice is achieved by maximizing a
functional, the extremum of which implies the gauge fixing
condition. The usual I-andau gauge fxing functional [8] is

Ff¡1u¡1=2,,fir,{ufr{Ð+ufitù\, es)

where

ucu{Ð=G(x)u *(x)G(*+ t")r (2.6\

@2000 The American Physical Society

ro=T ) n.14r - ur,(Ðl- &
x) ReTr[l-u*,(x)],

*Email address: fbonnet@physics.adelaide.edu.au
tEmail address: pbowman@physics.adelaide.edu.au
t Email address: dleinweb@physics.adelaide.edu.au
$ Email address: awilliam@physics.adelaide.edu.au
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G(x)= -i2 ø.'G\T' (2.7)*o{

5.5

õ.0

+.t
4.0

3.5

Ç s.o
S z.s
o.

2.O

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

q

A ma.ximum of Eq. s=0 up to
o('ii. i;;;;; ,üi Ës a,e ur,o
0(a2) improved, we i O(a2) im-
proved gauge frxing functional

r ?^,: à #, [!, "^ t - fi u "-a t

xuct¡+,1)*H.] (2.8)

as described in [9]. We employ a conjugate gradient, Fourier
accelerated gauge fixing algorithm [10] optimally designed
for parallel machines.

0 1 2
q (cev)

4

(3.7)

3

FIG. l. Gluon propagator from 75 standard, Wilson configura-
tions, on a323x64 lauice with spacing a=0.10fm.

DØ):2 ,'n'tO(y), (3.6)
v

III. TTÍE LANDAU GAUGE GLUON PROPAGATOR

The gauge links Ur(x) are expressed in terrns ofthe con-
tinuum gluon ûelds as

(3.1)

where P denotes path ordering. From this, the dimensionless
lattice gluon field Au(r) may be obtained via

wherc the available momentum values, f, are given by

^ 2tnu.rp oLu, f, trê

q2

Lu Lr]
T'T]'u uG)=P exp(tr,l:.' o,ruo,)

and, Lu is the length of the box in,the ¡.c direction. In the
continuum, the scala¡ function O1q2) is related to the Lan-
dau gauge gluon propagator vra

accurate to O(az). O(a2) improved gluon field operaton
have also been investigated. While the infrared behavior is
unaffected by the improvement, the ultraviolet behavior suf-
fers due to the extended nature of an improved operator.
These results will be discussed in deøil elsewhere Ill].

We calculate the gluon propagator in coordinate space

Df;,(x,Ð=(Aitx),+1;Ø1, (3.3)

using Eq. (3.2). To improvc statistics, we use translational
inva¡iance and calculate

A,,(x+ ítt2)=ftf, -t'l- ut-'i)l- *
xTr[u/,(¡)- ul,(x)], (3.2)

D";,o)=#( ; eir,teit,+y¡1. (3.4)

In this paper we focus on the scala¡ part of the propagator,

D0):#; o=; o'fub), (3.s)

D":,h)= 6*, Q pQ, æoo(q,). (3.8)

The bare, dimensionless lanice gluon propagaror, D(qa), is
related to the renormalized continuum propagator, DnG:t¿)
vla

azD(qa)=7r(p,a)D nØ;t"), (3.9)

Þ.
a
ò.

55
5.0

4.5

40
3.5

30
2.6

20
1.5

1.0

0.õ

0.0
0 2

q (Gev)
3 4

where Nr={ and N"= 3 are the number of dimensions and
colon. This is then Fourier transformed into momentum
space

FIG.2. Gluon propagator from 75 treelevel improved configu-
rations on a ld x 20 lanice with spacing a: 0.35 fm, and a physical
volume of 3.53 x 7 fm4.
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1.5 2.0
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c¡12
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I
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4.5

4.O
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Ç s.o
Q o<
Þ.

2.O

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
3 4

4

00 c

c (Gev) 00 0.5

FIG.3. Gluon propagator from 75 rree-level improved configu-
rations, on a 163 x32lattice wirh spacing a = 0.35 fm, a¡d a physi-
cal volume of 5.ó3 x LL.2 fma.

where the renorrnalization constant, Z{tt,a) is determined
by imposing a renormalization condition at some chosen
renormalization scale, p, e.9.,

I
oz:p2=/

FIG. 4. Comparison of the gluon propagator on the three differ-
ent lattices. The votumes are 3.23x6.4 frr¡4, 3.53x7.0 fma, and
5.63 x 11.2 fm4.

Figure I is reproduced from Ref, [13], where the standa¡d
Wilson action is used. The propagator is calculated on a
323x& lattice at þ:6.0, whiCh ionesponds to a latrice
spacing of 0.1 fu. This propagator produccs the corrcct
asymptotic behavior and a detailed analysis shows that the
anisoropic finite volume errors are small. However, it was
impossible to rule out isoropic ûnite volnme a¡tifacts.

We use the improved action described above to calculate
the gluon propagator on a small (103X20), coarse (a
=0.35 fm) lanice, which is shown in Fig.2. Despite the
coarse lattice spacing we see that it reproduces the infrared
behavior of Fig. l.

Finally, we calculate the propagator on a 163X32 lattice,
at the same p providing ¿ = 0.35 fm. This conesponds to a
very large physical volume of 5.63x ll.2 fma. Figure 3 il-
lustrates the results. These results largely agrce with the pre-
vious two calculations of the propagators. The behavior of
the gluon propagator is not changed by changing the volume.

In Fig. 4 we have superimposed the gluon propagators for
all th¡ee lattices. Here we plot D(q2) on the y axis to allow
an alternative examination of the most infrared momenta.
The points at =350 MeV are very robust with respect to
volume. Only the very lowest momenta points show signs of
finite volume effects. With more volumes it should be pos-
sible to extrapolate to the infinite volume limit. We sec that
the propagator, at the very lowest momentum points, de-
creases as the volume increases. This strongly suggests an
infrared ûnite propagator.

v. coNclusroNs

The gluon propagator has been calculated on a coarse
lattice with an O(az) improved acrion, in the O(a2) im-
proved lamdau gauge. The infra¡ed behavior of this propa-
gator is consistent with that of a previous study on a finer
lattice with an unimproved action, but comparable volums.
The propagator was then calculated on another improved lu-
tice with the same spacing, but larger volume. The incrcase
in volume left the propagator largely unchanged. In particu-
la¡, it has been shown that the tu¡nover observed in [13] is
not a finite volume effect.

Dnk)l (3.10)

This means that there is an undetermined multiplicative
renormalization factor, Z3@), on each of otu propagators.
Since our purpose is to compare our two improved, coarse
lattices with the unimproved, ûner one, it is sufficient to
consider only their relative renormalizations. We have
slightly rescaled the improved propagators so as to provide a
reasonable match with the old one. The relevant quantity is

z3Q.t0)t4(0.35)= 1.s2. (3.11)

IV. ANALYSIS OF LATTICE ARTIFACTS

To emphasize the nonperturbative behavior of the gluon
propagator, we divide the propagator by the tree-level result
of lattice perturbarion theory. Hence Figs. l, 2, and 3 are
plotted with S2D(52) on the y axis, which is expected to
approach a constant up to logarithmic corrections as q2--.
Here 

2 â'a
Tr=-sini. (4.1)

To reduce ultraviolet noise resulting from the lanice dis-
cretization, the available momenta are cut half way into the
Brillouin zone, that is

îf
5M 2a' (4.2)

All figures have a cylinder cut imposed upon them, i.e., all
momenta must lie within a cylinder of radius two spatial
momentum units centered about the lattice diagonal The
propagators are plotted in physical units, which we obtain
from the srring tension [12] with .,6=440 MeV.

F=6-0, small
p-3 92, oÀll
É-3 92. lar¡c

T

I.t
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tilith more lanices it may be possible to extrapolate to
inûnite volume, but from this study we can only make ten-
tative conclusions. We have ruled out the 4-a behavior
popular in Dyson-Schwinger studies, and any infrared singu-
larity appean to be unlikely. An infra¡ed finite propagator is
most plausible. The gluon propagator would need to drop
rapidly for momenta below -350 MeV in order to vanish as

suggested by Zwanziger [la] and others. Even larger volume
lattices will be needed to study this possibility. The possible

PHYSTCAL REVIEW D 62 051501(R)

effects of lanice Gribov eopies remains a very interesting
question and we plan to study this in the nea¡ future.
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1. Introduction

Gauge fixing in lattice gauge theory simulations
is crucial for many calculations e.g. the study
of gauge dependent quantities such as the gluon
propagator [1]. However, the standard lattice
Landau gauge condition [2] is the same as the con_
binuum condition, DrArA, = 0, only to leading
crder in the lattice siacing, a.

The focus of this talk is to use mean_field_
.mproved perturbation theory [3] to compare dif_
:erent lattice definitions of tho Landau gauge,
lnd quantify the sizes of the discretisatior, 

"rrois..n particular, we derive a new O(or) improved
,andau-gauge-fixing functional, and a method of
;eneralising this to 0(o").

l. Lattice Landau Gauge

Gauge fixing on the lattice is achieved by max_
nising a functional whose extremum impiies the
auge fixing condition. The usual Landau gauge
xing functional is [2]

tct{u}l -f !r*t iO)+ufça¡t}, (r)
þ'r

here uf;.(n) .- G(r)ur(a)G(n + î,,)t. By raking
re functional derivative of (l), it can be shown

Nuclear Physics B (proc. Suppl.) 83-34 (2000) g05_g07

Étul=

where
ufr(a) =
Then

Da,4@l = f {- ,!ruf,^,(,) -H,}, e)

This "one-link,' functional can be generalised
to functionals using ,,n-link" terms:
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An improved gauge fixing algorithm
the gauge fixing condition displays
esults emphasise the importance of
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0(o') errors can be removed from the gauge

fixing condition by taking a linear combination of
the one-link and two-link functionals:

ç'G -l'c- 
1

r Imp - B' I L2uoFî (5)

where we have included the plaquette-based,

mean-field (tadpole) improvement parameter,

,o [3].
To perform the gauge fixing we adopt a "steep-

est descents" approach [2]. The gauge transfor-
mation is G(ø) = exp{-ioDr0r'1,r1"¡¡- To

maximise, for example, lf , we use (a) to derive

the gauge transformation

Gt@) - exp

where

Ar (") : t {Ui @ - p') - uf (x) - h...},,""u,"., .

p

Similarly, A2 and A¡¡¡rp ar€ obtained from the
functional derivatives of. lz and f¡-o respec-

tively. For a given functional, Ff , the Sauge
fixing algorithm proceeds by calculating the rel-
evant A¿, applying the associated gauge trans-
formation to the gauge field, and iterating until
the lattice Landau gauge condition is satisfied, to
within some numerical accuracy. The approach
to Landau gauge is measured by

1

VN"

FD.R. Bonnet et al./Nuclear Physics B (Proc. Suppl.) 83-84 (2000) 905-907

Table 1

Values of the gauge-fixing me¿Niures obtained us-

ing the improved gluon action on 6a Iattices at
three values of the lattice spacing, fixed to Lan-
dau gauge with the one-link, two-link and im-
proved functionals respectively.

Puo F dI,,'p 0z ^63.92 0.837 1

4.38 0.880 1

5.00 0.904 1

0.102 0.921
0.0585 0.526
0.0410 0.369

0.111
0.111
0.111

p us F gr-p 01

3.92
4.38
5.00

3.92
4.38
5.00

0.837
0.880
0.904

0.837
0.880
0.904

5 .5

53.4
52.2

0.0366
0.0261

32.3
30.0
29.4

.0

0.563
0.563
0.563

0.0625
0.0625
0.0625

pusFfu02

2

2

2

Imp
Imp
Imp{io'(')},

0¿: I r' {a¿(ø)a¿(")t} .

0.586
0.477

3. Calculations on the Lattice

We use an O(a2) tadpole-improved action. For
the exploration of gauge fixing errors we con-
sider 6a lattices at P - 3.92, 4.38, and 5.00, cor-
responding to lattice spacings of approximately
0.35, 0.17, and 0.1 fm respectively.

The configurations are gauge fixed, using Con-
jugate Gradient Fourier Acceleration [4] until
fu 1 !0-12. dl*p and, 02are then measured, to see

the size of the residual higher order terms. The
evolution of the gauge fixing measures is shown
for one of the lattices in Fig. 1. This procedure is
then repeated, fixing with each of the other two
functionals, and the results are shown in Table 1.

Results from additional lattices, a^s well as a more
detailed discussion, are in [5].

If we fix a configuration to Landau gauge by
using the basic, one-link functional, then the im-
proved measure, d¡,¡p, will consist entirely of the
discretisation errors. Looking at Table 1, we see

that at þ = 4.38, ît^p -- 0.059, a substantial de-

viation from the continuum Landau gauge com-
pared to the tolerance of the gauge fixing. W'e

note that the relationship between the function-
als in (5) provides a constraint on the gauge fixing

(6)

(7)

r
A configuration fixed using Ar(r) will satisfy

(2). It will also satisfy

Lz(r): -2iga2D
p {lno,rr) -}tt *''\

{-$u;o,o,

and similarly,

AI-o(") : -2iOa2l
It

-Th *Tü^pI. (8)

Since the improved measure has no O(o') error of
its own, (8) provides an estimate of the absolute
size of these discretisation errors.



I

o

onelink
twolink
improved

Figure 1. The gauge fixing measures for a 6a lat-
tice with Wilson action at P : 6.0. This lat-
tice was gauge fixed with 41, so d1 drops steadily
whilst 02 and á¡,,'o plateau at much higher values.

measures. For example, when fixing with Ar

tmp: e#)' 1 ^---
o, = 1_¿;;y=e=0'111' (e)

A configuration fixed using Ar-o(ø) will satisfy

lartrç"):D {-.ump}. (10)
Plt

With the help of (2) we see that

907

Equally, one can comp¿ìre the value of á2 when
fixed using fr, and d1 when fixed using the F2.
In this case, their differences are rather large and
are once again attributed to differences in the size
of higher-order derivatives of the gauge freld. îz
is coarser, knows little about short range fluctu-
ations, and fails to constrain higher-order deriva-
tives. Similar conclusions are drawn from a com-
parison of d2 fixed with the frmp and d¡*o fixed
with fz.

We also find that in terms of the absolute er-
rors, the Wilson action at 0 - 6.0 is comparable
to the improved lattice at p - 4.38, where the
lattice spacing is three times larger.

4. Conclusions

We have fixed gluon field configurations to Lan-
dau gauge by three difierent functionals: one-link
and twelink functionals, both with O(a2) errors,
and an improved functional, wilh O(aa) errors.
Using these functionals we have devised a method
for estimating the discretisation errors involved.
Lattice Landau gauge, in its standard implemen-
tation, deviates from its continuum counterpart
by one part in 20, despite fixing the Lattice gauge
condition to one part in 1012. Our results indicate
that order O(o') improvement of the gauge fix-
ing condition improves comparison with the con-
tinuum Landau gauge through: 1) the elimina-
tion of O(o') errors and 2) reducing the size of
higher-order errors.

FD.R. Bonnet et al./Nuclear Physics B (Proc. Suppl.) S3-84 (2000) 905-907

r02

100

10-

1o-1

? 1o-8

1o-8

1o-r0

10-12

1o-11
0 50 100

Iùeration
150 200

Ar(") : -2isa2D{#q,Ar(r) *'trt - ur^r}
p

and (8) are identical to within a sign. If the three
different methods presented all fixed in exactly
the same way, then the 9¡-o of a configuration
fixed with 41, would be equal to d1 when the
configuration is fixed with A¡-o. It is clear from
the table that they are not, signaling the higher-
order derivative terms ïiAr(r)., contained in the
the 7t¿, take different values depending on the
gauge fixing functional used.

Examining the values in Table 1 reveals that in
every case d1 is smaller when we have fixed with
fi-p than d¡-o under the Ft This suggests that
the additional long range information used by the
improved functional is producing a gauge fixed
configuration with smaller, higher-order deriva-
tives; a secondary effect of improvement.
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